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OPENING REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN 

In welcoming members, the chairman, Mr D. S. Studholme, 
referred to the fact that the theme of the conference was increased 
production. He said. 

"That i's perhaps a hackneyed theme, as it has been shouted at 
New Zealand farmers from all sides as being particularly important 
to New Zealand. But I want to look at it with a broader view, the 
\Yorld view. 

The population of the world now is about 2,500,000,000 and is 
increasing at the rate of 50,000 a day. That is, 50,000 more people 
a dav to breakfast. Unfortunately, some of them will get no break
fast. A century ago, world population was about half today' 
figure. In 70 years, it will be double-that is practically in our 
own time. 

It is estimated that some countries will double thefr populations 
much sooner than 70 years from now, but the grim fact is that that 
just could not happen. There simply would not be enough food to 
go round. The world is heading for famine on a scale that is 
appreciated by very few. 

The result will be that envious eyes will be cast on the few 
countries which are able to produce a surplus of food, ·such countries 
as Australia, the United States, Canada and New Zealand. From the 
point of view of their very existence, they will have to produce more 
food. If we could produce a few more carcases of lamb, or Aus
tralia can produce a few more tons of wheat for distribution through 
the Colombo or other plans, that would relieve things a bit, but it 
is not the answer. 

New Zealand might look for a lead to the United States. The 
United States had vision and saw that it might be possible for the 
over-populated countries to feed themselves if they applied themselves 
to research, but saw also that organising this research would take 
too long. The United State·s had therefore sent experts to other 
countries to help them, and had already had successes in increasing 
the food available in some neighbouring countries. 

I come to the final conclusion that the only hope for the world 
lies in agricultural research. It is not a good line to start cutting 
cost in, but what do we find here? The Department of Agriculture 
is starved of funds, and the D.S.I.R., though it has funds, cannot 
spend enough of the money on agricultural research. 

Much could be done to increase production by offering farmers 
an incentive. I don't mean 6~d on a bushel of wheat, but a serious 
incentive. It will no doubt be said that that would be helping one 
section of the community, but they are doing exactly that in Eng
land, where farmers are a small minority. They realise there that 
they_ must have food." 

Mr Studholme concluded by saying that research was not confined 
to the scientists. Every farmer was in his own way as much a 
researcher as the scientist. That was why at this conference, the 
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preponderance o.( lbe papers was from practical farmers, 
leavening from technicians and scientists. 

Mr Studholme Lbon asked Dr. M. M. Burns, Director of 
College to open the Conference. 

Dr Burns: 

wilh a 

Lincoln 

"My task is a very simple and a very enjoyable one. It is 
u very great pleasure indeed to see so many frequent visitors and 
old friends of the College here in this audience today. At lhe same 
time we do express regret, as we have done on many previous 
occasions for the !act that this room will accommodate only a 
limited number of people. 

I would just like to welcome you to the College and to say that 
we are very pleased lo be associated wilh the Committee organising 
this Conference. Although it may require a little bit of assistance 
from us that assistance is gladly given and the return we get is very 
many times greater than the assistance we give. 

You will notice during the three days quite a number of the 
staff of the College joining in with you. They are here, not because 
they may be able to make a contribution, but primarily to pick 
up for themselves a very great deal from your contributions and 
discussion's." 

Dt· Burns concluded by declaring the Conference open. 
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CATTLE IN SOUTH ISLAND FARMING 

RECENT ADVANCES IN GRASSLAND FARMING AS 
THEY AFFECT HILL COUNTRY 

Dr. J. Melville, Director, Grasslands Division, D.S.I.R., 
Palmerston North. 

l'n 1945 the newly-formed Manawatu Catchment Board, with 
the blessing of the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council, 
leased an area of hill country in Pohangina County for r esearch 
into various aspects of soil conservation. The Te Awa experimental 
Area, as it is 'now called, might be described as moderately-steep 
t o steep hill country with main slopes between 25 ° and 45 °. The 
soil is an unconsolidated. sand which, under the original heavy 
forest cover, was reasonably stable. This stability carried over 
into the pasture phase which followed after the forest was cut and 
burnt; the thousands of tree stumps acted as pegs which held the 
gully floors in positidn and bound the topsoil and subsoil on the 
slopes. Then, about 20 years ago, the tree stumps began disap
pearing rapidly, and degrading of the gully floors accelerated to an 
alarming degree with consequent instability of the slopes above. 
When the area. was taken over eight years ago the first impression 
was that urgent remedial methods were necessary to preve'nt the 
whole farm being swept down the Oroua River to the sea. And 
that in fact was the major programme for the first four years, a 
programme carried out co-operatively by the staff of the Catchment 
Board and of Grasslands Division. There is a most interesting 
story to be told of the devices which have been tried to hold the 
gullies in a state of reasonable equilibrium; of the successes and of 
the far greater number of failures. But this is not the time or 
the place to tell that story. Instead I want to give a summary of 
the work initiated by Dr Bruce Levy and carried out by Mr Suckling 
and his team on the improvement of pastures on the area. As you 
can well imagine, research of this nature would inevitably form a 
major part of any programme in which Dr Levy had a guiding ha'nd. 
His philosophy can best be given in his own words. The research 
project on hill country was undertaken "in belief that if soil conser
vation could go band in ha:nd with farm betterment as a whole, then 
it would be accepted whole-heartedly by the farming community 
and would have that community's whole hearted support." 

Now in spending my allotted time on a description of the Te 
Awa Experimental Area and of the trials which are in progress 
there, I am perfectly well aware that it is blessed with an excelle'nt 
grassland climate. Rainfall is just over 40 inches and is remark
ably well-spread; there is no marked summer drought, while the 
winters are not severe by most South Island standards. Nevertheless 
I am convinced that many of the results achieved are of general 
applicability, and that if they wer.e applied to the greater propor
tion of our millidns of acres of hill country the increase in carry
ing capacity would be spectacular. 

The problems of hill country are of course all tied up with the 
fact that the surface of the land is never horizontal and frequently 
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approaches the vertical. This very obvious statement has a number of 
important consequences and I propose tq list five of the more im
portant of these a'nd then go on to discuss each in as much detail 
as time will allow. 

1. Cultivation of the land and hence preparation of a seed bed 
is impossible. Other means must be found of introducing new and 
improved species of pasture plants, and of findi'ng substitutes for 
the forage crops which are an important feature of land which has 
been ploughed from pasture. 

2, There is a far-greater variability in the amount of direct 
sunlight falling on hill country than on fiat cou'ntry, and this is re
flected in the differences in vegetation bet.ween sunny and shady 
slopes. 

3. The effects of rain o'n hill and flat country have important 
points of difference. On flat country, u'nder normal rainfall condi
tions the major pathway for the water is percolation down through 
the soil; on hill country, ~urface runoff accou'nt for a considerable 
proportion of the total. Hence, the effective rainfall, i.e., the rain
fan which passes through the root zone of the pasture plants will 
be considernbly less than the actual rainfall. 

4. On hill country there are far greater changes i'n fertility 
levels within short distances than on fiat country. These fertility 
changes are directly connected with the grazing and camping habits 
of sheep. 

5. The control of weeds o'n hill country presents problems which 
are different from those on fiat land. 

Ov.ersowing 
Taking these points in turn, the first relates to the introduction 

of new pasture species into the existing sward. And the first 
questio'n which naturally arises is, "What is the necessity for chang
ing the present pasture association?" The answer to that question 
lies not so much in the virtues of certain pasture species, but on the 
soil-fertility status of hiU country generally. I am quite convinced 
that on the great bulk of our unploughable la'nd the major barrier 
to increased carryi'ng-capacity is simply lack of nitrogen. In other 
pastoral countries and under quite different farming systems this 
deficiency might be made good in part by artificial fertilization. 
Such a solution is however quite impossible in New Zealand, and the 
only way of overcoming the difficulty is by the introduction of the 
most efficient legumes, clover, and Lotus species, which will grow 
under the particular conditions of soil and climate in any hill-country 
region. I think that 'nobody' will disagree with the statement that 
no feature of hill-country pastures is more noticeable than the lack 
of clovers of every description and particularly of clovers of high 
productive-capacity. 

Particular attention has been paid to the introduction of leg
umes in established pasture swards both at Te Awa and i'n other 
areas throughout the North Island. The important findings may be 
summarized under the headings of pre-sowing treatment, post
sowing treatment and selection of species. 

Pre-sowing treatment. There has always existed a considerable 
difference of opinion among farmers regarding the kind of pasture 
on which clovers establish most successfully. One group considers 
that relatively long pastures act as a shelter and a nurse crop for the 
clover seedlings; the other that if the seedlings are to develop a good 
rooting system at the earliest po'ssible moment they must be sown on 
a sward that is eaten off as closely as possible. The findings from 
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our numerous trials are very much in favour of the second group. 
All clover species, with the exception of subterranean clover, estab
lished significantly better when oversown on short grazed pasture. 
Even with sub clover there are disti'nct advantages in sowing on 
short grass: in order to reach the light the seedlings in tall grass 
have to develop a long stem which at the first grazing is frequently 
nipped off below the crown with consequent loss of the seedling. 

It is here that the main topic of today's conference, viz., the use 
of cattle, fits i'n particularly well. For the removal of dense, tufted, 
and matted stands of the major hill country grasses and for the bar
ing of ground by simple hoof action, the working bullock is enorm
ously valuable. Under most North Island conditions it does an ex
cellent job of clea'ning up roughage preparatory to oversowing. 

The best time to oversow is of course determined by climate. 
Moisture supply and temperature are the two most important factors 
in germination and seedling development. Hence oversowing will be 
most successful when temperatures are high enough to promote quick 
germinatio'n and growth, and when adequate moisture is assured, 
until the seedling roots have penetrated far enough to withstand a 
temporary dry spell. We have seen many oversowings fail through 
lack of moisture over quite a brief period just after germination. 
Under Te Awa conditions best results with all species have been 
obtai'ned by sowing in March and April, after the autumn rains have 
set in. The seeds germinate rapidly and are sufficiently advanced to 
go through even a fairly severe winter with only small losses. They 
are then in a good position to make the most of favourable growing 
conditions in the followi'ng spring. 

Different districts will, of course, have their O\v'n climatic 
patterns which will determine whether autumn sowings have a reas
onable chance of success. This is one 0:£ the cases where the farmer 
might well become his own experimental officer. There is nothing 
difficult in sowing small areas with clover seed at different times of 
the year and closely observing which season gives the best results. 

One very interesting finding from Te Awa relates to fertilizer 
application i'n an oversowing programme. Normally in these days 
of aerial topdressing, seed and fertilizer are applied together and 
this is the most efficient way of doing two jobs in one. But aerial 
topdressing is very much dependent on weather conditions and a job 
which is promised for April freque'ntly cannot be done till June or 
July. I am quite sure that such a delay is not very important so 
far as superphosphate is concerned. But from what I have just said 
you will appreciate that very little flexibility is possible in the time 
of oversowing. Our trials at Te Awa and elsewhere have shown 
little or no direct benefit from combined fertilizer and seed applica
tions as determined by percentage germi'nation and early growth. 
Provided that the fertilizer is applied by the time the see<lling clovers 
have established and are able to make best use of it the plants 
suffer no handicap through lack of fertilizer at time of seeding. 
These experiments were carried out on a range of soils none of which 
could be described as having adequate phosphate, and we believe 
that only on soils with extreme phosphate-deficiency would it be nec
essary to sow seed and fertilizer simultaneously. 

The practical application of this is obvious. Seed for 50 or 100 
acres can be sown without undue difficulty by hand at the most 
suitable time, and the fertilizer can then be sown whe'n aircraft 
are available. 

Post sowing treatment. The management of newly sown pas
ures on fertile flat land has been a matte1· for much investigation by 
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Grasslands Divisidn and the steps whicl1 must be taken for good 
clover establishment have been fairly clearly outlined. On hfll country 
however, post-sowing management appears to be of considerably 
less importance. "Although good establishment was obtained under 
both close continuous and intermittent grazing, it is desirable to exer
cise close grazing control durjng the first six months after sowing." 
In other words the big hurdle to the successful introduction of clovers 
lies prior to and just after sowing. Once the seedling has a few 
rootlets firmly into the soil, it will thrive under any reasonable 
system of management. 

There is however one aspect of post-sowi'ng treatment which 
deserves mention. Seeding rates of clovers for oversowing pro
grammes are generally not as high as for pastures sown on a pre
pared seed bed. Quite frequently less than llb per acre of each of 
the three main clovers white, sub a'nd red are sown. Moreover, the 
proportion of seeds which germinate and develop to established 
plants is naturally much lower in a S\vard than on cultivated ground. 
Hence, even if conditions have been favourable for oveTSowing the 
t-esulta'nt clover stand after about a year is likely to be somewhat 
!'parse. 

The thickening up of the clover stand can be achieved relatively 
easily by allowing the plants which are already there to act both 
as a source of seed and as a distributing agency. The method is 
well illustrated in a trial on a steep 10-acre paddock at Te Awa. 
l t was oversown in March 1949 with 2lb Montgomery Red Clover, 
2lb Broad Red, 2lb White, 21b subterranean a'nd ~lb Lotus major. 
(l might add that apart from suckling and a little white clover 
the original association contained no pasture legumes). •Germination 
and establishment were reasonably good, but despite the high seeding
rate nobody ~ll the 1>pring of the follo·wing year would have des
cribed the clover content as anything approaching adequacy. The 
paddock was shut up from November 1950 till March 1961 and dur
ing that time all the clover species dowered and set seed, much of 
which was fully matured. Cattle were then turned in on the area 
and the whole paddock was thoroughly eaten out. 

The results have been excellent. A profusion of clover seedlings 
was apparent all over the paddock during the next few months, and 
they resulted not onlr from the seed shed normally by the plants, 
but from the seed which had passed through the cattle and had been 
excreted in the dung. Within a few weeks of voiding, each du'ng 
pat had a fair covering of seedlings. The dispersion of seed by the 
grazing animal has been of considerable value in filling up gaps 
which had occurred in the initial oversowing. 

Two sets of figures are of i'nterest in this re-seeding experi
ment. The first set has to do \\'ith the numbe1· of clover seeds per 
lb of dung on the pasture just described, compared with dung from 
an adjacent unimproved area. The unimproved area produced dung 
with 40U seeds per lb; the figure for the improved area was a,500 
seeds per lb. The other comparison has to do with the buried clover
seed content of the paddock before and after seeding. Before over
sowing, each square foot of soil to a depth or two i'nches contained, 
on the average, 320 clover seeds (10 white and 310 of suckling) . 
After oversowing the average values were 2,200 seeds (600 white, 
10 red, 20 sub and 70 Lotus major). 

Now, just a word on the significance of these buried seeds and 
of the seeds excreted in the dung. Clover seed when fully l"ipened 
on the plant develops a seed coat which is highly resista'nt to the 
intake of water. Unless the seed is scarified, as happens in the 
llOrmal operations of harvesting and dressing, it may remain in the 
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soil for long periods of time without germinating. Although we do 
not know the whole story of what happens in a pasture that is 
allowed to seed naturally, I think we can make a reasonable guess at 
it. First of all, the seed which has not fully ripened and which has 
not become hard germinates shortly after it falls to the ground 
or is tramped into the ground by stock. Hence within the first 
month of openi'ng the paddock there will be a healthy sprinkling of 
seedlings over the area. The hard seeds now take up the running 
and they will germinate at intervals for periods up to 20 years and 
longer. Perhaps• 10 per cent may germinate in the first year, 9 per 
cent i'n the second and so on. 

The seeds which survive digestion in the animal and which are 
excreted in the dung are all in the hard condition. Hence, wherever 
thel'e is a dung pat the same situation occurs : a small perce:itage 
of the seed contained i'n the dung will germinate at intervals over 
many years. 

I think you will agree that this technique of allowing the natural 
l'e-seeding of a sparse clover stand so that the hard-seed content 
of the soil is markedly increased has great possibilities on all our 
unploughable land. Regardless of the treatment to which the pasture 
may be subseque'ntly subjected, there is in the soil a reservoir of 
seeds which will re-colonise the area when conditions are suitable. 

I would just like to add that the paddock which was allowed to 
re-seed in the summer of 1950-51, was shut up again in November 
1952. By February of this year the whole area was a mass of white 
clover, red clover and Lotus flowers. It was re-opened to stock in 
early April and we are naturally extremely interested to see how 
much further the clover seed content of the soil has been built up by 
the secdnd re-seeding process. 

Selection of Species. The emphasis thus far in this discussion 
of oversowing has been entirely on the clovers, and the reason is 
not hard to find. Despite numerous attempts we have had no success 
in intl'oducing a'.ny grass species by oversowing at Te Awa or else
where, and at our present stage of knowledge I would not recommend 
the inclusion of grasses in a surface-sown mixture. There are inttic
ations that a major reason for this is sheer lack of fertility and we 
propose further trials o'n the 10-acre paddock which was used for re
seeding and whose fertility is being rapidly increased through vig
orous clover growth. 

When we come to the clovers I cannot over-emphasise the des
irability of getting a good strain of white clover established at the 
earliest possible moment. I realise that there are certain areas where, 
because of the rigours of climate, white clover just cannot survive. 
On the other hand, there are millions of acres which are climatically 
suited for white-clover growth a'nd which are far below their poten
tial .production because of its absence. Pedigree white clover has 
already shown itself to be the most valuable pasture plant on the 
ploughable, more fertile land in New Zealand. I am convinced that 
it can and should! assume the same role over the greater proportion 
of our hill country. 

The value of subterranean clover lies i'n the fact that it is an 
annual which produces a good bulk of feed in spring and early 
summer, sets seed and dies about midsummer. This seed lies dor
mant through the summer period, germinates when conditions are 
suitable, and the cycle is repeated. We have found it particularly 
valuable on dry su'nny faces where white clover has difficulty in- sur
viving through the summer. In the drier parts of Hawkes Bay it is 
undoubtedly the most valuable of the pasture legumes, although even 
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here there is the possibility of building up fertility and water
holding capacity on limited areas to the stage where white clover 
would thrive. 

The inclusion of red clover depends on the farmer's demand for 
feed in the months of December, January and February. There can 
be no question that under certain conditions it is a very valuable 
plant and our Te Awa experience indicates that there would be little 
difficult~ in perpetuating it by spelling at the right time of year. 
I think the answer for each farmer is to include it in the seeds mix
ture on one paddock and decide for himself whether it is a good bet 
or not. 

For two years after over-sowing, Lotus major was very disap
pointing. Germination was relatively poor and growth of the estab
lished seedlings was very slow. Over the last year or two, however, 
and particularly on the paddock which was spelled for re-seeding, 
Lotus has done1 surprisi'ngly well. Not only is there a dense mat on 
the gully floors and on seepage areas but it seems quite happy up on 
the drier parts of the slopes. It is especially valuable in creeping 
over banks, and through fei·n, rushes, and young manuka, thus en
couraging stock to go into weedy areas and get them u'nder control. 

Variability in Direct Sunshine 
Every hill-country farm has its shady slopes and its sunny 

slopes. Every farm has large or small areas where the sun does 
not shine for one month, two months or eve'n three in the winter, 
and this lack of direct sunshine resuits in marked changes in soil 
temperatures and evaporation rates. Unfortunately it is not a'n easy 
task to scatter meteorological instruments round hill country or to 
take the necessary readings, and there is very little factual informa
tion on the differences which exist betwee'n different aspects of the 
same paddock. Mr Suckling has however made a start with measure
ment of soil temperatures at 4in. and Sin. depths. Differences in 
winter at the 4in. level of 5°F are obtained at two sites which are no 
more than 200 yards apart on either side of a gully running approx
imately east and west. A difference of 5°F at 4in. depth corresponds 
of course to very much greater differences in the top inch, and it i 
not surprising that considerable differences in pasture associations 
occur betwee'n the two slopes. 

To give some idea of what these soil temperatures mean, it is 
instructive to note that the 4in. winter soil temperatures at Gore are 
about 5°F lower than they are at Palmerston North. Hence in this 
one respect the farmer is grazing one piece of land in Gore only 200 
yards away from another bit i'n the Manawatu. It sounds a bit crazy 
but that is the best way of illustrating the large variations in 
climatic conditions which occur over quite small distances. 

I don't know what the position is in the South Island but in the 
North Island the farmer regards his shady slopes as almost a liabil
ity. Grazing animals always tend to congregate on the sunny slopes 
even though they are eaten down to ground level, with the result 
that the shady slopes are covered with fern, scrub and rank unpalat
able grasses. 

It appears to us that there can be only one logical conclusion. 
The only way i'n which sunny and shady slopes can be managed so 
that each gives its maximum production is to fence them off and graze 
them separately. Mr Suckling started out on Te Awa with a series 
of 10-acre paddocks running acro'ss an E-W gully. He had all the 
troubles with shady slopes outlined above and a few others into the 
bargain. Then about three yea1·s ago he subdivided the series by a 
fence line running along the gully bottom. Not only did his grazing 
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problems disappear but he has found that in summer when his sunny 
slopes are dried out and unproductive, the shady slopes provide an 
excellent bulk of feed for his sheep. Moreover, the shady slopes 
benefit markedly from the stock concentration and controlled grazi'ng, 
while overgrazing of the sunny slope is prevented. 

You will appreciate that this climatic variability has a bearing 
on the previous section on choice of clovers for oversowing. We have 
found at Te Awa that the a'nnual, sub clover, does. not thrive in the 
dense pastures of shady slopes, whereas the perennial, white, and 
Lotus do remarkably well. On the other hand sub clover grows 
vigorously on the drier sunny aspects . With either aerial or hand 
oversowing it should not be unduly difficult to vary the seeds mixture 
according to the slope which is being treated. 

The Fate of Rain 

The whole problem of soil erosion and of river control is bound 
up with the way in which rain behaves after it hits the soil in the 
river catchment area. Ideally the area should act as a reservoir 
which sucks up the heaviest rains without runoff and then lets the 
water away slowly into the streams and gullies. There is no argu
ment that forest approaches closest to this ideal although eve'n forest 
will fail occasionally to prevent a sudden rush into the water-courses, 
with consequent flooding down river. But we are not concerned with 
forest here; we are concerned with the capacity of different grass 
associations a'nd different managements to prevent surface run-off and 
soil loss. The problem is of the greatest national importance, but 
I regret to say that virtually no factual information on pasture under 
New Zealand conditions exists. The reason is not hard to find: the 
technical difficulties of such measureme'nts are great while measure
ments must be taken over a number of years before valid conclusions 
can be drawn. Such evidence as exists at thei moment does not con
tradict Dr. Levy's original thesis that improved well-managed past
ures at high carrying-capacities increase the rate at which rai'n in
filtrates into the soil. 

Variations in Soil Fertility 

Sheep traffic on slopes above a certain angle results in the form
ation of clearly-defined tracks which roughly follow contours and 
from which the sheep seldom stray. Their dung and urine are 
voided almost e'ntirely on the tracks resulting in a marked increase 
in fertility on the horizontal portions of the hillsides. On the other 
hand, the "riser" areas between tracks are continuously grazed but 
receive no animal droppings. There is therefore a continuous trans
fer of fertility from the "riser" areas to the track surfaces and this 
is striki'ngly apparent in the alternate rings of green and brown 
round our hillsides. 

There is no obvious way of rectifying this fertility transfer 
although it would be nice to believe that our animal breeders could 
produce a sheep which either had a stiff neck or swivelling hind
quarters or both. The best that can be aimed at is to encourage 
clover growth on the "riser" areas through rectification of any soil 
deficiencies which may occur. It is here that the aeroplane as a 
topdressi'ng agency is far from perfect since fertilizer dropped from 
above will tend to concentrate on the horizontal track surfaces (which 
don't need it), while the areas between the tracks (which have a high 
requirement) get less than their due. Some method of giving the 
"riser" areas preferential treatment, as can be done when topdressrng 
is done by hand, would be of considerable value. 
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is another fertility trend which is the direct result of the sheep's 
habit of camping on high ground at night. During the night period, 
their excretion of dung and urine is proportionally greater than the 
ingestion of herbage. The result is that plant nutrients in the herb
age consumed on the slopes during the day are tra'.nsferred to the 
camping areas at night. It is quite usual to find ryegrass dominance 
on the hill tops when the slopes are carrying low-fertility grasses 
such as danthonia and browntop. Certain of the campi'ng areas at 
Te Awa have produced over 11,000lb of dry matter per acre per year 
-a figure which is nearly as high as the most productive pastures at 
the home station in Palmerston North. 

The growth of highly palatable grasses on the camping areas, 
due to transfer of fertility from the slopes, leads of course to extra 
grazing during the day, and these areas receive the added benefit 
which comes from what is really first-class grazi'ng management. 
From the point of view of maximum production it is obviously un
desirable to have such big variations in pasture production within a 
single paddock, and the remedy undoubtedly lies in concentrating on 
improvement of the slopes. The greater proportion of time that the 
sheepr can be pe1·suaded to stay on the slopes the smaller is the fer
tility transfer. The best form of persuasion is undoubtedly the pre»
ence of palatable plants and: at Te Awa it is already very noticeable 
that sheep grazing patterns on improved and unimproved paddocks 
respectively are markedly different. 

Weeds 
It must be very obvious from what I have already said that we 

regard the competitidn from high-production pasture plants as the 
best method of weed control on hill country. Our oversown and top
dressed pastures have all shown a marked decrease in weed content 
both through direct competition and through encouraging stock to 
trample fern and low scrub through which palatable clovers have 
pushed their way. 

There is, however, another si<le to the story. The weeds which 
are choked out i'n this way are very largely those which are char
acteristic of low-fertility soils. A change has been noticeable over 
the past two years at Te Awa in that weeds of high fertility are be
ginning to make their appearance, with Californian, Scotch and 
winged thistle in the van. For these I have no ready-made remedy
the problem posed by such weeds is no more easily solved tha'n it is on 
flat country. Indeed it is considerably more difficult since certain 
control measures such as mowing cannot be applied. 

Throughout this talk I have been very conscious of presenting 
results from North Island experiments to a'n audience of South Island 
farmers; of describing an area lying to the west side of the Main 
Divide to farmers who are almost without exception concerned with 
land which lies on the eastern side. I am aware that there are hun
dreds of thousands of acres where rainfall does not exceed twe'nty 
inches and where annual grasses and clovers must always be pre
dominant in the pasture association. In such regions the grazing 
practices which are highly desirable at Te Awa would be disastrous 
(and i'n fact have proved disastrous in the past). But it must also be 
recognised that there are vast acreages of hill country in the South 
Island where moisture is not the limiting factor and where, I feel 
sure, improvement as spectacular as that at Te Awa can be achieved. 
What I have tried to. do is to bring out certain principles which are 
of general applicability : the universal limitation due to 'nitrogen 
deficiency; the necessity for introducing clovers and Lotus (and the 
methods which have proved successful); the variability in direct 
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sunshine and its consequences; and the fertility transfers which are 
inherent in sheep grazing. When these principles are understood and 
intelligently applied by the majority of farmers a'nd not by the few, 
I would hesitate to put an upper limit on the quantity of animal 
products which our unploughable lands could produce. 

Acknow le'dgements: 
It is the unhappy fate of people like myself that they can present 

only the results of investigations made by other people a:nd never 
by themselves. In this talk I have drawn very heavily on the results 
obtained by Mr Suckling and his team at Te Awa; the section on hard 
seed and its importance on hill country could not have bee'n presented 
but for the work of Mr Hyde; many of the principles of the fert ili ty 
cycle under pasture are directly due to Mr Sears. To these members 
of my staff I wish to make due acknowledgement. 

Mr Jud'd, South Otago: What was your pH test, and what manure 
did you use? 

· Dr. Melville: The pH was 5.7, but we have had no liming pro
gramme. All the area oversown was given 2cwt superphosphate per 
acre per year except one 50-acre block which was manured in 1946, 
47, and 48, and then we 'stopped. It is early to say if the production 
on this block is going down. 

Mr Dillon: You have had no results from oversowing with grasses. 
Could you elaborate on that? Many of us here have done a lot of over
sowing of grasses and think we have had results, particularly with 
cock'sfoot. Do we imagine this or is the grass already there and 
comes away because it is encouraged by the topdressing? 

Dr. Melville: In the North Island the results with grass sowing 
over wide areas have been most di'sappointing as far as our trials are 
concerned. We occasionally get seedlings and in a few months they 
disappear, but we know of numbers of farmers who do get good 
results. We don't know yet whether their better germination and 
establishment i's due to higher fertility or not. My own guess is 
that where we have failure, the nitrogen status is too low. We 
don't think there is much chance until you build up the clover con
tent. We can get results with oversowing clover; work with grasses 
definitely must be the next stage. 

Mr Hurst: There is much depleted tussock country now cleared of 
rabbits. It would be valuable if we could establish clover and grass 
seed on this bare ground. I have been experimenting with concen
trating sheep at the rate of 100-150 per acre for short periods and 
feeding them with hay with 'seed in it. Have you tried heavy stocking 
in this way? 

Dr. Melville: No, not at those concentrations. We have tried both 
sheep and cattle, feeding them on mature clover and then turning them 
out on the hill with good results as far as spreading clover seed, but 
not grass. Grass seed is more susceptible than clover to damage 
in the digestive tract. 

Mr Trolove: The trouble with sub-clover is that it dies off leaving 
bare ground as a seed bed for weeds. 

Dr. Melville: That problem occurs with us in such places as 
Hawkes Bay where the climatic conditions are similar to yours. The 
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vigorous growth of the sub-clover in the winter and early spring 
dominates the grasses which die out leaving the ground open to weed 
invasion and wind erosion. The way out is not clear. Do you use 
sub. in the hope that you will build your fertility to such a state that 
the more perennial plants will persist? I can't give a direct answer. 
The whole thing depends on climatic balance. 

Mr Trolove: As we build up fertility will white clover even
tually take charge? 

Dr. Melville: Ultimately with a 30in. rainfall, white clover should 
become dominant, but the sub. will not disappear. 

Mr Cowin, Nelson : Under dry conditions wouldn't it be better 
to use cattle rather than sheep? Under the close grazing of sheep 
the surface dries out so much more quickly. 

Dr. Melville: One of the most important questions we have to 
face is the comparative effect of grazmg by cattle and sheep. We 
must get the right balance. Once we thought we could do without 
cattle at Te Awa but we had to bring them in. Sheep tend to eat 
patches here and there and let clumps of gzass grow away into rank, 
unpalatable growth. - cattle are less selective and do not graze in a 
patchwork fashion; but I must stress the fact that economics come 
into it. 

Mr Sherriff: How are your fences standing up on these steep 
hillsides? I am thinking particularly of the effects of slips. 

Dr. Melville: We do have slips and they do affect the fences and 
their repair is always a major job for the winter. We regard stability 
of the gully floor as of greater importance than the odd slip on the 
hillside. 

Mr Chapman, Ku.row : Our problem is the carrying capacity in 
the winter. If we improve the hill country and boost up the summer 
carrying capacity it will intensify· the winter feeding problem. 

Dr. Melville: I would say it depends on the layout of the property 
and whether you have flats where you can grow lucerne and roots. 
If you can improve the ploughable country while it is in grass then 
you should get heavier root crops in the futul'e and thus enable more 
stock to be wintered. I see no answer where winter feed cannot 
be grown unless the extra stock can be wintered off the pl'operty. 

CATTLE ON THE PLAINS 

A. Hugh Sim, Carew. 

One often hears this statement: "Never mind about the profits 
from your cattle, look at the good they do." I do mind the profits, 
and I believe the,1profit angle should hold equal place with the bene
fits derived from the cattle. 

I believe, to make irrigation pay, the irrigated area on our farm 
must be divorced ' from the dry land, to the following extent. Pro
visio'n for dry spells1 on the dry land, must come from the dry land 
itself, and not from the irrigated areas. Hence our areas of lucerne
cocksfoot. 
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If the irrigated a1·ea had the heavily-stocked dry land hanging 
round its neck, the stocking rate on irrigated would have to be kept 
down, and the heavy capita:! · outlay I for the irrigated area would not 
be justified. 

Lucerne-cocksfoot would be a very much cheaper insura:nce policy. 
We make irrigation carry stock to its fullest capacity, and I 

hope to show you later how this helps to obtain profit from irrigation 
in a season as wet as this one has been, and how irrigated · areas can 
indirectly help to control dry-land pastures 'vith cattle in a wet 
seaso'n. I hope to show you also· that our cattle programme is not 
dependent to any great extent on irrigation. We ran cattle when we 
had al'l dry land, and although our present system has been developed 
to. fit in 'with irrigation, I believe it would be substantially the same 
without irrigation. 

I manage a 608 acre farm of light-medium land, Gover:::iment 
valuation about £13 per acre, situated 4 miles north · of the Rangitata 
river, at a point mid-way between Ealing Railway and Mayfield town
ship. Average rainfall is about 33· inches. I propose Ito trace the 
development of the farm from 1946, as catt1e were part of the devel
opment plan, and because I ran into 'certai'n difficulties on the way, 
and made quite a few mistakes. 

Our·s is a sheep farm so I will refer as much to the sheep 
as to the cattle. I have done certain things too, which the cattle 
have thrived on, and the sheep have not. 

In 1946, the start of the development plan, about 50-80 tons of 
lime per year were applied and this was steadily increased each year, 
until in the season 1951-52, 400 tons were sown. P.H. tests have 
·shown that we now need only a maintenance application over most 
of the farm. 

We started topdressing selected paddocks with lcwt. super. per 
year. This also was steadily increased, until all gra~s received lcwt. 
per year, increased. again to lcwt. twice a year, increased further to 
liicwt. twice per year over mo'st of the farm and increased again 
until selected paddocks received up to 6cwt. in one year. In 1951-52 
almost 100 tons of super. were applied.• Soil test s then showed that 
in super. also, we appear to need only a maintenance ration over 
most of the farm. I shall refer later to some results from the heavy 
dre'ssings of super. 

We had 18 paddocks in 1946 and today there are 35. 
Rotation in 1946 was to plough out of grass, and sow down in 

the same season. This was changed to a four or five year one, which 
has now served its purpose, and is to be replaced by a three-year 
rotation. 

Irrigation was added about 1949, but it was not until 1951-52 
that we irrigated seriously to carry more stock. There are now 
70 acres border-dyked in seven paddocks. 10'0 acres in seven pad
docks are wild-flooded. 

The result of this plan has been a rise in stock numbers, a:s 
follows: 

In 1946 there were 720 ewes and 200: ewe hoggets, but the hog
gets were sent out to grazing from September to May each year. 

Cash cropping was about 20 acres, with 20 acres of oat's for chaff 
to help winter the sheep. 

Today there are 1100 ewes and 300 ewe hoggets with 80 to 100 
head of cattle of varying ages. 
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Cash cropping is 70 acres of peas, wheat etc. Ten per cent of 
our acreage in lucerne and lucerne-cocksfoot. 

In 1947, 20 heifer calves were purchased, and proved quite inade
quate to clean JJP the accumulated roughage, and 'so· the following 
year 37 steer calves were added. These did clean up the roughage, 
but as we were grazing all available grass with both sheep and cattle 
during the summer, with no provision for hay, or only a minor 
amount, when the growth slowed up in April-May, cattle feed became 
a problem. In previous years, accumulated roughage had kept the 
cattle going well into winter. To be forced to feed large quantities 
of hay so early was eating into the profit's from the cattle, and 
further, we did not have the hay to do it. Fences, too, were show
'ing signs of wear. These were the main difficulties; not being able 
to get the maximum profit from our 2~-year cattle, through being 
forced to sell in late autumn, and not having sufficient feed to· buy 
in fresh cattle for the following summer, plus the damage-to-fences 
problem. 

Slowly the system in use today was evolved. 
I make a point of having each spring a mob of well-bred 2-year 

steers, which have either been purchased as calves or as 18-months 
cattle. I also have a mob of yearlings on hand. The 2-year cattle 
are handled until the lambs are weaned to do some work in pasture 
control, but a.re always placed where they are mo'st likely to go 
ahead. The yearlings are given the job of controlling the paddocks 
not good enough for the 2-year steers. 

A border-dyke block of 32 acres is subdivided into four paddocks, 
and carries 200 ewes with their lambs, often a mob percentage of 
130-140. These ewes are rotated in the four paddocks on a .strict 
schedule, and are shifted each eighth day. There are generally about 
15 to 20 2-year steers grazing on this block, which are placed either 
before or behind the sheep to e'nsure that when the sheep are shifted 
to their fresh paddock, it is in the state (}f control most suitable 
for the sheep. 

The eight-day schedule is strictly adhered to. A hay feeder 
travels with the sheep and is filled with four bales of lucerne hay 
at each shift. As the sheep are out of each paddock for 24 days, 
the growth which the cattle are asked to deal with is at times 
fairl;W rank. These paddocks had 6cwt of super. per acre in 1951-52 
and are a fiery proposition, so at times the cattle need a little hay 
to counter bloat. 

When the lambs are weaned, these cattle are fat and are left 
there. Weaned lambs are the'n put in on the eight-day schedule, 
because theoretically these paddocks are free from worm infestation. 
As soon as possible however the lambs are graded to rape and dry 
land grass. More 2-year steers are brought in from other parts of 
the farm, and the block becomes a cattle-fattening paddock for the 
rest of the autumn. 

Other irrigated paddocks are set stocked with sheep at five or six 
per acre, and a group of yearlings has the job of controlli'ng these 
paddocks, being shifted during the season to where they are needed 
most. 

On dry land, sheep are set stocked at three to four per acre and 
young grass quite lightly. Odd dry paddocks have the backwa~ 2-
year steers set stocked at ~ beast per acre. In a favourable season 
these cattle are fat by January. 

A further group of yearlings is shifted rou'nd the remaining 
dry paddocks to control grass for the sheeo. A paddock due to be 
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ploughed the following winter is not controlled with cattle unless 
it is getting completely hopeless for sheep, as it is necessary to 
have some reserve of feed for the dry land cattle if we run into 
a dry spell. 

From lambing to weaning, sheep from dry la'nd are never shifted 
to irrigation, or vice-versa, but the cattle stocking I have outlined 
to you is flexible and whenever it is thought advisable the cattle 
are move<l. 

After weaning, the dry-land young cattle are used to prepare 
paddocks for weaned lambs if it is necessary. If not, a you'ng grass 
paddock receives them. 

We will leave the cattle and sheep now and return to them in 
May. 

Of our 608 acres, 220 acres are under the plough each year, 
growing 70 acres cash crops, 85 acres of turnips and 65 acres of 
rape. With three 17-acre paddocks of lucerne-cocksfoot on dry land, 
a'nd 10 acres of straight lucerne irrigated, there are 325 acres of 
grass available for grazing. The whole area, plus lucernes, is used 
over the lambing period, but after lambing, all lucernes, plus several 
small head of cattle, and the 1400-odd head of Romney-Corriedale 
sheep, which are then crowded on to the remaining 290 acres, which 
in a normal season would take them through weani'ng with little or 
no margin at all. The closed areas (61 acres of lucernes and 35 acres 
of grass) are for hay, but sheep stocking on dry-land paddocks is 
reduced, if dry weather makes this essential, by taking out some ewes 
and lambs with an eye dog. The'n we build up a new mob in one 
or more of the p~ddocks intended for hay. 

This very wet season, one dry-land mob was eliminated by taking 
some ewes and lambs to each of the remaining mobs, and a further 
17 acres were closed for hay. 25 acres of young grass were closed 
for a ryegrass crop, but was eventually cut for hay. 13 acres of 
Hl were harvested. The stock had access to 235 acres o'nly, an 
average of six sheep per acre and just under § of a cattle beast 
per acre. There should have been, and would have been, over § of 
a beast per acre, but as I have indicated earlier, we are after 
profits from the cattle. I therefore succumbed to temptation in 
October, selling a small mob of 2-year steers, which incidentally 
gave a gross profit of £16/ 10/ - per head, in the seven months I had 
them. These cattle were not replaced fully U'ntil autumn, to bring 
our total to 80 once nwre. 

We had 99 per cent control of grass all this sum.mer, the cattle 
doing as well as or better than ever. The ewes piled on fat, but the 
lambs did not do as well, while with their mothers, on my very short 
cropped pasture, as 'neighbouring lambs did on feed over their backs. 
They were however very healthy and since weani'ng have done very 
well indeed. No fattening-type rams are used but the lambs, al
though fattening slowly, are going to the works at 38 and 39lb which 
is just about our usual weight these days. Our short-cropped, 
heavily-topdressed pasture was eaten by the stock as it grew, whereas 
the out-of-control pastures I referred to had always a certain amount 
of dry matter, and there I think is the explanation for the difference 
in the lambs. 

On the other hand, we had no foot-rot, no worm infestation, 
we returned to the soil everything we grew, or will do, when we 
eventually feed the very large quantity of hay saved, and my faith 
in our system, is as stro'ng as ever. Incidentally, may I state that 
in this exceptionally-wet season, when irrigation water was hardly 
used at all, we have had I believe, as much benefit from the irriga-
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tion as we have ever had, in that we had the larger stock numbers 
on hand, and are taking a profit from them. Control of irrigated 
grou'lld presented no difficulties, being ful1y stocked. Irrigated land 
grew slightly less than usual owing to lack of sunshine and warmth, 
and some cattle from irrigation were at times taken to control dry
land pastures, which were producing equally with irrigated ground 
for the first time in my experience. These small paddocks which 
we close for hay are important i'n our system and I shall enla1·ge on 
them. They are either permanently fenced eight to ten acre pad
docks or semi-permanently fenced with cyclone and barbed wire, 
and are chopped off 25 to 30 acre young-grass paddocks. 

The mixture sown in these, and al l other paddocks too, is:-
20lb Pere'nnial ryegrass. 
3lb Cowgrass. 
2lb White clover. 
2-3lb Cocksfoot (now increased to 5lb). 
2Jb Dogstail. 
D.D.T. is applied with super. in the spring following sowing down 

which is done with turnips, the rate being the equivalent of 2lb of 
100 per cent. I estimate that if this policy eventually gives us 
immunity fl'om grass grubs, the carrying capacity 0'11 our grazing 
areas will, rise by i of a sheep per acre with cattle to match. 

These selected small hay paddocks are repeatedly hayed each 
summer, used for weaning lambs following the hay cut, and closed 
again until early winter when they have tall growth. As the cattle 
run out of feed on the pastures, they are taken to these paddocks 
which keep them going into the wi'ater without hay. Hay is fed in 
increasing quantities until a maximum of one bale of cattle hay to 
four or five rising 2-year steers is reached. The rising 3-year steers 
also go to these paddocks, but as they are fattening for the spring 
market, scnne hay is fed earlier and they are drafted to swedes and 
hay, either early or late depending on how good the 20 acres of 
swedes grown specially for the purpose may be. If the swedes fail, 
rising 3-year cattle are sold in the autumn, when they are invariably 
prime fat. Rising 3-year cattle, if fat, will hold their condition if fed 
one bale of good cattle hay per day between three beasts, so long 
as there is a picking of grass. This hay offensive eve'otually turns 
these small paddocks into predominantly cocksfoot, with enough red 
clover to make the resulting hay palatable. Large quantities of 
cattle hay, as much as 96 bales per acre, come from these paddocks. 
When they are predominantly cocksfoot they are good weaning pad
docks in either a wet or a dry season. Whe'n the rising 3-year cattle 
are taken out to swedes early, a large mob of ewes, about 200 to 
eight acres, are put in and fed lucerne until the paddock is black with 
droppings. This keeps up the fertility. As lambing approaches, as 
many cattle as possible are put on swedes or turnips. This frees 
these handy-sized paddocks for lambing and gets rid of the cattle as 
they are best right out of the way duri'ng lambing. 

There will be by now over 100 head of cattle on hand, having 
purchased young cattle about April or May to replace the 3-year 
cattle which are to be sold off prime-fat in September to October. 
I have omitted to mention. that at any time of the year, some cattle 
are bought, in addition to the basic numbers, as a straight-out profit
making proposition, without very much thought of grass control. 
Ge'nerally in January the ewes are too fat and are more or less 
locked up. A mob of cattle is bought, and pushed along. These 
"catch" mobs have proved profitable. Several times one of these 
mobs purchased in February has grossed between £12 and £16 per 
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head before spring, and without very much expensive winter feed 
either. 

We feed hay to our sheep and especially to the cattle, to a strict 
timetable. First thing in the morning the truck goes out feedi•ng 
out hay, and that time rarely varies. The cattle keep contented, 
and although they may see the truck moving round later in the day 
and will probably move over near to it, just in case, they are not 
seriously upset about •not receiving any hay and \vill return to 
grazing immediately. 

Winter feeding is watched, and costed closely, because profits 
can be whittled down, but the cattle must be well fed to respond 
quickly to spring growth. 

A good calf can weigh 400-5001b at 16 mon ths but we rarely 
attempt this. Sixteen month beasts at 425lb have been made to 650lb 
by October. Those are our better efforts. Our basic cattle we expect 
to be about 800lb at three years with some really good beasts at 
875lb. The lucernes and closed areas are all made into hay. I am 
interested in silage and watching its progress but have not bought 
a silage outfit because the large amount of money it would involve 
will buy me several miles of subdivision. 

I feel that I will reach my goal of 1600 ewes and 150 to 200 bead 
of cattle much quicker with the subdivision and no silage outfit, tha:n 
I would with the silage outfit and no further subdivision. 

I am quite happy with the hay. We have a special hay tractor, 
and the steady stream of hay which comes off the hay areas, keeps me 
going without being unduly rushed from November until February 
or March. 

Using a contract baling outfit which gives excellent service, I deal 
with this hay myself, a:nd leave undisturbed both the tractor driver 
and his machine, and the casual hand and the third tractor which 
he uses to irrigate. 

I claim I take in more good-conditioned hay using this satis
factory contract baling service. I am free to ride the sledge and I 
have labour I can call on either to turn the hay i'n front of the 
baler or stook up the bales when rain looks imminent. Turning the 
hay in front of the baler frequently enable's me to have the hay carted 
in, also by contract trucks, immediately. The hay areas befog all 
small, enables me, even on a hay day, to find time to attend to the 
stock. Small hay areas minimise the risks of haymaking. The period 
between cutting and baling can be reduced, and the quality of the 
hay improved, by getting the rake going early and keeping! it going. 

The Jucerne-cocksfoot makes excellent sheep hay if cut while 
the cocksfoot is in broad leaf and if baled without a rain on it. 
Rain does: spoil it to some extent but it then makes first class cattle 
hay. The normal area c1osed we expect to yield 5000 to 6000 bales 
per year. This year the total saved reached 10,000, and we have, 
with a good turnip crop and a very good autumn-saved grass, a big 
reserve of hay behind us. 

Cattle damagi'ng fences are no longer a worry. About 1948 we 
started electrifyin~ the fences. Two electric-fence controllers were 
set up at strategic points. The barbed wire was lifted from the 
standards, each standard was twisted cold above the last plain wire, 
using two standard straighteners, until the top hole in the standard 
faced outwards. A small insulator was bolted to each sta'.ndard, with 
either 3/16in. or Un. machine screw, with a metal washer under the 
bead of the bolt and another under the nut. The surplus thread 
was cut off leaving one thread visible which was rivetted very lightly 
to the nut. The cost per mile was about £10. This proved most 
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successful, so each year we add more fences to the circuit using 
over-head wires at the gateways. At the present time il of the 
fencing is electric and all new subdivisions are electric. 

Five or six !\lain wires and an eleetrifted barbed wire is a very 
satisfactory cattle fence. 

Our sheep have improved,, not only in numbers but in quality, 
since 1947, but the part the cattle have played. in that improvement 
is impossible to assess, as the other development agents, lime, super, 
and subdivisio'n have obviously done their share. 

Cattle have kept worm infestation down every year, very defin
itely, excepting one; in the season 1951-52. Our experience in that 
year (when all lambs contracted scabby mouth, and the resulting 
weakening of them, gave rise to a severe death rate from worm in
festation) makes it quite clear that running cattle is not a cure-all 
for worm infestation, and all precautions must be taken. 

We have noticed for several seasons that our ewe lambs are 
fattening on the short-controlled grass as fast as the wether lambs 
do on rape. I rather suspect our next move will be to try out a 
mob of wether lambs fattening behind the cattle on grass against 
a mob of wether lambs on rape. 

If I had the opportU'.aity of starting again in 1946, I would go 
for the subdivision, the lucerne, the luceme-cocksfoot and irrigation. 
I would go for lime and the super., but I would be slightly more 
cautious about the 5 andi 6cwts. of super. I would go for the cattle 
but I would have a higher ratio of cattle to sheep. 

I would ®list the services of the same member of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, the same stock agent and the same old student 
of this College, who have, all three, guided an~ helped me to obtain 
some profit and a great deal of satisfactio'n from beef cattle. 

Mr Trolove: If cattle have already had a dose of electric fencing 
can they be shifted into paddocks \vithout electric fences? 

Mr Sim: Definitely no. 

Mr Butcher, Springston: Could you give us details of your lucerne
cocksfoot mixtures? 

Mr Sim: We have tried both Hunter River and Marlborough 
lucerne and find the pedigree Marlborough strain the best. We have 
tried various mixtures but think we get the best balance with 2llb. 
lucerne and 2lb. cocksfoot. If the season is dry we drill it. If it is 
wet we take the spouts out. 

Mr Wheeler, Windsor: We have had burning of clovers with only 
2cwt. of super. What happens when you put on 5-6cwt.? 

l\ir Sim: We have our own rotary sower and when we put on the 
6cwt. we applied one-third before lambing, one-third after lambing 
and the rest about weaning time. 'Ibe most we have ever put on 
in one application was 4cwt. per acre on irrigated lucerne. 

Mr Carpenter, Ferruiide: Have you any experience of fattening 
cattle on their own as compared with those grazing on the sheep 
paddocks? 

Mr Sim: We use cattle to control grass in the vital period between 
lambing and weaning. We do not use a definite :paddock for fatten
ing cattle until after weaning. We normally give the cattle that 
will go away first the best picking . 
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Mr Topp, Wiaipara: I was disappointed that you didn't say that 
you would be putting in yet another paddock of lucerne. 

Mr Sim: I didn't say I wouldn't. In fact, I am putting in another 
30 acres of straight lucerne next spring. 

Chairman: Have you tried fattening lambs on lucerne alone? 

Mr Sim: We have only once found it necessary and on that 
occasion it was very satisfactory. 

Mr Pilbroiw: I assume all your rape was for the lambs. Were 
all your turnips for the cattle? 

Mr Sim: We use swedes for fattening cattle and keep the soft 
turnips for the sheep. 

Mr McGloin, Lincoln College: What would be your increase in 
sheep carried if you had no cattle, and what would the economic situ
ation be? 

Mr Sim: If we hadn't had cattle this year we would have grazed 
only 50-60 per cent. of the farm. The rest would have been wild and 
woolly tufts. Through consistently running cattle the whole farm 
is short even pasture from one fence to another. If it were a case 
of stocking entirely with sheep just to make more money, I wouldn't 
be interested. I consider that cattle are necessary to use efficiently 
all I grow. I know it is easier to stock fully with sheep under 
irrigation, but I am afraid that the stocking rates could get too high. 

Mr Hilgendorf: I think most people will agree that the most 
profitable way to use grass is to feed it to sheep. Even though the 
price of beef may come close to that of lamb we must remember 
that we don't get wool from cattle. But it is no use growing grass 
unless we use it and I think Mr Sim would agree that there is great 
scope for cattle on the plains to utilise surplus feed. 

Mr Dillon, Blenheim: What do you consider the economics would 
be if you cut out sheep altogether? There are men in the North 
Island who are seriously considering this mainly because of the 
farm labour situation. 

Mr Sim: I can't foresee that day while there is a market for 
sheep products. 

iM'r Grigg: Do you consider your sheep do better because you are 
running cattle? 

Mr Sim: I can be fairly strong about that. I consider my sheep 
benefit considerably but there are so many other factors involved 
that I wouldn't like to assess the percentage of value of the cattle. 

CATTLE ON THE FOOTHILLS 

Melville Turton, Ashburton Forks 

For a •number of years I have advocated that increased numbers 
of cattle could be run in Canterbury. By doing this substantial 
increases in export of beef could take place. 

With improved methods of "deePI freeze," beef looks number one 
as the safest exportable primary product that we have. In being 
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asked to give this paper on "cattle on the foothills" with particular 
refere'nce to methods and use of conserved fo<lder, I give my experi
ences or methods for what they are worth not claiming in any way 
that they are the best to get the maximum amount of production. 
The increased use of lime and manures has given rise to richer 
pastures; this pasture calls for contro,l by a grazing a'nimal and the 
best of the grazing animals for control of grass are cattle. They 
consolidate the ground, put in fertility that could not be put in any 
other way, give young grass a great start and set up a pasture that 
should last for a great 'number of years. Besides this the cattle 
running with the sheep seem to leave something that helps to keep 
the health of the sheep right, (this in itself would call for increased 
production in more weight in lambs and better percentage of .lambs). 

Probably nowhere have the results of lime a'nd manure shown 
more spectacular results than in the foothills. The property I farm is 
within nine miles of the mountains with an average rainfall of 35 
inches. There are nine to eleve'n soil types on the property and at 
one time a big area was covered in brown-top and sweet vernal. 
My methods as far as cattle are concerned are divided into three 
classes to suit this property-bullocks on heavy land, cows calves 
o'n with sheep-heifers and dry cows on with sheep and heavy land 
--calves or baby beef with sheep. 

Starting with the latter class I buy the best mixed-sex calves 
from Southland with heifer calves speyed, taking delivery late April 
or early May. . 

When calves come home I box them with a few quiet cattle and 
drive them round nearly every day through gateways usi'ng a quiet 
eye dog (but no stockwhip) By doing this you get their confidence 
which helps them to: settle and do better. I cannot stress this point 
enough. Too many calves come on to a farm a'nd are never shifted 
and that is one way that makes them bad on fences. In plain words: 
"You have to make them happy to make them do." 

After they are quiet I will put them on younp; grass. I prefer 
grass which has been sown out with rape. I feed a little hay and 
leave some rock salt handy. The calves make a great job of this 
grass a'nd consolidate it and will not feed it too close: thus it is very 
"suitable for ewes, lambs, in the spring. Should I have an abundance 
of turnips I may put the calves on a break to get them used to them 
before the cold weather. I also put up a'n electric fence to let them 
learn to respect fences. 

After feeding the one break, I put them back on good pasture 
and feed one bale of hay to ten calves. I always work to ·keep the 
"calf fat" on, doing this provides a great reserve for the spring. 
I feed the calves on hay as long as they are holdi.'ng condition and 
put them on turnips if possible towards the end of July. 

I hold on turnips until lambing has advanced and the ewes and 
lambs are on good topdressed paddocks. I the'n put a half to one 
calf to the acre (be particular to sex; if heifers are speyed they 
can be run together). 

I set stock but may have to vary the carrying according to the 
season. Lambs are generally drafted off these paddocks before or 
immediately after Christmas. Then the paddocks are eased up with 
sheep numbers and the calves get a better chance. Some of these 
paddocks may be held for calves alone or more put on. 

Providing you have wintered calves well and bought good ones 
you should get the heifer calves away in February at a weight of 
400 to· 425 pounds and the steers at the end! of March at 450 to 500 
uounds. These calf paddocks, provided they are controlled, are 
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ideal for weaning ewe Jambs on to. I find the lambs do better on 
these paddocks than on rape. 

Cows with calves at foot I fi'nd do well with sheep. 
If you purchase run cows in the autumn they will winter on 

some of the older, rough paddocks and clean up the roughage (that 
holds the germs). If lightly stocked and fed a little hay and rock 
salt in late winter I find cows are exceptionally easily wintered 
and easy on fences. If you have plenty of turnips to put cows on 
out of the way during lambing, you can almost calve o'n turnips. 
To my mind the time when cattle seem to do the best on turnips 
is when they are almost going to seed and you can squeeze them 
like an orange. I may sell calves for delivery m early March but 
prefer to sell in veal pens about the end of January. At this time 
there are no run calves about and the dairyman's calves are mostly 
cleaned up; so the you::ig sucker commands a good price. 

Whe'n calves are weaned the cows just jump ahead. The wet cow 
will fatten twice or three times as quickly as a dry cow. You will 
find you will be able to get these cows away at a good price to the 
works and the heavier ones to Addington. 

Heifers particularly speyed ones, settle and do much better than 
steers and these can be run with sheep on similar li'nes to calves 
and perhaps finish off on better paddocks. I do not think the major
ity of people are aware of the advantages of speyed heifers. They 
are much quieter than steers and fatten almost twice as quickly; 
perhaps 'not to the same weight but you do not have the outlay 
or the time to wait. 

Dry cows, particularly speyed ones, I treat on similar lines to 
heifers. Like the-in-calf cows they ~re easily wintered. 

Steers, two and three-year-old, I consider a rich man's hobby. 
To my mind they must be well treated on good paddocks and you 
have to wait for your return. I find they are harder o'n fences 
than any other class. Certainly nothing is more pleasing to the eye 
than a straight line of well-bred, well-matched steers in fat condition 
o:n a good pasture. 

Conserved Fodder. I endeavour to make the maximum amount 
of hay (lucerne and rye-clover) but only use the second-class meadow 
hay for the cattle. The best hay goes to the sheep. At times one 
can buy bright H .1.-threshed or similar har almost for baling cost 
and I supplement my stock with some of this. Much more could be 
done i'n this field as hay. no matter what class, free of weeds. is 
very useful at some period of the year, summer or winter. One 
sees thousands of bales wasting about the country-side that could 
be used. 

Also this season I purchase<l a silage machine and two trailers 
and have about 360 tons of silage if required. The reason I pm·
chased this machine was that I had bought cattle that had bee:n 
wintered on silage; they did exceptionally well and appeared just like 
turnip cattle in the spring. I think this method has a definite place 
in one's farming operatio'ns. 

Some of th,e reasons why I run. ca.ttle with sheep are:-
1. I consider topdressing in Canterbury is more or less in its 

infancy. You must control if you have more grass and cattle are 
the best controllers. 

2. The health of the sheep is better. 
3. Higher lambing percentages; up to 130 in 2-tooth and 169 
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in 4, 6 and 8-tooths, (but I never keep dry ewes not even 2-tooths. 
I 'never give them a second chance) . 

4. Nothing is better to consolidate a new pasture. If cattle can 
be run on new pasture for twelve months it gives clovers and small 
grasses a better chance. 

5. They clean up the roughage on old pastures which in turn 
helps the foot trouble in sheep. 

Perhaps I could me'ntion some do or don'ts that come to mind:-
1. Cattle must have water-they will always drink where a race 

comes into a paddock. If there is only a limited supply make a 
trough and let into the grou'nd. Allow the overflow to run on down 
the race. 

2. Do not drill too close to fence; keep about 2ft. 6in. to 3ft. 
out. This will stop them putting their heads through and save 
the fences. 

3. Always run sexes separate or spey the heifers. 
4. Do not use rubber rings on calves. They leave 'no cod and 

this spoils the look of the bullock. 
5. When using rock salt put near a patch of thistles. The 

tramping and the salt will kill the thistles. 
6. If you are dismantling a temporary fence in a paddock leave 

an odd post for a rubbing post. 
7. Should you not have enough water to run cattle get on to the 

powers that be and see you get a sufficient supply; unfortunately on 
a lot of farms the same water supply has been there the last thirty 
years. This must be altered. 

In conclusio'n could I say that I consider much could be done to 
increase the cattle numbers. Even if many would take only one 
truck it would amount to a large increase. 

One unfortu•nate thing is that our killing facilities are very 
limited at the freezing works in Canterbury and the competition 
from freezing buyers is very restricted in the yards. 

At Addington, at one time, beef brought the highest prices of 
a:ny part of New Zealand. Today it is the lowest. I attach a list 
of prices at the main selling centres over the last few months, and 
it is seen that beef at Addington has been and is lower than any 
other centre in New Zealand. Something should be done about this. 

And lastly we must be all disappointed with the Meat Board that 
no trial shipment of frozen, chilled, or deep freeze beef has been 
sent away from the South Island. 

FAT CATTLE PRICES APRIL AND MAY, 1953 

Westerfield Frankton Stortford Addington Burnside 
Lodge 

9th APRIL, 
1953 

(Per lOOlb.) (Per lOOlb.) (Per lOOlb. ) (Per 1 OOlb.) (Per lOOlb.) 

Extra Prime 
Ox To 117/- 116/- to 117/- 100/- to 107/6 To 132/-

Prime Ox ll2/- to 115/- 111/- to 114/- 102/ - to 110/ - 90/- to 97/6 121/- to 128/-
Prime Cow 

and Heifer 110/- to 115/- 109/- to 113/- 100/- to 105/- To 80/- 114/- to 124/-
Ordinary 

Quality Cow 80/- to 90/- 85/- to 95/- 80/- to 85/- To 67/ 6 From 94/-
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23rd APRIL 
1953 

Extra Primo 
Ox To 117/- 116/- to 117/- 105/- to 110/· To 110/- To 128/ -

Prime Ox 112/- to 115/- 111/- to 114/ - 95/- to 102/- 90/ - 10 97/ 6 From 125/-
Prime Cow 

and H eiler 110/- lo 115/· 109/- lo 113/- 90/- to 100/- To 80/ - To 122/· 
Ordinary 

Quality Cow 80/- to 90/- 85/ - to 95/ - 80/- to 90/ - 70/- to 80/ - 80/- to 85/ -

7tb MAY, 
1953 

Extra Primo 
Ox To 117/- 114/ - to 115/ - To 110/ - To 130/-

Prime Q,. l IJ / - to 115/ · 109/· to 112/- 98/- LO 10J/ · 901- to 100/ · 124/· to 128/-
Prime Cow 

and Hcife.r I JO/- to 115/ - 106/- to 110/- 95/- 10 102/- To 80/ - 116/- to 120/ -
Ordinary 

Quality Cow 60/ · LO 90/ - 80/ - 10 90/ - 75/ · 10 85/ - To 65/- From 75/-

Mr Bethell : Why do you buy in calves and sell the heifer calves 
you breed? 

Mr Turton: I prefer to buy in because they are so cheap in tbe 
autumn. The turnover ·would almost make you blush. I may have 
to change my tune from now on. 

Mr Todhunter : What is your experience with different breeds of 
calves and .do you prefer crosses to the straight breeds? 

Mr Turton: Southland calves used to be away ahead of those 
from Canterbury, but recently there has been a big improvement in 
those produced locally. It is particularly pleasing to see breeders 
putting quiet calves on the market. I think any well-bred calf is 
alright, but some of the pure breeds are getting too small. I would 
Like a dash of Shorthorn or Hereford to give them size. The Here
ford takes longer to mature than the Black Poll but the cross with 
the Black Poll is good. 

Mr Todhunter: Do you think if we introduced GalJoway blood for 
our hill-country cattle that it would affect their quick-fattening 
quality? 

Mr Turton: I got a Belted-Galloway bull from Southland and 
mated him with selected cows of 6 or 7 different breeds. I got 98 
per cent of white belts, including black animals with white belts 
from Herefo1·d cows. I think they have prospects in the back country, 
but my own conditions are hardly tough enough for them. Where the 
conditions are really tough I like the Hereford. 

M1· Hurst: Have you ever tried putting two calves on a cow'? 
In England they pay big money for calves to run with cows. 

Mr Turton: I tried it four years ago when I had a bit of energy. 
I got bobby calves off the cream lorry and had 39 calves running on 
19 cows, one of them with three. It's a business getting the calf 
on to the cow but I found that if I took her own calf a way for a 
while and put the strange calf with her she would soon take them 
l:>oth. A friend of mine has a scheme for putting a bag over the 
cow's bead with a hole cut to enable her to feed and he seems to 
have no trouble. 
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CATTLE ON TUSSOCK COUNTRY 

R. M. D. Johnson, Mt. Torlesse, Sp1'ingfield. 

In 1925 I first became interested in run'ning some cattle on the 
tussock country. From a small start I gradually collected a few 
young. Shorthorn heifers and let them grow up on the hills. I was 
warned of my foolishness and told (1) that they would probably all 
die of tutu poisoning, (2) that the fences were no good and only 
suitable for sheep, (3) that winter conditions were too severe and 
that the chance of losing the lot were too great, (4) in general, cattle 
were not suited to the type of country. However, in spite of all this 
I decided to explore the possibilities with the few heifers I had col
lected. I made enquiries as to the hardiest b1·eed a'nd was told to go 
in for Aberdeen-Angus. This presented a problem as no Aberdeen
Angus bulls were available in Canterbury and I had to buy a bull in 
Feilding in January, 1928. This was i·eally the starting point for I felt 
the only way was to breed up a herd on the country. For some years 
progress was slow as the mobs were so small and as a result difficult 
to find, and also to handle. For many years the calves we1'0 reared 
onto tussock country; today' they are all kept on the farm for the 
first winter. I have bred the proge'oy of this original cross to the 
Aberdeen-Angus ever since and they are now, of course, pure bla~k. 
With more cattle about they are much easier to handle and with 
some older ones in all the mobs, they move over the country on their 
own. 

Today it is much easier to establish a herd of run cattle for there 
are far more. suitable lines of beef breeds to make a start with. In 
1925 a great ma'ny fat cattle to supply the Addington market were 
shipped from Gisborne and Wanganui which indicates the shortage 
there was in Canterbury. 

I would recommend anyone starting to be very careful to select 
breed ing cows from suitable country. If you take them from the 
sea coasb to the snow you are asking the impossible. You wouldn't 
do it with sheep, so why try with cattle? Faili'ng suitable cows to 
start with, get some well-bred calves or yearlings and hold them until 
they get used to the country and then breed from then. Having 
established a line of suitable breeding cows one must decide on the 
future policy. Today calves are at a very high price and on many 
properties it may be wisest to sell them at weani'ng and only keep 
sufficient of the best heifers for replacements. Other properties 
have sufficient room to run the lot until they are two or three years 
old. These cattle are kept on separate country from the breeding 
ones. They do the country good and improve it fol' sheep. On the 
lighter hill country I strongly recommend the breeder to be cdntent 
with selling a good line of store bullocks to the fattener on the 
heavier land. If the fattener can be assured of a regular supply, he 
can arrange to be in a position to buy accordingly. The breeder who 
tries to fatten crn this hilly country will be disappointed with his 
results because (a ) there is too much walking (b) feed is not suc
culent enough (c) it takes too long. 

Over the years there has been a gradual improvement in store 
p1ices. Here I can quote a standard line of U. year! steers: 
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March 1!)40 38 steers at £7 10 0 
February 1946 40 steers at £10 13 0 
February 1947 20 a leers at .£14 0 0 
February 1948 38 steers at .£15 2 0 
February 1949 38 steers at .£15 10 0 
February 1960 40 steers at £16 11 0 
February 1961 44 steers at £18 6 0 
February 1962 40 steers at £22 5 0 
February 1958 40 steers at £30 10 0 

The surplus cows or heifers are sold, some ns forwnrd 
some as !at cows and sometimes :for breeding purposes. 

stores, 

The death rate is very low and since l have built up a herd which 
is used to the coU'ntry it is only a very occasional beast that dies. 

Uses of cattle on bill country 
1. They clean out rank growth and thus improve sheep feed. This 

rank growth has in, most cases been burnt over the years bot 
today I think it unnecessary to burn. 

2. Well-bred hill cattle graze over the whole of a block of hill 
country. 

3. Their weighL consolidates the ground. 
4. They make tracks through scrub :tnd steep gullies. 
6. They make tracks through snow which sheep soon learn to fol

low. This is most important. They get on the move while it is 
still snowing and go to some sort of shelter and do not camp 
and become snowed in as sheep do. 

G. They spread clover seed. 
7. On blighted IJ'IAnuka country or where gorse has bee'n killed by 

hormone spray they are of great value for breaking it down 
rather than using fire. 

A few Oon'ts 
l. Don't put to t.he bull tit1 3 years old. 
2. Don't keep your cattle in one place too long or keep them until 

they are too old as they will pull the tussock. Always watch 
!or pulled tussock. 

3. Don't get your breed too heavy; 1ow-set yoU'ng cattle are more 
active on the hills. 

Wint-er Feeding 
I think it is essential to winter the calves well and the better 

they are done the better the final results. I used to keep them on hay 
and chaff. Lru;L ye11.r lhe:y had hay and eruiilage and they cnme 
through the winter i'n the best condition that I have ever had. They 
are the only cattle that are fed; all the others live on the hil'ls the 
whole winter. The calves are weaned in May and turned onto the 
hill in, early September. 

1 would a:nswer my few matters of foolishness which I referred 
to at the beginning. 
l. If you breed on tutu country your losses wnl be slight if any. 

I! you buy and turn them onto tutu you can expect heavy tosses. 
2. Fences. If your fences are very low they will walk over them 

and do no harm. Cattle are very profitable today and they 
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will soon give you sufficient money t o pay for entire replace
ment of fences. The use of a bulldozer has reduced packi'ng to 
the minimum and it is not necessary to use batten fencing on 
tussock country. We use light tram-rail posts as intermediates 
and standards with barbed wire. Barbed wire ho1ds a fence 
together in 'snow country. 

3. So far I have not found winter conditions too severe; nor should 
others provided they have the right breed. 

4. Once established, the cattle have done so much good to the 
country that more cattle can be carried on it. If local consump
tion cannot deal with the i'ncrease in numbers the chiller trade 
will be able to cope with them. 

l\ir Chapm8ll: Is it possible for a cow to rear two calves on hard 
country? 

Mr Johnson: De:fin:itely no. On our country it's the same as with 
a ewe. She is better with one. 

Mr Maxwell. Motunau: Can you give us an indication of the 
number of breeding cows per thousand acres you run on Mt Torlesse? 

Mr Johnson: You have to find a separate answer for every bit of 
country. On the country where I run my cows I have 110 breeding 
cows on 3,500 acres. To do this I reduced the sheep from 1,600 to 
1,100. Their progeny goes on to the harder country. 

Mr Todhunter: In the Rakaia basin we have great difficulty in 
holding the e:i.ttle on the country where we want them in the spring. 
We have cattle-fenced but they come down the streams. The number 
that we can carry is limited because we don't have paddocks for 
wintering calves. Mr Johnson has. Does he not think September 
too early to put the young cattle out on the hill? 

Mr Johnson: Every place must work out its own system. I 
wouldn't dare tell you what to do on Lake Heron. I am talking 
about the man who has no cattle, but could and should have some. 
If your cattle come down in the spring I think it indicates that the 
country is carrying all it ::an stand. I am fortunate in that I have a 
farm on which I can make silage for wintering. Where there is no 
farm it may be necessary to send the calves away for the winter. 
I would stress the necessity of using the right breed. 

- ---.. ----
CATl'LE ON BANKS PENINSULA 

J. E. Thacker, Okains Bay. 

In speaking of beef cattle on Banks Peninsula it is mteresting 
to recall that the first cattle in Canterbury were purchased in Sydney 
and landed at Flea Bay by W. B. Rhodes about the end of 1839. 
Rhodes bad W. Green in charge of a few of these cattle at Green 
Poi'nt, Akaroa when the French settlers arrived in August 1840. 
These Shorthorn cattle, the very best Rhodes could procure, were 
allowed to increase for a number of years. The first cow sold realised 
£43, In 1842 M. Belligny, one of the French settlers, bought a bull 
and twelve cows from Sydney also. 
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The Peninsula, because of its hilly nature, is not suitable for 
ploughing and in the keepi'ag of its pasture, beef cattle play a very 
important part. 

My grandfather ran his first cattle in the bush. They were 
Shorthorn and grew to an immense size. I have heard my father tell 
of bullocks shot in the bush dressing out at about 140(}1bs. As the 
bush was cut and burned and the land sown in cocksfoot, clover, and 
rye grasses, sheep were introduced and very few cattle were kept. 
The first sheep were fine-woolled ewes, merino rams being used. 
Acres of fern and scrub soon made their appearance and foot rot in 
the sheep gave a lot of trouble. Burning was tried to co'ntrol .the 
fern and scrub but this was found to be a great mistake. (I never 
do any burning). The land was then fenced into suitable sized blocks. 
Fencing is essential i'lll control of fern, and scrub apart from pasture 
control. Some cattle were run among the sheep in each block. The 
Shorthorns being found to favour the easier country and disliking the 
steeper slopes, were replaced by the Hereford and Hereford-Aber
deen-Angus cross ru'n today. 

The keeping of enough beef cattle has kept both fern and scrub 
in check. Romney ewes and Southdown ram's produce excellent fat 
lambs. I consider set stocking with sheep and feed control with 
beef catble gives very good results with farming dn Banks Peninsula. 

Quality with beef cattle, as with all stock, is of the utmo'st 
importance. A walk through the beef pens at Addington makes me 
think that many do not agree with me on this point. I favour crosses 
of the main breeds, Hereford, Shorthorn, and Aberdeen-Angus, rather 
than the pure-bred beast. Home farmers in my district are using 
Hereford and/or Aberdeen-Angus bulls with part of their Friesian 
herds. They foster the calves, sometimes three to a cow, on their 
cull cows. These crosses make great cattle for our Addington market 
and have recently made averages of over £40 for both steers and 
heifers at two years of age. 

Some Peninsula farmers run a very limited number of cattle 
among their sheep and sell them whe'n in good condition in late 
summer or early autumn. Others run a herd of breeding cows and 
sell the calves in the autumn, or where the farms are big enough, 
carry the calves on to beef age. 

I buy young cattle each spring, branding, earmarking and de
hor'ning when required, as soon as they reach home. I am a strong 
believer in having all cattle dehorned. With a good saw the opera
tion takes only se<!Qnds to perform and saves a lot of damage to 
meat and hides. The young cattle are put in paddocks among the 
ewes and lambs. Steers and heifers are always kept separate. I re
serve several paddocks for fattening the grown cattle a'nd sell them 
mainly from July to November. I replace the fat cattle with those 
which have done their turn with the sheep for twelve months. 

When the cocksfoot industry was flourishing on Banks Peninsula, 
the stubble provided good winter feed for either fat or store cattle. 
In rna'ny parts of Banks Peninsula, with its cocksfoot-dominant 
pastures, beef cattle can be kept fat through the winter for the 
spring market, without any hay or other supplementary fodder. 
There are many farmers who, like myself, buy nearly all their cattle 
either as yearlings or when two or three years old. These cattle 
come from widely-separated districts even as far as the Chatham 
Islands, and breeders offering well-bred cattle are receiving their 
reward. 

There is still a lot of room for improvement i'.n many of the 
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breeding herds. Some farmers more interested in sheep will keep 
any sort of cow to breed from. 

Things to consider with beef cattle are shelter, feed, water, and 
handling. The provision of adequate shelter helps to keep cattle either 
shaded or warm as required. There is little use in buying well-bred 
stock unless it is well-fed a'nd sheltered. You often see cattle round 
a mud hole in the hot weather trying to get a drink. A water trough 
conserves water and stock have more time to feed and rest. Hand
ling is very impwtant. I never go into a paddock. without stopping 
the cattle if they tend to run away. I then ride through the mob 
a'nd leave them quietly behind me. Some people rarely handle their 
cattle in the hilly country. I think this is a great mistake. Many fat 
cattle from Banks Peninsula have two, and some three days, droving 
before reaching !;he railway at Little River, when being sent to 
Addington. Careful droving a'nd handling means much to how they 
arrive. You often hear the butchers ask where the cattle are from 
and a. good reputation helps the price. 

Many farmers dislike cattle because they damage their fences. 
A barbed wire or two will stop the damage and well-handled cat.tie 
will rarely break a wire. 

The British Ministry of Food whose representative, Mr Herbert, 
was recently in New Zealand, is urging the l'esumption of chilled 
beef shipments. I t does not appear that Banks Peninsula will con
tribute. much to this unless the numbers of cattle in Canterbury at"e 
considerably increased. The greatest ~ncentive to increased produc
tion is of course the price paid. We have already seen the effect of 
poor prices with our wheat yield. 

Most Peninsula cattle finally pass through Addington market to 
supply the ever-increasing demands of Chrislchurch and surrounding 
districts. Beef cattle already play a large part in keepi'ng much 
Peninsula land in good order, as well as supplying the meat require
ments of Christchurch. I feel that a gi·eater attention to breeding 
and stocking would still further improve the pastures as well as 
increase the returns from beef cattle in this very fertile part of 
Canterbury. 

l'n conclusion I stress that the p1·ice realised for this season's 
calves must have a considerable influence in increasing cattle numbers, 
and must encourage people seriously to consider increasing their 
beef cattle herds. 

Mr Kay: Having sent two or three trucks away by transport 
what is the difference between droving and sitting in the house and 
watching them go by on the truck? 

Mr 'l'har_kP.r: Theil' condition on arrival depends on how they 
travel. Some don't mind traffic if they're driven on the road. Some 
in the trucks don't travel well. The difference in the cost between 
truck transport as compared with road and rail may be 25/-. 

A Speaker: Does it pay not to run sheep on the pasture on 
which you are fattening your cattle? 

Mr Thacker: I give the fattening cattle the best grass. I run 
yoQng cattle with ewes and lambs. 

Mr Acland. Albury: Many of us consider the first cross is the 
best for fattening, but bow are we going to get good first-cross 
calves unless we keep the pure breeds? 
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Mr Chisholm, Molesworth: We run 2,200 cows both Herefords 
and Black Polls. We run them mixed and use Hereford and Black 
Poll bulls. We get a good percentage of pure Herefords and pure 
Blacks. Does Mr ThaelCer think these breeds are getting smaller? 

Mr Thacker: It is generally considered that the Blacks are getting 
too smalr. That is why people are favouring the Hereford again, 
but there are a few places where the Blacks are extra good. 

Mr Chisholm: If you want to produce beef you must have a 
frame to put it on. We have increased the number of Herefords 
considerably, but I am afraid the Hereford bulls have deteriorated 
in size because the breeders are trying to compete with the breeders 
of Black Polls and Galloways and are going for the small stuff. 

- ---- .. -----

CATTLE IN SOUTHLAND 

C. W. H. Txipp, Pukexau. 

Most visitors to Southland from other parts of New Zealand, 
esp2cially the North Island, ask the question, "Why don't you carry 
more beef cattle?" In this paper I will endeavour to answer that 
question and, at the same time, make suggestions as to how our 
cattle population could be increased. 

Firstly, it must be realised that most of Southland co'nsists of 
comparatively-small farms which have been developed enough to come 
into the category of fattening farms. Although we have a lot of 
run country, including some of the larg-est stations in New Zealand, 
still our fattening coU'ntry is out of all proportion to our breeding 
country, and the first question we must ask ourselves, if we are to 
carry more cattle, is where are they going to be bred? 

The single-unit intens ive farm is definitely not the place for 
breeding cows, especially in the winter. There are ma:ny farms, 
however, whlch include a certain amount of rough grazing in the way 
of swamp, rough gullies, or unploughable hill, where breeding cows 
could be wintered; and owing to the d ifficulty in obtaini'flg store 
cattle many farmers with this rough grazing are starting to collect 
small breeding herds, which will undoubtedly make a considerable 
difference to our cattle numbers in the next few years. I t must be 
r ememberedi however, that unless it is possible to carry about forty 
cows it wou d not justify the purchase of a good beef bull. Rough 
grazing that would not carry this number would probably be more
profitably used for wintering stores. 

When one looks at the South Island as a whole, one comes to the 
conclusion that the only really large area that should be carrying 
breeding cows, a'nd is not, is in the low hill-country of North Otago 
and Canterbury. I am firmly convinced that, if the run holders in 
this area could be encouraged to carry more breeding cows, there is 
plenty of fattening country to profitably absorb all their progeny, 
whether calves or store bullocks, and, at the same time, the fertility 
of much of this rU'n country would be increased. 

The next question we ask ourselves if we are to carry more 
cattle is "How are we going to winter them 'I" Winter feed can be 
divided into two categories-store feed and fattening feed-although 
the two overlap. I wiU deal with store feed first as I consider 
it more important for the following reason: 
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We already produce enough beef for ourselves all the year 
roll'nd with a little for export in the late summer and autumn. 
If we are going to increase our beef production it will have 
to be fattened in the cheapest way, which is, of course, on 
grass during the growing season. Costly fattenin{f-feeds 
can only be justified by the extra the local butcher 1S pre
pared to pay for fresh beef in the spring, a!nd this margin 
appears to be getting smaller every year. 

If, therefore, we are going io winter more cattle on our farms, 
we will require to bring them through the winter in good enough 
condition to be sure of getting them prime during the following 
summer. No farmer likes to get his paddocks potched up by heavy 
cattle i'n the winter and, therefore, any great increase in cattle 
wintered on our farms will almost certainly be calves and yearlings. 
These young cattle obviously require better feed than older cattle 
if they are to come through the winter in good condition. I t has 
been shown in experiments at Cambridge that it does 'not pay to keep 
a beast fat all its life but, on the other hand, if a calf is not fed well 
during ils first winter it will make no growth and will take a long 
time to get going again in the spri'ng. I would like to mentioDt here 
that a large proportion of calves in Southland, and I presume in 
other parts of the South Island, are reduced to almost half their 
value by the treatment they receive during the few weeks after 
weaning. Once that milk conditio'n is lost, it is almost impossible to 
get it back before the following summer. My own experience has 
been that if calves are kept going well at weaning time they take far 
less wintering than is generally supposed . 

.&! Southland we usually get a good autumn growth in our past
ures, and my usual practice is to put calves on the best grass avail
able after weaning and start feeding them hay in racks straight 
away. With my own calves, I give them some hay before weaning 
to get them used to it. I have often brought calves through the 
winter in good enough conditio'n for the butcher in the spring, on 
nothing but autumn-saved pasture and hay. However, I usually 
have some swedes over and give them to all the cattle in the spring 
with p1·eference to the calves. We are fortunate in most parts of 
Southland i'n that we can be assured of a good swede crop, and a few 
weeks on swedes makes all the difference to cattle coming away 
on the spring grass. I have tried chou moellier for calves but prefer 
the swedes or hard turnips on account of the slight check they get 
when cleaning up the stalks at the end of each break. 

I have not fed silage to cattle but have no doubt that it would 
be excellent in conjunction \vith bay, especially as our Southland hay 
is seldom of the best quality. I have tried to grow pampas grass 
but it was not a success in Southland. 1 also tried sample plots 
of Phalaris tuberosa but it did not make sufficient winter growth 
to warrant sowing a paddock of it. Crushed oats are excellent for 
cattle of any age, especially in conjunction with roots, but are usually 
expensive enough to be justified only as a fattening feed. Oats 
are becoming increasingly difficult to grow in Southland on account 
of lodging. It looks as if hay, silage and swedes combined with 
autumn saved pasture will be our main winter feeds for cattle on 
Southla'nd farms, which have no extent of rough grazing, for some 
time to come. However, we are always on the look out for some 
plant such as pampas grass, which could be planted as a permanent 
winter feed for cattle. 

The older the cattle the easier they are to winter, althe>ugh it 
must always be remembered t hat cattle start to slip back in weight 
or put on weight before it is noticeable to the eye. I might say 
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here that in wintering calves I have found that they do better if 
moved from one paddock to a'.nother a few times during the winter 
however good the feed appears to be where they are, andl however 
much supplementary feed is being fed to them. 

Fattening feed is not much different from store feeding except 
that it will be fed more liberally. Some farmers feed crushed oats 
and moose nuts to fattening cattle as well as swedes and hay. Two 
pounds of crushed oats per day per beast will u'ndoubtedly bring them 
on a lot faster, but whether it pays will obviously depend on the 
price of oats and the price of beef. It must be remembered that it 
is very difficult and very costly to fatten cattle in the winter and, 
if the object is to have cattle ready for the spring market, the most 
economical way is to have them fat in the autumn and feed them 
through the wi'nter well enough to hold their condition. A bit of 
goodi shelter in the winter in Southland is worth a lot of feed. 

I will now pass on to the mo'st important question we must ask 
ourselves if we are to carry more cattle on our Southland farms, and 
that is "Will it pay?" This is obviously a most difficult question 
J;o answer as it will depend on costs a ,1d conditions, which vary on 
every farm. On the other hand, it is a question that a great number 
of farmers are being forced into asking themselves at the present 
time. A great number of Southland farmers developed their farms 
to a state where they carry five or six ewes to the acre on their 
grass paddocks from lambing to wea'ning, and if they are to improve 
their land any more they will almost certainly have to carry cattle, 
at any rate during the growing season, in order to keep the lambs 
healthy. On well-watered and well-fenced farms this may mean no 
extra expense other tha'n a continuation of the present manurial 
programme. On, other farms it may mean considerable capital out
lay in fencing; and the provision of water in some cases might be 
prohibitive. However, I think that on the majority of farms these 
two problems can and will be overcome provided the cattle are avail
able and ther~ is sufficient profit in fattening them. This, as I see 
it, depends almost entirely on the number of breeding cows that are 
carried in other parts of the South Island, and the export price of 
beef. 

It must be remembered that, although most of Southland is a 
natural grass country, there is no necessity for farmers to increase 
their fe1tility to a degree where they have to carry cattle. Tliey 
ca'n easily go in for more cropping or cut down their topdressing. 
In fact, many farmers today are taking one of these two ways out 
of the difficulty. 

The possibility of producing beef in New Zealand by the Ameri
can feed-lot system is frequently discussed. A typical American 
ration fed to 800lb. (live weight) steers consists of 19lb. of concen
trate and 9lb. of roughage. This feed is fed for a'n average of sixty 
days fon a weight gain of 2.6lb. per day, or a total of 156lb. Thus, 
approximately half a ton of grain and a quarter of a ton of rough
age is used to give a 1iveweight gain of 156lb. Estimating that 
eighty per cent of this gain is carcase, the carcase gain will be 
approximately 125lb. at say £5/10/- per lOOlb. equals £7/10/- worth 
of beef. Using oats at today's prices (7/ - per bushel for oats good 
enough for crushing for cattle) and good hay at £10 per to'n, the cost 
of feed would be £12/1/--a loss of £4/11/ - on each beast fattened 
without allowing for any other charges. I quote these figures to 
show hoW' the price of beef controls the money that can be spent on 
fattening and to emphasize the fact that a'ny increase in our beef 
exports must almost certainly depend on grass-fattened beef. 

I will not go into the "battle. of the breeds" except to point out 
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that in Southland we have a large amount of high country where 
store cattle are ritn until they are two or three years old before 
being sold to fatteners on the low country. When these cattle are 
sold the largest beast will be worth the most and, consequently, 
these st ations will always sacrifice quality for size. The small 
dumpy animal of whatever breed will never be popular under these 
conditions. Farmers are begi'nning to realize that some cattle put 
on far more weight than others for the same amount of f eed, and 
this rate of increase appears to be quite independent of the shape 
of the animal. 

It is very noticeable in Southla'nd that cattle do much better in 
some districts than in others, irrespective of the appearance of the 
feed. I have no doubt that the same will apply t o other provinces. 
This is probably due mostly to soil conditions, but I beliPve that 
water plays a part. I prefer running water for cattle wherP. po"
sible. The trouble is, of course, that they make the banks of any 
rU'nning stream very muddy, which can be a nuisance in a lot of 
ways including the spread of footrot. 

Mr Carpenter: You mentioned running water . I take it the alter
native to this is a dam. 

Mr Tripp : I don't like dams if they can be avoided. Where cattle 
don't do well in Southland it is often because they have to drink 
st agnant water. If you have to have a dam it is much better to fence 
it and pipe t he water to a trough. Cattle definitely do better with 
running water. 

Mr Turton: I have been on Mr Tripp's place. I have never seen 
better. There are hundreds of cattle running on beautiful country 
previously carrying only red tussock. I saw a blazing mass of Lotus 
major, cocksfoot and Phalaris tuberosa on the sunny faces. I was 
interested to see wether lambs running on good controlled grass and 
being fattened. 

Chairman: Have you tried prairie grass? 

Mr Tripp: It does not do with us. I doubt if it will grow satis
factorily south of Timaru. 

CATTLE IN MARLBOROUGH AND NELSON 

B. H. Trolove, Kaikoura 

I have been asked to give this address on cattle in Marlborough 
and Nelson and I must confess at the outset that my knowledge 
of cattle in Nelson is very limited. I propose to refer chiefly to beef 
catt le in Marlborough. Beef cattle in Hawkes Bay number 325,000 
and in the whole of the South Island 350,000. In Marlborough there 
are only 32,000 and in Nelson 26,000. But these cattle play an in
creasingly-important part in the economy of pastoral farming in these 
provinces. 

Cattle as a necessary Pastoral Implement: 
Cattle on the grazing runs and foothill farms of Marlborough 

are today a necessary pastoral implement; an implement that gen-
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erally does not show any depreciation but app1·eciates in value all 
the time, an implement that fuels and maintains itself, and I might 
well say one that works at both ends. For cattle are not selective 
grazers, and not short grazers, and make and improve sheep feed 
while they eat, putting it back into the soil again and liberally sowing 
clover seed, at the same time tramping out fern and rubbish and 
consolidating the soil. 

Aerial Top-Dressing and Cattle: 
Aerial top-dressing has in many cases revolutionised hill-country 

farmi'ng in Marlborough and with this top-dressing the need for 
more and more cattle has become evident. On my property I have 
increased my cattle-carrying capacity, over the five years previous 
to this phenomenal season, by approximately one cattle beast to 
every ton of superphosphate applied. Aerial top-dressing and sowing,. 
combined with cattle, have today simplified enormously the eradica
tion of fern. I have had experience of burnt fern top-dressed with 
super, and sown-particularly with red clover-and then heavily 
stocked with cattle, having been almost entirely eliminated i'n one 
favourable season. 

Cattle on the Higher Hill-Country an'cl on the Back-Country: 
Marlborough could do with many more cattle, but cattle are today 

run generally from the coast to Molesworth. They have been found 
i'nvaluable to clean out gullies and dark faces thus allowing access 
to sheep, and making sheep feed, and in themselves have proved an 
added source of income. 

Some years ago I was shooting over a large, high hill-country 
property belonging to a friend of mine who ran no cattle. I came 
i'n and asked him, in front of his eldest son who was about to take 
over the management of the property, why he did not run cattle. The 
gullies were full of rank feed, fern and rubbish, as were the dru:k 
faces. He replied that if ever I suggest.ed, in front of his son, 
that he should run cattle, he would never ask me to the place again. 
He said that cattle would ruin his fe'nces and ruin him. Very 
soon afterwards his son took over, barbed the fences and in three 
or four years was running some 400 head of cattle. Many more are 
run on the property today. I would describe that property today 
as being in almost perfect co'ndition and cattle have worked wonders 
on it; no burning has been done for years. 

Cattle and Burning Off 
I will admit( that burning off in some rare cases i'n Marlborough 

is necessary, as I have said before with reirard to the burning of fern, 
manuring, sowing and stocking with cattle. However, fern can be 
elimi'nat.ed without burning . In Marlborough, with few exceptions, 
cattle have eliminated the necessity for burning with beneficial 
instead of disastrous results. No longer does one see a pall of smoke 
over the province in the so-called "burning-off" season; I was brought 
up in a generation of hill-country men who spent a considerable 
amount of their time in lighting fires. They loved to sit and watch 
good smoke and so, I admit, did I. One always knew where a 
shepherd was by his trail of smoke; if he was not followed by a trail 
of smoke then he wasn't a proper shepherd. Nearly all this has 
gone and many of my 'neighbours have not allowed an employee to 
light even a tussock for many years. In fact they would never 
think of doing so. It is now the privilege of the boss only to watch 
the smoke-if it is found necessary. 
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Cattle and Fencing: 
Many owners still are afraid of cattle because of their fences. 

Fences, even Merino fences, are not difficult or unduly expensive 
to transform into fences agai'nst cattle. I do not say cattle fences. 
Much of the cattle and fence trouble can be overcome by the proper 
handling of cattle. I think that any cattle man will agree with 
me here. 

Cat tle and W atcr : 
Water has been a major problem to run'lling cattle especially 

in the Seddon district, but since what one might describe as the 
Semple era-when the bulldozer replaced the pick and shovel-<lam
making presents no great difficul ty and is 'now no excuse for not 
running cattle. 

Cattle and Giant Fescue: 
The spread of giant fescue on good hill-country in parts of 

l\larlborough has become a serious problem. I am convi'nced that 
the most economic and satisfactory method of controlling giant fes
cue and preventing its spread is by the use of cattle. If giant 
rescue is not heavily cattled it will take control of all pasture, it will 
become tufty and useless, and will spread rapidly to good pastures, 
where this soil is broke'n by erosion to form a. seed bed. If heavily 
cattled it can be kept under control where infestation is heavy, and 
its spread prevented entirely-or almost entirely-on well-grassed 
country. 

Cattle and Nasella: 
I nteresting a'nd I believe successful experiments have been 

carried out by cattle control in the only area in northern Marl
borough where there is Nasella. 

Winter Feemng of Cattle : 
In my district our cattle carrying capacity is limited only by 

lhe wi'nter reed. In the months of July and August in particular, 
the proportion of cattle to sheep necessary for tbe rest of the year 
are short of feed and will then eat good sheep-feed to the detriment 
of the sheep. 

On many hill country properties hay cannot be made and to buy 
hay for store cattle may not be economic. 

There is, I think, a'll answer on hill country to the carrying of 
cattle over that winter period, which naturally limits its carrying 
capacity. That is pampas grass. I know that pampas is well known 
as a cattle feed, especially to dairy farmers, and I think to them it 
has not produced all the benefits claimed of it originally. I cannot 
claim to be an authority on pampas as a winter fodder, but I have 
made extensive enquiries and have observed it growing on many 
properties with the i·esult that I am planting it as rapidly as possible 
to fill that gap in the winter feed problem. I have plantetl and 
fenced acre plots of pampas on good soil m corners of paddocks 
and intend to have such plots in all large paddocks as soon as 
possible. I am told by a Marlborough dairy-farmer on town milk 
supply, who has a wonderful stand of pampas, that it is as good 
as average hay. This man is undoubtedly an expert farmer a'nd he 
is full of enthusiasm for pampas. He turns 95 cows on to pampas 
each night in the winter after milking. He has up to 18 degrees frost. 
I arn told by others in whom I have complete confidence that pampas 
will keep cattle in good store condition during the winter. The bulk 
of feed produced is enormous. It will grow almost anywhere in 
Marlborough. and I have no doubt in colder districts also. It seems 
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to me to be a cheap and invaluable substitute where it is difficult 
or uneconomic to feed hay. If we can keep our bill-country cattle in 
good store condition on pampas during the winter, then pampas has 
a very definite place in hill-country farming. 

It is recommended that pampas should be planted in the late 
autumn in dry climates, otherwise in the early spring, in rows 
wide enough apart to allow a grubber between, say ni'ne feet. 

It should be cultivated for the first two to three years, when 
it is then fit to feed and requires no further attention. Flower 
heads should be cut off in the early period. I have seen good stands 
on average soil planted with ma'oure and excellent stands on goo-i 
soil with no manuring. Incidentally a good mature stand is the best 
natural sheltel· for shorn sheep that I have ever seen. 

Disadvantages or Cattle: 
Although the advantage of cattle is obvious, some disadvantage 

should be observed. Apart from pushing over fen ces, over-stocking 
with cattle can on certain types of hill-country eliminate tussock 
which is undesirable. Cattle can, especially heavy cattle, increase 
the spread of slides on limestone and other country. I have such a 
hill of steep limestone with rubble slides, and I fi'nd it necessary 
to run only young cattle in this country. 

On certain types of light hill-country in Marlborough care has 
to be taken that cattle do not eliminate the 'natural vegetation in 
gullies of flax and toe toe which protects the water supply an<! 
prevents erosion. 

Bought cattle can cany, on their hooves, footrot-infected dirt 
from trucks and from other properties. l always take the precaution 
of driving bought cattle through a stream and along the beach or 
roads to clean their hooves before putting them on the country . 

.Mr l\fcAlpine: I r un a property which hasn't been burnt for 
more than ten years, but I have the problem of controlling matagouri 
scrub. I have areas which cattle just won't penetrate. Can any of 
the speakers tell me how we can control it without burning'! 

Mr Trolove: I don't think cattle can do much with matagouri. 
I have only a little and what I do is perhaps not economical. I burn 
it and slash it to 1?et rid of it and then stock heavily with sheep 
which graze the seedlings as t hey come away. 

!\Ir J ohnson: If you burn matagouri you increase it. 

Mr McAlpine: But burning lets the cattle in. 

Mr Shand: I have started aerial topdressing and I can carry 
much more stock in the summer, but my problem is the bad three 
months in the winter. The only control for extra growth seems to be 
adult cattle as far as the tough hill-country is concerned. We need 
ca ttle which will stand a knocking about in the winter so that we can 
use them as mowing machines in the summer. Too many people 
are looking for ve1·y quick-maturing cattle for stuff which they can 
sell as beef. For mowing machines we must look to steers which 
can stand at least two years' hard work and then be fattened. Would 
you agree that we should expect breeders to pay some attention to 
the hill country problem and produce hardier cattle. 

l\fr Trolove: This blocking up of stock for show purposes and 
the production of early meat is happening with all breeds of animals. 
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It is very undesirable for hill-country cattle. The old long-backed 
animal could put a lot of meat on. Above all we don't want cattle 
which have their bellies on the ground. 

Mr Pilbrow: Would the running of cattle alone on hill country 
be a payable proposition'? 

Mr Trolove: Offhand, I thi'nk on my country it would give econo
mic returns, but I must mention that it has a cover of English grass. 

SUMMING UP 

Mr L. A. P. Sherriff, a member of the Meat Boaro, summed up 
the papers and the discussion as follows:-

"It is very evident from the papers presented today that you are 
doing a lot with cattle, but I believe you will do more. A lot of 
caoital goes i'nto cattle and, naturally, farmers want to know whether 
they will get their capital back. I believe that there is a very good 
protit in cattle and that they are a 'safe investment. 

Figures recently taken out by the Meat and Wool Boards' Econ
omic Service show that on North Island wool and store-sheep farms, 
the winter carrying capacity is one beast to te'n sheep, but on similar 
farms in the South Island the figure is one beast to 61 sheep. On 
North Island lamb-fattening farms, the winter capacity i:s one beast 
to 18 sheep, but in the South Island it is o'.ne beast to 56 sheep. 

From my own experience and the experience of others in the 
North Island, I have found that good water is an essential for run
ning cattle a'.nd so is an adequate supply of winter feed. A point to 
be watched when buying cows is their milking ability. Only culling 
can ensure a herd with good milking qualitie's, but the bull plays a 
very important part in this matter. In selecting a herd bull, the 
buyer should make sure that he comes from a good milki'ng strain, 
that his feet are not impacted, that he is thick in the flesh, smooth, 
and has good hindquarters. The two weakest points in New Zealand 
beef cattle are that they are sometimes not well filled out behind the 
shoulder, and that they are light in the hindquarters. 

It is important to keep size and still keep quality. It is possible 
to have both. The poi'nt has been raised whether the early-maturing 
blocky type of beast is suitable to leave on the hill to work for one 
or two years and then fatten. I take early maturity to mean the 
ability to make the best use of the feed available, and I think the 
well-bred beast will go ahead fastest even after a year or two of 
work on the hill. 

Breeding cows are without question the most profitable sort of 
cattle, but there are good profits in fatteni'ng too . A friend of mine 
this season bought and fattened 1000 head of bullocks at an average 
profit of between £8 and £9 a head. Good profits are made by farmers 
on the west coast of the North Island by buying in-calf cows, a:id 
fatteni'ng and selling both the cows and the calves at the end of 
autumn. 

In North Island farming, cattle are an absolute essential in con
trolling gra'ss. Farmers have to have cattle. Usually they are able 
to sell them fat, but in some dry years they have to sell as stores. 
A good point to remember is that it is always wise to buy in the same 
market in which you sell. If you have to sE:ll cheap, you ca'n usually 
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replace cheap, and will never lose much money by sticking to this 
rule. 

The greater part of any increase in New Zealand meat exports 
will have to come from beef, both because it is the preferred meat 
all over the world, and because it will overcome the lack of balance 
in New Zealand's meat production. 

For many years the Meat Board has realised the urgent need 
for increasing beef production and ha:s done its best to increase it. 
This is not an easy thing for the board to do but certain steps have 
been taken. One which has received some criticism is the prohibition 
of the export of vealers, which was imposed so that the numbers of 
breeding cattle might build up. 

Since the original contract wa:s signed with the United Kingdom, 
the price for lamb has increased 155 per cent, but in the same time, 
the price of beef has bee'n increased 260 per cent. I think that shows 
the Board has tried to encourage extra production. As the price of 
beef has approached the price of lamb, there has been a greater 
interest in cattle. The figure now is a little more than 16d. per lb. 
for the best lamb, and 14d. for beef hinds. 

Farmer's often want to know why the price of beef is not higher 
in New Zealand. It is a political matter and I want to avoid talking 
politics. New ,Zealand consumes about 60 per cent of the beef it 
produces, and the Government, which is very interested in the cost 
of living, is naturally not keen to see the price of beef rise. I 
believe myself that beef is still too cheap in relation to other meat. 
You ask any hou'sewife whether she gets better value from 2lb. 
of mutton or 2lb. of beef. 

The British hou'sewife has a strong preference for chilled beef, 
because frozen is apt to drip when thawed. If the British housewife 
wants chilled, New Zealand cannot afford to be without it. Even if 
quick-frozen is as good as chilled, we can't keep up a big enough 
supply to convince the British hou'sewife of it. 

The export of chilled beef is full of problems. It cannot be held 
for long, and the organisation of shipping to lift it is an intricate 
job. Freights are higher. Before the war the freight on chilled was 
20 per cent above frozen, but last year it was 40 per cent. 

It is very important for this country to i'ncrease its beef produc
tion to give a better balance to its trade in meat. We are extremely 
lucky in having the right of entry for mutton into the United King
dom for another 15 years. No other cou'ntry has secured this conces
sion, and the Argentine and Uruguay cannot send any at all. Unless 
the major part of our increased meat export is in the form of beef, 
we will be faced with a larger amou'nt than ever of ewe mutton, and 
that is not desirable meat. 

New 'Zealand now eats 240lb. of meat per head a year. With a 
third million added to our population, our meat export will drop by 
100,0,00 tons of meat a year, the equivalent of about one-third of our 
present production. It would be a very 'serious thing if we had to 
go without the imports that that quantity of meat would buy." 

Mr Scott, Ealing: Will the Meat Board give the South Isla'nd 
a shipment of chilled beef next year? I think it is essential that the 
South Island should be encouraged in this way. One importer in 
London told me that he alone could handle 20,000 quarters. 
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Mr Sherrilf: I ca'.nnot answer for the Board, but as for myself 
I "ill do everything possible to press for a shipment. I hope you are 
keen enough to persuade your A. & P. Associations to institute com
petitions for chilled beef. 

Mr Dillon : Any increase in production in New Zealand is ob
viously takmg place at a very slow rate. ls the Meat Board perturbed 
at this slow rate? 

Mr Sheriff : The Board is not happy at all. We have just put up 
n scheme to Federated Farmers whereby inte:rest on pool :funds might 
be spent on plans to increase production. Of course any such seheme 
must ha,·e GO\·ernment consent to use that mo'ney but I hope it will 
be forthcoming. I believe very definitely that we must keep both feet 
on the ground. We must put all our energy into increac;ing produc
tion first. Let us straight.en the roads afterwards. 

l\lr Shand: We all S<'em to agree about the need for more produc
tion, but 1 would warn you all that i!, the next time you go to a 
meetinp, of the County Council, you ask the Highway11 Doard to 
!;trai~hten more roads, you can't expect to get the labour on the 
farms. A man out of a shop in town is not much u«c on a farm 
but we could use a m:rn who is at present. d1hing a bulldozer o:i the 
road. We just have to strive to get the labour off the roads on to 
the farms. In slump Limes we have been able to increase production 
simply because we were able to get the labour. 
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DAIRY FARMING 

INCREASING PRODUCTION PER COW THROUGH 
BREEDING 

W. Stichbury, N.Z. Dairy Board, Wellington 

Most of you present today have probably, at some time or an
other, expressed the wish that you had a herd of cows as good as 
your best ones. Must we continue to look upon this as just so much 
wishful thinking, or can we do something about it? 

The Dairy Board's consulting officers, during the course of their 
work, have often come across cases where the task of i'ncreasing 
production per cow, by better feeding and management, appears to be 
hindered by poor cow-quality, and have exoressed the opinion that in 
these cases the full benefits from improved management are not 
likely to be attained until cow quality has also been improve<l. If 
this is the case what can be done to improve the position? 

A farmer who is consistently testing his herd will be in the 
position of knowing which are the good and which the poor cows, 
and will be able to cull the poorer cows. It must be obvious, though, 
that no progress by culling will be made unless the animals culled 
are replaced by better ones. Our efforts to increase production 
through breeding must, therefore, be directed towards improving the 
quality of these replacements. 

There can be little argume'nt, I feel, that the ultimate goal must 
be the cow capable of consistently-high production over a long work
ing life. For this to be possible the cow must calve regularly and be 
sound and in good health. In addition, particularly now that ha'nd 
stripping has been dropped in so many of our herds, most farmers 
will also want their cows to milk out quickly and cleanly to · the 
machi'nes with the minimum of fuss and attention from the milker. 

How can we set about achieving this object? 
One step we might take is to save our replacement heifers from 

those members of the herd which most nearly approach our ideals. 
If it were possible to save replacements from the best cows in the 
herd only, we could expect them to be perhaps 6 to 8lb. of fat better 
than the daughters of cows producing around the herd average. 
This has definite limitations i'.n practice, not the least of which is the 
fact that often replacements will have to be saved from cows pro
ducing at or below the herd average in order to have sufficient 
replacement stock available. Also other things than production are 
normally considered whe'n selecting replacements, such as resistance 
to disease and milking temperament. 

Susceptibility to mastitis has been shown to be an inherited 
characteristic, and it is possible that susceptibility to other common 
troubles such as bloat, and some forms of temporary sterility, is 
also inherited. The importa•nce placed on factors other than pro
duction varies from farmer to farmer. For example, while one man 
may be prepared to give extra attention to hard-milking cows pro
vided they are good producers, his neighbour might adopt the view 
that the extra production so obtained is not worth the extra time 
and labour. 
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We should never forget that the more factors we take tnto 
account when selecting replacements, the less likely we are to obtain 
what we are looking for in any individual one of them. For this 
reason we should confi'ne ourselves to production and those points 
which bear directly on the ease and efficiency of obtaining that 
production. 

Although the improvement possible through selection on the 
female side may appear to be disa1pointingly small, it should 'not 
be ignored particularly, if as sometimes occurs, continuous testing 
has enabled us to sort out families within the herd which are breed
ing consistently well. Under these circumstances, selectio•n from 
these families can play a very real part. 

It is to the herd sire, however, that we must tum if we hope for 
any marked improvement through breeding. Whereas any individual 
cow can be the dam o:f but o'ne replacement heifer in any one year, 
it is quite possible that one bull will be the sire of all the heifers 
reared. The quality of the future herd will, therefore, depend 
largely on the quality of the bulls used rather than the extent to 
which selection has been possible on the female side. The truth 
of this can, perhaps, be best appreciated if we consider what would 
be the result if, instead o:f using dairy bulls as our herd sires, we 
used Hereford bulls for two or three ge'oerations. No matter how 
intensely we selected the dams of our renlacement heifers the future 
herd would be largely Hereford in make-up and would be likely to 
produce accordingly. 

The importance of the herd sire is due to the fact that far more 
progeny will be obtained from him than from any individual cow, 
and this is the reason why so much emphasis is placed on selection 
of the herd sire as a means of herd improvement and the statement 
is made that the bull is half the herd. 

I have frequently heard farmers say that they do not consider 
it worthwhile to pay any attention to selecti'ng the herd sire as the 
cows in their herd are too poor to warrant the use of a good bull. 
They argue that it is time enough to worry about a good bull when 
they have good cows to mate him to. Perhaps this is some extension 
into the animal world of the idea of not marrying below dne's 
social standing, but it will certainly not help if the aim is to obtain 
good cows. 

Two points arise, first that poor feeding and manageme'nt may 
be the reason why the cows are doing so poorly and secondi:v that 
unless luck takes a hand the poor cows will remain poor. 

Artificial breeding, which enables us to have daughters by one 
bull in many different herds, provides further evidence of the im
portance of breeding. These bulls have lifted production in herds 
differing widely in production, but the interesting point is that to 
date they have actually made greater increases in the lower-pro
ducing herds. ln other words well-bred cows 'still show their superi
ority -eve'n under poor feeding conditions. 

If we are agreed then that it is worthwl'lile to take some trouble 
over the selection of the herd sire let us see how we should go 
about it. Before doing so I wish to emphasise that there is no known 
method of selecting a yoU'ng bull which will guarantee that lile will 
turn out a herd improver. Breeding is a lways a gamble. We do 
know, however, that the chances of success are greatly increased 
if we follow certain principles. We will collect a dividend much 
more f requently if we place our bet wisely. As our aim is to breed 
cows which will be able to produce consistently at a high level, we 
must look for a bull likely to pass these qualities onto his offspri'ng. 
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Occasionally we may be fortunate enough to be able to acquire a bull 
which has already shown that he is leaving high-producing daughters. 
Usually, though, we will have to rely on a you'ng bull as the next 
herd sire. 

Farmers will generally buy their herd sire in one of two ways, 
either by picki'ng their fancy at a bull sale or the much-to-be
preferred method of buying him on the farm of his breeder. Why 
buy him on the farm? Because it is only here that you can inspect 
the dam and close relatives of the bull, obtain details of the pro
duction records, and see for yourself the conditions under which 
these records have been produced. 

The questio'n to be answered, whether at the bull sale or on the 
farm is "does the animal's breeding sugtrest that he is likely to lift 
the production of my herd?" What should we look for to answer 
this question? First the bull himself-what does he look like? 
If we have a look at prices paid at the various sales throughout the 
country it is quite evident that a bull's appearance still has a con
siderable cash value, not only amo:ig breeders but atso with the 
commercial dairy farmers. But aren't we really fooling ourselves 
if we expect a bull's appearance to be any guide to his breeding 
ability when for example we know that the way the bull has been 
fed will have a marked influence on his appearance. While it is 
true that some show bulls have also been good breeding bulls it is 
also equally true that many of the most-widely-known show cham
pions have been dismal failures as sires a'nd that many of the bulls 
which have proved their worth as breeding bulls have had a conforma
tion that would have been laughed out of any show ring. 

I would suggest,. therefore, that provided a bull stands on good 
feet, shows no evidence of inherited weaknesses, such as u'ndershot 
jaw, and is sufficiently developed to perform the function for which 
he is designed, thati you pay little or no attention to his appearance 
as such. 

In exami'ning the pedigree of a bull we will be concerned with any 
information which suggests that the bull has inherited from his 
ancestors qualities we wish to breed into our herd. The most r eliable 
information in this regard is to note how the bull's ancestors have 
themselves bred, remembering that breeding ability can'not be judged 
unless we know the performance of all the progeny of an animal, 
not just a few of the tops. In other words it is little use to quote 
one or two very high records of production if some equally poor 
records are conveniently forgotten. 

Unfortunately, the impressidn seems to have been created in some 
quarters that because we have emphasi'sed the importance of the bull 
as a means of herd improvement that more importance should be 
placed on the sire of an animal than the dam. This of course is 'not 
the case. The qualities of any individual animal are inherited equally 
from the sire and dam, and in selecting a bull on the basis of his 
breeding, both sire a'nd dam should be considered equally. 

A cow naturally does not have sufficient progeny to enable an 
accurate estimation of her breeding ability. We shall have to judge 
her on her own production. The sire on the other hand ca'nnot be 
judged on his production but must be judged on the production of 
his daughters. Has he been surveyed? If so with what results? 

Sire surveys, as published by the Dairy Board, show two im
portant figures with regard to the production of a bull's daughters. 
The first, which is the average production of these daughters, is of 
obvious importance; the other importa'nt figure is the "difference 
from expectancy." In calculating the difference from expectancy 
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the average production of a bull's daughters is compared with the 
production of the mature cows in the same herd and from this we are 
able to see whether the bull is leaving daughters above or below 
average for that herd. Thus the "difference from expectancy" figure 
really shows the amount the bull is above or below average i'n com
parison with all bulls used in herds of a similar production level. 

It is important to note that, if the daughters of the bull have 
received more feed than the rest of the herd, then the daughter
mature-cow comparison will no longer be a guide to the bull's breed
ing ability, and the "difference-from-expectancy" figure will over
estimate the amount the bull is above avera~e. We should, therefore, 
endeavour to find out, if possible, when considering any survey resul t, 
whether the owner has fed the bull's daughters at the same level as 
the rest of the herd. This again emphasises the importance of going 
onto the farm and seeing the conditio'ns under which the records have 
been put up. 

On the dam's side we are unlikely to have worthwhile information 
as to her breeding ability and we must look to her production r ecords. 
Here it is a case of the more, information the better. 

The best guide to a cow's produci'ng ability is provided by a 
succession of records. A selected single record is a poor guide in-as
much as it does not repre'sent the year-in year-out productive ability 
of the cow, but merely what she has been able to nroduce in one sea
son under possibly very favourable conditio'ns. The cow which demon
strates consiste'ntly-good production also demonstrates other points 
we are interested in, such as regular calving, and freedom from dis
ease. 

Again the production records of a cow will depend not only on her 
productive ability, but also on the conditions of feedi'ng and manage
ment she has received. Therefore, an additional question we will want 
answered is the standard of feeding and management o'n her owner's 
farm. Production records put up under good commercial conditions 
are obviously of more value to us than if those same records have 
been produced under conditio'ns which are artificially high in com
parison with good farming practice as we know it. 

We must also remember, when considering the female ancestry 
of our prospective herd sire, that it is breeding ability we are after. 
In other words it is by no means certai'n that a high-producing cow 
will always breed high-producing daughters or sons that are herd 
improvers. Therefore, we should endeavour to find out if the dam 
is a member of a good breeding family. How have her sisters and 
half sisters produced? If we go back a further generation and see 
whether the maternal grandsire of our prospective bull has a good 
survey result this will give us the desired i'nformation on the dam's 
half sisters. 

What importance should we place on type? We will all be 
interested in having cows which have udders that last; are easy to 
milk by machines; that have good strong jaws so that the cow will 
still be able to eat gras's efficiently when grass is short, and that 
walk around on good strong feet. Other factors such as constitutio·n 
are better measured by the cow's actual performance rather than by 
her appearance. In connectio'n with type it is worth stressing that 
the sons of merit cows with "C" classifications have left just as good 
producers as the sons of "V.H.C." merit cows. This means that we 
will not need to consider type when selecting for production and we 
can confine our selection on type to those points I have already 
mentio'ned which will affect our ability to obtain that production 
easily and efficiently. 

A very pertinent question must be how are these recommenda-
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tions working out in practice? Sons of good proven bulls, that is 
bulls with good survey results out of cows with a consistent pro
ductidn of a 400lb. standard or better, are proving by their own 
survey results to be the best bets. Similarly an analysis of the 
results obtained by bulls from various studs shows that studs with a 
high proportion of merit cows are supplying better-than-average 
bulls to the industry. 

Having selected the bull, we still have to make the best use of 
him a's a means of increasing our per cow production. If we have bee'n 
fortunate e'nough to obtain a proven bull then he should be used 
extensively, as many replacement heifers by him as possible being 
saved. In the great majority of cases, though, we will have to pur
chase an unproven bull which, no matter how good the breeding, is 
always a gamble. One method of using unprove'n bulls which has 
been advocated, and which is of particular value in small herds, is to 
use the son of a merit bull out of a merit cow for a year or two, 
and then replace him in turn with another similarly-bred bull. Such 
a system avoids the dangers of undue co'ncentration on one bull by 
spreading the risk. Because we know that sons of merit bulls out of 
merit cows \"lill, on the average, be able to raise production, then 
steady improvement should result even though you are unlikely to 
achieve the marked improvement possible from concentrating on one 
good sire. 

The difficulty of this system is that the major source of bulls 
used in the dairy industry i.e. the pedigree breeders, is unable to 
supply sufficient bulls of the desired quality for more than a fraction 
of dairy farmers to carry out such a scheme. The alternative is to 
keep the bull on the farm until his daughters are in milk. If his 
daughters show him to be capable of raising productio'n, he can then 
be used as extensively as possible. In this case you should try to 
have sufficient daughters tested by the time the bull is five or six 
years of age to enable him to be proven. At the same time avoi<i 
loading the herd with his daughters in case he proves a poor bull. 
Ideally. this could be done by using the bull sufficiently as a yearling 
to enable at least six, and preferably more daughters of the bull to be 
milked i'n his fifth year and using him lightlv until these daughters 
have been milked. In practice, the degree to which this can be done 
will depend on the size of the herd and the fertility and breeding 
ability of the present herd sire. What should be avoided is the 
practice of sending a bull to the works just because his breeding 
ability becomes known. Many farmers who have culled a bull be
cause they did not like the type of his yearling daughters have later 
bitterly regretted the step when these same daughters entered the 
milking shed. 

I would like to emphasise that nationally we are not going to 
move very far in increasing production per cow merely by proving 
bulls. In order to improve the national production per cow through 
breeding we shall have to i'ncrease the supply of bulls likely to prove 
good and make much wider use of the ones which do prove good. We 
can only have more sons of proven bulls in the industry when more 
breeders are heading their herds with a prnven bull. Those breeders 
not fortunate enough to own one already or able to purchase one 
have the alternative now in ma'ny cases of obtaining the use of proven 
bulls through artificial insemination. 

I should like to conclude by summarising the chief points I have 
mentioned. 

1. Test continuously as this is the o'nly sound basis for culling 
low producers and for saving replacement heifers from the best cows 
and families. 
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2. Select for essential qualities that ue directly concerned with 
production. Don't slow up your rate of progress towards the goal of 
higher production by paying too much atte'ntion to non-productive 
features. 

3. Concentrate on selection of the herd sire as the most effective 
means of raising production per cow through breeding. His appear
ance, with commonsense reservatio'ns, is not important but his own 
performance or that of his ancestors, if he is an unproven bull, most 
certainly is. The only sure thing is a bull which has already demon
strated that he is passing ctn the qualities you are after to his 
progeny. 

When selecting a young bull the best bet is the son of a good 
proven merit-bull out of a merit cow. However, check on his othe:r 
close female relatives. If possible select the son of a cow which is 
the member of a good-breeding family. 

4. Buy your bull on the farm where he was bred. Examine the 
conditio'ns of feeding and management on the farm. 

5. Avoid using any unproven bull too extensively in case he is 
not a winner. Once you do find a win'ner use him as extensively 
as possible. 

Increasing production through breeding is not usually a spec
taculal' business, but the dividends are there for those who place 
their bets wisely. 

Mr Grant, Waimate: I think we kill something like a million 
calves a few days old. Is there not some way of producing beef from 
these? Could we not cro'ss the dairy cow with a beef bull or trans
plant ova so that we ca'h produce beef animals from dairy cows. 

Mr Stichbury : In England they are developing the practice of 
using a beef bull on a good dairy cow. Artificial insemination centres 
carry both dairy and beef bulls. Once a farmer has ensured his re
placements he can take services from beef bulls, getting colour
marked crossbred beef calves. These are reared with the dairy calves 
and are either fattened on the farm or sold as weaners to fatteners. 
As far as New Zealand is concerned, because of our high wastage 
we have difficulty in getting sufficient replacements. I doubt also 
whether these crossbred calves could be raised economically o·n dairy 
pastures. 

Mr Grant: Do you think the type of cow in the North Island, 
mainly the Jersey, would be suitable to produce these crossbred 
calves ? In England the main cows are Friesian, Ayrshire and 
Milking Shorthorn. Would it pay us to change to that type of dairy 
cow? 

!\fr Stichbury: The North Island dairy farmer runs Jerseys be
cause he considers they are best suited to his requirements. You can 
run more Jei-seys than Friesians, for example, on a given area of 
land. Before we decided to change the type of cow we would have 
to decide whether we co'nsidered the crossbred beef calf to be the 
major product and not merely a by-product. I saw the sy'stem in 
practice on a farm at Pukekohe, where the farmer had two bulls, a 
Jersey and a Poll Angus. He put the Jersey to the cows from which 
he wanted to breed his replacements and the black bull to the others. 
I saw the resulting calves at seve'n months old. The crossbred calves 
were black and poll, and apart from being a bit lighter were difficult 
to distinguish from ordinary Polled c.ross beef animals. 
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Chairman: What do the Dairy Board think of the future of 
dairying in Canterbury especially when we consider what cirn be done 
with irrigation? 

Mr Stichbury: The Dairy Board has no clear-cut views. I have 
insufficient experience to express a personal opinion but I think you 
will just have to bala'nce it up against the proceeds from fat-lamb 
farming. I will just ask would irrigation help you in the winter? 

IMPROVED FEEDING OF DAIRY COWS 

M. G. Hollard, Lincoln College 

It has always been recog;lised that no matter how good the 
inherited ability of a dairy cow to produce, she can never express 
that ability satisfactorily unless she is adequately fed. There has 
been a great deal of controversy at times as to which is the more 
important, the inherited ability of a cow, or the environment under 
which she has to produce. Under differing conditions one may be 
more important than the other, but they are both so importa'nt that 
no farmer can afford to neglect either in his fight for greater effi
ciency in producing milk and butterfat. 

In the previous paper Mr Stichbury has outlined the methods 
being employed in New Zealand to breed better dairy cattle. In 
this paper I wish to call atte'ntion to ways· and means by which the 
feeding of dairy cattle in New Zealand as a whole, and in the South 
Island in particular, could be improved. Mind you, cows under test 
in the South Island always produce about 20lb. butterfat more than 
do tested cows in the North Island, in spite of a much shorter aver
age lactation. This to my mi'nd indicates two things. Firstly, the 
dairy herds in the South Island are already better fed than those 
in the North . And secondly, I think you must be better farmers 
down here. 

The Scope for Improvement through Feeding 
That there is wide scope for improvement in dairy cow pro

duction in New Zealand by' better feedi'ng, is clear from information 
available from several sources. 

The most striking illustration is that given by the results of the 
"Production Improvement Project" of the New Zealand Dairy Board's 
Herd Recording Department. In this project, low-producing dairy 
farms in various parts of New Zealand are being given the close 
personal attentio;i of the consulting officers of the Board. By en
couraging the farmers in the scheme to improve their husbandry 
practices, it is hoped that the production of the farms concerned will 
be substantia1ly increased. One hundred and sixty-two farms have 
completed three years in the scheme and it is interesti:::lg to note 
that consulting officers have considered pasture composition, pasture 
management and the level of supplementary feeding to be the major 
limiting factors o'n the majority of farms. The production records 
of herds and farms under the scheme show that in three years a 
true improvement of 27 pounds of butterfat per cow has been ob
tained, representing an increase of 17 .6 per cent in total production 
per herd. This improvement is due mainly to better feeding prac
tices. 

Experimental work at Ruakura with ide::itical twins also illus
trates the importance of feeding in raising production. In one par-
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ticular experiment, one member of each pair of five sets of twins 
was adequately fed on good pasture and suppleme'nts over each of 
three seasons, while the other member of each set of twins was al
lowed only 60 per cent of the grazing area. The well-fed twins 
produce.d an average of 30 poun~s o~ butterfat per head mc:ire than 
did their poorly fed mates. This difference was due to difference 
in feeding only. 

l'n another series of experiments at both Ruakura and Palmer
ston North the advantages of good winter-feeding were demonstrated. 
Increases in production of up to 60lb. butterfat per cow in the 
subsequent lactation were obtained by good feeding during the pre
ceding dry period. 

It must be conceded from the work cited that the scope for 
improvement in production through better feeding is wide. The 
average yield of butterfat per cow in New Zealand is still between 
250 and 260lb. fat, and the average yield per acre, even in the more 
favourable dairy farming areas is still below the 150lb. level. But 
there are some herds which have averaged 500lb. butterfat per cow, 
and them are some farmers which have produced more than 300lb. 
butterfat per acre. There is no possible doubt that these high 
yields have been due in no small part to good feedi:ig. 

The Feed Requirements of Dairy Cows 
A major reason for the disappointing response on the part of 

many folk to use the information made available to them in regard 
to the better feeding of dairy stock, is their failure to fully appreci
ate the significance of quality in f eedstuffs used for dairy cattle. 
Yet this lack of appreciation is easily understood, for ruminant 
animals, and cattle in particular, have achieved their present position 
in agriculture by virtue of their ability to convert rough, fibrous, 
poor-quality feedstuffs into human food. But there is a limit. With 
the selection of dairy cows which have been specially chosen for 
ability to produce milk and butterfat, quality m feedstuffs has become 
more and more important. The situation is simply this. A cow can, 
and will, eat onJy a certain amount of feed, in a day, and there must 
be contained in this amount of feed all the food nutrients that the 
cow requires. 

The amount of feed a cow will eat depends on several things. 
These include individuality, succulence and palatability of the feed, 
the amount of exercise she has, whether she is in milk or dry, and 
O'n the variety of feed that she is offered. In general, though, cows 
will eat, in terms of intake of dry ·matter, about three per cent of 
body weight. For example, a small Jersey cow of 800lb. liveweight 
will eat up to 24lb of dry matter daily, while a medium sized 
Friesian (1,200lb.) will eat up to 361b. of dry matter daily. All the 
nutrients the cow requires must be contained within this bulk of feed. 

'!'he purposes for which cows require feed are as follows:-
1. Maintenance: To provide nutrients for the vital functions 

of the body there is a cdntinual need for food. This is true whether 
the animals is young or old, producing or not producing, working or 
resting, healthy or diseased. The bigger the cow the greater is the 
amount of feed required for mabtenance. Temperatu1·e is import
ant too. In cold, winter weather the maintena•nce requirements 
increase. 

2. Production: The food required for the production of milk 
depends on the yield of milk and the butterfat content of the milk. 
The higher the yield and the richer the milk the greater is the pro
duction feed requirements. 
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3. Pregnancy: An in-calf dairy cow requires extra feed to build 
up her calf. This requirement markedly increases during the last 
three months of pregnancy. 

4. Growth: Extra feed is required for any weight increase the 
cow may make. This is more important with heifers, but it applies 
also to all heavy-milking cows which must build up condition during 
the dry period. 

The way in which these feed requirements can best be supplied 
varies accordi'ng to locality and individual farm conditions. From the 
considerable range of possibilities available, the choice must be made 
after considering carefully the practical economics of supplying and 
using the feed for dairy cows. 

To provide a comparison in regard to feed value between those 
feeds commonly available on dairy farms, the following table has 
been drawn up. For the purpose of comparisdn it has been assumed 
that a cow of 950lb. liveweight producing milk testing five per cent 
of butterfat is eating the listed feeds at the theoretical intake. (In 
fact this would not be so for it is improbable that such a cow would 
eat more than 22lb. of hay or 90lb. of. silage daily as a sole article 
of diet) . 

APPETITE AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF COMMON FEEDING 
STUFFS FOR 950LB. COW PRODUCING 5% MILK. 

F eed 

Good Pasture 
Good Pasture 
Good Hay 
Poor Hay 
Good Silage 
Poor Silage 

Dry 
Ma t ter 

% 

20 
20 
84 
86 
20 
20 

Chou Moellier 14 
Soft Turnips 9 
Swedes 12 
Mangolds 13 
Fodder Beet 22 
Sugar Beet 23 

Theoretical 
Maximum 

lntake 
lb. 

135 
135 

32 
31 

135 
135 
190 
3'00 
225 
210 
129 
120 

Production Worth 
of the F eed . 

Maintenance + 2Hb. 

+ 1 
2" 

" + 1 
" 

fat 

" 

Amount required 
to P roduce 2lb. 

F at or 4gals . 
Milk. 

125lb. 
400" 

50" 
Insufficie'nt for maintenance 115" 
Maintenance + lib. fat 180" 

alone 300" 

" 
+ lib. fa t 300" 

+ 
,, 1,00.0" 
4 " 

+ 
;I. 600 " 
3 " 

" 
alone 1,000" 

" 820" 
800" 

In practice, with the one exception of pasture, none of the feeds 
listed above would be fed alo'ne to milking stock. Nevertheless cer
tain useful practical conclusions can be drawn from the table. 

(a) High-class pasture is an ideal feed for milking stock. 
(b) Poor pasture is useful for maintenance purposes only. 
(c) Even the best hay must be supplemented with pasture for 

high-producing stock. With such a dry feed as hay the 
actual intake is well below the theoretical level and so the 
figures given flatter hay somewhat. The same applies to 
silage. However, where these two feeds are used for milk
ing stock, even as part of the ration, it is evident that they 
must be of the very best quality if the stock are t o be fully 
fed. 
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(d) Root crops, in spite of their low protein conte'nt, are valu
able as a source of energy and for giving succulence when 
no other succulent feed is available for providing variety 
in the diet. When they enter largely into the diet of the 
milking cow, some protei'n-rich feed such as pasture or 
green feed (green oats or barley) must be included in the 
ration. 

(e) As pointed out earlier, an adequate ration must contain 
sufficient nutrients within the limits set by the cow's appe
tite otherwise the stock will be underfed. 

Herei'n lies the critical feeding problem of the New Zealand 
farmer who is so dependent on pasture which varies so greatly in 
quality and quantity over the course of the year. 

In the feeding of dairy stock over the year the important thing 
to watch then, is to ensure that the dairy herd is always provided 
with high-quality feedstuffs. As well-managed pasture is the best 
and cheapesl feed that can be provided, then it is evide'nt that for 
maximum returns to be obtained, every effort should be made to 

·extend the period over which the herd can be fed mainly from past
ure. Every effort should be made, too, to utilise pasture efficiently by 
careful grazing management. Surplus spring pasture-growth should 
be conserved as silage and hay, and surplus autumn-growth, as 
"cool-stored grass." In areas where the pasture growing-season is 
comparatively short, then supplement ary crops will have to be pro
vided. 

Extending the Growing Seas<>n of Pasture 
Ways and means of extending the growi'ng season of pasture 

have been investigated on many occasions. It is not necessary here 
to elaborate the advantages, in this respect, of good drainage of 
pastures, topping and harrowing of pastures, the possibilities of 
"special purpose" pastures, and of a judicious topdressing programme. 
These are all practices which have been thoroughly investigated 
an{} are widely practised. But there does appear to be one way in 
particular of extending the growing season of pasture which could 
be used more widely. And that is by irrigation. In papers to be 
give'n later today some experiences in the irrigation of dairy-farm 
pastures are to be outlined by men who have conside1·able experience 
in this field. 

Conserving Surplus Pasture 
The practice of conserving surplus spring and early summer 

pasture-growth as hay or sHage is long established, although the 
proportion of silage to hay has varied considerably over the years. 
It is only in more rece'nt times, however, that grass available beyond 
U1e immediate needs of the stock in the autwnn has often been con
served as "cool-stored" grass. 

The following diagram, after McMeekan, serves to show the 
relationship between the availability of feed and the food require
ments of cows. The place of hay and silage in sward ma'Aagement 
is portrayed. 

This idealised diagram varies greatly with locality and season, 
but nevertheless it symbolises what we think to be optimum utilisa
tion. Whether "cool-stored" grass is saved or not, whether con
servation is all in the form of hay or mainly silage, these differences 
do not alt~r the fact that shortages of pasture must be made good 
by the saving of herbage whe'n grass growth exceeds the ability of 
the herd to cope with it. The choice of the method or combination of 
methods of conservation varies according to the circumstances on 
individual farms. 
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The following general observation!!, however, should be made, 
Whether surplus grass is conserved as hay or silage, the effi

ciency of utilisation of that grass will be poor. Even u'nder the best 
conditions of haymak.ing and silagemaking, losses of up to 50 pel" 
cent of the total available nutrients will be suffered. (It is this fact 
which forces one to examine the possibilities of "special-purpose'' 
pastures on which the pasture growth can be used on the spot). 

Much of the silage made i'n New Zealand in the past has been 
of poor quality, and as such has often been no better than a main
tenance feed f or dairy stock. With a bettor appreciation of the 
principles involved in silage-making, and with the availability of 
methods which lend themselves to obtaini'ng good consolidation of 
ensiled material, it is likely that better-quality silage is being made 
in New Zealand today than has ever been the case before. With the 
availability of labour-saving machi:lery in the buckrake and forage 
harvester in recent times, the area of grass and clover cut for 
silage in New Zeala'nd has rapidly increased. (The area has nearly 
doubled over the past four years). 

The area of grass and clover cut for hay iu New Zealand has 
increased steadily over the past 25 years. It could not be said, 
however, that there has been a corresponding improveme:it in quality! 
In fact, the quality of the hay often made is so poor as to make the 
cows feel insulted when it has been offered to them. 

The prime factor i'nfluencing quality of hay is the stage of 
growth at which the crop is cut. There is no doubt whatever that 
most hay in New Zealand suffers from the disadvantage of being cut 
at a too-mature stage of growth for it to be of reasonably-high 
quality. The reasons for late cutting are twofold. Firstly, the 
weather is not usually suitable for baymaking when the crop is at 
its most nutritious stage of growth earlier in the season; and sec
ondly, the yield of hay per acre will be lower if the crop is cut 
earlier. Hay crops usually make a great deal of growth i'n the last 
two or three weeks prior to the flowering stage. If farmers desire 
to make a crop into hay rather than silage, and wish to obtain a 
hlgh yield of hay per acre, then it will be virtually impossible for 
them to make good-quality hay fr<>m a milk-producing point of view. 
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Losses in haymaking, apart from the stage of growth influences, 
are likely to be high. However, rapid drying, combined with careful 
handling to reduce the loss of leaf, will reduce the total losses cO'n
siderably. The use of a recently-introduced hay crusher is likely 
to revolutionise hay-makin~ methods in New Zealand. Not only does 
crushed hay dry more rapidly, but the loss of leaf is markedly re
duced-and hence a marked improvement in feeding value results. 

The conservation of surplus autumn growth as "cool-stored" 
grass, whenever it is available, is becoming more popular every day. 
Not only is such feed of high feeding value, but it is, of course, very 
cheap to conserve and very cheap to feed. In utilising "cool-stored" 
grass, rationed grazing with the electric fence should be adopted to 
achieve greatest efficiency in utilisation. It is also a sound plan to 
feed out the supplementary feed being used on the previous day's 
break of grnss. Such ration-grazed "cool-stored" grass is more 
nutritious than any farm-grown supplementary feed, and it is also 
more palatable, thus encouraging the herd to eat more of it. This 
observation is interesting in relation to our local problem of a low 
percentage of non-fatty solids in winter milk. It is recognised that 
one of the many factors which influence the level of non-fatty solids 
in winter milk is the nutritiO'n of the herd. It has been claimed 
that low solids-non-fat in winter milk is due, in pa.rt at least, to 
poor feeding, on either a quantitative or qualitative basis, or both. 
In feeding trials carried out at this College over the past two years, 
animals fed on autumn-saved pasture have shown a much smaller 
decline in non-fatty solids in the winter months than have cows fed 
on either lucerne silage or chou moellier. This situation was prob
ably due to the fact that the cows on the palatable, nutritious, 
autum'n-saved grass were better fed than those on either of the other 
two rations. It would thus appear that at least part of our local 
problems with low non-fatty solids in winter might be solved if town
supply farmers were in a position to utilise autumn-saved pasture 
for winter feeding. It would no doubt be a profitable practice even if 
it were necessary lo irrigate pastures to obtai::i the autumn growth. 

Cropping on Dairy Farms 
Because well-managed pasture is the best and cheapest feed 

available for dairy stock, wherever possible every endeavour should be 
made to make the greatest use of it. In many districts climatic 
conditions are so favourable that cropping is quite unnecessary to 
supplement grass, sileage and hay. In other districts, cropping may 
be essential in some cases a'nd just preferable in others. 

Where cropping is practised, chou moellier is becoming more 
popular every year. In view of the comparatively good feeding 
value of chou moellier, this is .a very desirable trend. 

Root crops have declined in popularity over the past ten years. 
This is on account of the high labour requirements in growing and 
utlllsi:ng the crops. Whereas In 1940-41 over 9,000 acres of man
golds were grown in New Zealand, in 1950-51 this area was reduced 
to 2,283 acres. 

All root crops yield heavily on suitable soil types but all a re 
low in protein and require to be used in conjunction with bay, silage 
or autumn-saved grass. A comparatively-new introduction to New 
Zeal3'tld is fodder beet and this crop has several advantages worthy 
of mention. lt produces the same yield of feed nutrients per acre 
as do mangolds, but it does not require to be stored before use; it 
is as palatable as sugar beet, but is easier to harvest. Further, 
fodder beet has a long period of utilisation which extends from May 
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thl'ough to August. Hence, if it is desired to grow a root crop f or 
winter feeding of both cows and pigs, fodder beet is hard to surpass. 

Grazing of Pastures 
l n view of what has been said about the high fee&ng-value of 

well-managed pasture it is surely only common sense to use this 
valuable feed to best advantage. The method of grazing employed 
will in large measure determine the efficiency of utilisation achieved. 

Losses of feed from pasture are surprisingly high. Even under 
a well-organised system of •rotatio'nal grazing the cows will actually 
eat only about 55 to 60 per cent of the grass available. The losses 
are due mainly to selective grazing and to trampling. 

Modern methods of grazing aim at overcoming these losses by 
more intensive stocking for short periods, a process known as 
"rationed grazing." The ideal, under this system, is to make avail
able to the herd each day only as much grass as the cows can eat. 
Breaks of grass can be provided quickly and cheaply with the electric 
fence. The main advantages of the system, which quickly become 
apparent, are that firstly, by providing a break of fresh clean grass 
each day the cows apparently eat more grass-and so production per 
cow increases; and seco'ndly, by utilising the available feed more 
efficiently, a greater surplus of grass for silage or hay is made 
available. This has allowed, in most cases, more cows to be carried, 
better supplementary feeding of the herd to be achieved, and a 
substantial increase in the yield of butterfat per acre to be obtained. 

Finally, let me summarise the important points in the better 
feeding of dairy cows. These are as follows:-
1. There is great scope for ~ncreasing productiion per cow in this 

country by better feeding. • 
2. As the appetite of a cow is limited, quality in feedstufl's is 

important if the feed requirements of the animal are to be fully 
satisfied. 

3. Well-managed pasture is the best and cheapest feed available 
for dairy stock in New Zealand. 

4. Every effort should be made to lengthen the period of the year 
over which the feed requirements of the herd can be met from 
pasture. 

5. Pasture being grazed should be used more efficiently by im
proved grazi'ng methods. 

6. Modern methods should be used to conserve su1plus spring 
and early summer pasture as good quality silage and good 
quality hay. 

7. For winter milkers and early-spring calvers more use should be 
made of "cool-stored" grass. 

8. If supplementary crops have to be grown, more attention should 
be paid to chou moellier and fodder beet than to other possi
bilities. 

Mr Homesham, Christchurch: Is there any evidence to indicate 
whether the feeding value of irrigated pasture is any better or worse 
than that of ordinary grass? 

l'rlr Hollard: No. 

Mr Miller, Motukarara: l s there a better chance of improvement 
in productio'n. along the lines of breeding or of feeding? 
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Mr Hollard : There is no doubt in my mind that improveme:it 
through feeding will be easier to achieve in the short run. It is not 
so painless as improvement through b1·eeding, but the fact that many 
herds under the Dairy Board's Productidn I mprovement Programme 
have increased production so much in only three years is a striking 
example of what can be done by better feeding. Improvement through 
breeding is painless; it requires no more effort to use a good bull 
than it does to use a. pool' bull. 

Mr Stichbury: I fully agree with l'rir Hollard. Feetli'ng can give 
quick results but breeding involves a long-term programme. 

l\lr Bumm, Waikuku: Would you not agree that better-bred cows 
would automatically lead to better feeding? 

l\1r Hollard : I think so. The man interested in his stock ls likely 
to feed them better. Good breeding and good feeding usually go 
hand in ha'nd. Would l\lr Sticbbury agree with me that up to 80 per 
cent of the difference in the production between one herd and another 
is due to better feedi•ng rather than to breeding? I consider feeding 
and management are so very important that breeding really falls well 
into the background. 

Mr Stichbury : Some people are saying that breeding is rela
tivelv unimportant and that practically all the differences between 
herd averages can be explained by levels of feeding. However, I a.m 
not going to attempt to put a figure on it because nobody else has 
attempted to do that. I personally do not believe that it is as much 
as 80 per cent. In other words, if it is 80 per< cent that is virtually 
saying that a'.ny farmer in the country can reach 380-400lb. of btttter 
fat merely by adopting feeding practices of those people who are at 
present on those levels. I personally think that something less than 
80 per cent is the difference due to feeding. In my experi
ence of high producing farms I have not been able to 'see the extreme 
difference in feeding as would be suggested by such a clliference as 
80 per cent. I think you have to have good cows to get to the top. 

Mr A11hen: Could you give us a definition of how to make grass 
grow i'n the autumn in Canterbury? Has the College tried nitrate 
of lime? 

l'tlr Bollard: We have had no experience with nitrate of lime here. 
As far as superphosphate is concerned, we topdress in the autumn just 
when we can. 

----.. ----

FLOOD ffiRIGATION ON A NORTH CANTERBURY 
FARM 

C. W. Humm, Waikuku 

Due to seasonal droughts in Ca'nterbury, the dairy farmer finds 
that nearly every summer his production falls away. In a prolonged 
drought it will stop entirely. Irrigation is the only insurance the 
dairy-farmer has against these droughts. His only other alternative 
is to grow autumn catch-crops, but this is a r isky business as the 
drought also affects them. With irrigation and pasture m8Jlagement, 
he is assured of green grass right through the a utumn and early 
winter. As every farmer knows, no other feed will give the pro-
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duction that grass will. Realisation of these facts started us irri
gating at Waikuku almost 13 years ago. We tried wild flooding as it 
means a terrible lot of work to border -dyke all the paddocks; this 
could only be done on a long-term plan as all paddocks could 'not be 
broken up in the one year. 

We started first with a six-inch pump. This was very success
ful as far as it went but its out..,ut was so limited that for wild 
flooding, complete coverage was impossible. A ten-inch pump was 
tried with more success and we are now usi'ng a twelve-inch pump 
driven by a 50 horse-power motor. The output of this pump is so 
great that we have not done any border-dyking whatever and yet 
get almost complete coverage. This big pump does not allow hollows 
to become saturated before the rest of the paddock is covered. 

Naturally wild flooding uses a lot more water than the border 
system, but to compensate for this, the paddocks are left in their 
natural condition which makes them much easier for mowi'ng. 

The production from our farm increased from year to year as we 
were able to carry more stock. Part of the area is 120 acres of 
river-bed which was all gorse. This was cleared and the area used 
for feeding the herd in the winter. This increased the fertility of 
this light country so much that in a wet spring it would carry the 
whole herd, the good land then being shut up for silage a'nd hay. 
Sometimes before the hay was off, a dry spell would set in and this 
light country would just go, out of production. This led us to put a 
twelve-inch pump in the Ashley river. This is driven by a 70 
horse-power motor. Like all river-beds this land is more or less 
undulating and could not be levelled on accou'nt of the pure shingle 
underneath. 

A system of irrigation ditches has been put round all the high 
ridges and this has given us almost a complete coverage with water. 
Of course you must understand that to have successful irrigation you 
must first have perfect drainage. Without this the whole positio'n 
is just impossible, especially with wild fioodbg. 

The big advantages of irrigation are freedom, from worry about 
a dry spell, control of grass grub, full control of pastures, and the 
ability to harrow and if necessary top every paddock after grazing; 
this could not be done in our climate without irrigation. Another 
big asset is that you do away with the necessity of co'ntinua.l1y re
newing the pastures on light land. 

Mr Hurst : What quantity of water do you use and what dis
tance do you have to pump it? 

Mr Humm : The pump at the house gives us 5,000 gallons a 
minute from the Coldstream Creek. At the Ashley River we have a 
12 inch pump which gives us 8,000 gallons a minute through 18 inch 
pipes. We pump 150 feet, but there is not much lift. Always be 
careful that you don't put in a pump which is unsuitable for the job. 

Mr Stichbury: Do you irrigate the whole farm? 

Mr Humm: We irrigate every bit we can get the water on to, 
and that is everything except a few dry knolls. If we don't want th e· 
grass for the cows we can use it for silage and hay. Even our swamp· 
ground can dry out and crack badly so it is watered too. 

Mr Riddolls, Lincoln College: I think it's safe to say there are 
few farms anywhere in the world using ·pumps this size. Would Mr· 
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Humm tell us something of his costs of power, and his methods of 
ditch building and diversion of water? 

M:r Humm: Our electric motors run only on off-peak hours. To 
water the river bed and the 114 acres of heavy land twice in each case 
the power bill was £53. The ditches \vere made with the bulldozer. 
As regards diversion of wate1·, we found on the light river bed that 
by pushing in the bank to divert we were losing too much soil, so we 
put in concrete stops. 

Mr Oliver, Hororata: Could you wo1·k the river bed as a dairy 
farm if you didn't have the heavy land? 

Mr Humm : Yes, quite easily. You can get your grass both 
earlier and Later and still have enough for the summer to keep you 
going. With good irrigation and good drainage you could make dairy 
farms out of any of the lighter Canterbury plains. 

Chairman: What is the carrying capacity of this light land? 

.Mr Humm: On 90 acres we winter all the cows and in the spring 
until the hay and silage come off the good land these 90 acres will 
carry from 80-100 cows. This requires continual watering particu
larly in the nor-west weather . 

.Mr Wheeler, Oamaru: Do you topdress? 

Mr Humm: We use fertiliser only on the light ground. We 
have used n tons of lime in 13 years and it is now just right. If we 
use fertiliser on the heavy ground the pastures would get too strong. 
In a very hot summer if you keep on watering and control your 
pastures you will find by the end of February that the grass is too 
young and soft. The cows go i·ound the outside and eat all the 
weeds, rough grass and other rubbish. Obviously they need rough
age; that is the time to start taking out hay. Cows can't live in our 
district on frrigated pastUl'e alone. 

Mr Hurst: How often do you water? 

Mr Humm: It depends on the season. If we strike a hot patch 
on the shingle country then we water once a week. On the gQod farm 
with wild flooding we have to take off all the hay and ensilage before 
we can water at all. We usually water twice at an interval of 10 
days and then only again if we have to. If this heavy land is dry 
then the pump at the house \vill water only half an acre an hour. The 
second time over it may do five acres an hour. 

----.. ----

DAffiYING UNDER IRRIGATION AT WINCHMORE 
EXPERIMENTAL DAIRY FARM 

G. K. McPherson, Department of Agi·iculture, Ashburton 
Something novel-so far as farming in Canterbury is concemed

was commenced in 1947 when 150 acres of the Winchmore Inigation 
Research Station was set aside to be developed as a dairy farm. The 
land is typical of a great deal of what is commonly referred to in 
Canterbury as light land. An average soil profile would show about 
15in to 18in of soil and subsoil and then shingle. Under normal con
ditions dairying would not be practised on this clas.s of country, as the 
naturally-low grass production from the land and the possibility of 
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<irought during the summer and autumn would rule out dairying as 
an economic proposition. Would ir rigation, however, convert this light 
country into land suitable for dairying? This paper describes the 
development of the unit and the results obtained over the past 6 years. 

Development. 
The farm has been developed mainly with the idea of ascertaining 

whether dairying with the aid of irrigation was a reasonable farming 
proposition on light land in Canterbury. The Department of Agri
culture wanted information on this point as quickly as possible, so 
instead of developing the unit slowly out of revenue, as a farmer 
might do, the farm was largely developed out of capital. The fafrly
rapid development programme initiated has enabled us to answer 
such questions as how much butterfat could be produced, were there 
any difficulties in producing sufficient winter feed, could replacements 
be reared on the farm, what stock diseases were likely to be en
countered and so on. 

When taken over by the Department of Agriculture, approxi
mately one-third of the unit had been border diked and sown down to 
permanent pasture. The main development work since has been the 
border diking of a further one-third of the farm, the installation of 
head-gate and junction-blocks subdivision, erection of necessary build
ings, installation of water supply and sewerage, and the establish
mentl of further permanent pastures. 

Land Preparation for I rrigat ion. 
The present position of the 

Area border diked 
Area wild flooded 

farm is as follows:-
102.0 acres 

30.5 acres 

132.5 acres 

The balance of the farm (17.5 acres) consists of stock tracks, 
buildings and yards. shelter belts andi irrigation races. The possibil
ity of border diking some of the area which is at present wild fiooded 
is being investigated and should this eventuate, increased 'Production 
can be anticipated. All border diking on the unit wa& earned out by 
the Ministry of Works and the installation of head gate and junction 
blocks by the farm staff. 

Su bdi vi.sion. 
Subdivision has been carried out to give 18 paddocks of approxi

mately 8 acres each. With a herd of 80 cows this gives a grazing rate 
of 10 cows per acre. A race approximately a chain wide runs through 
the centre of the farm and most paddocks are connected to this con
trol race. 

Buildings. 
Buildings erected on the unit immediately it was acquired were 

two houses, an internal-race cowshed with an eight-cow plant, a calf 
shed, also an implement, fertiliser and tool shed. Later, a modern 
piggery was constructed with suitable out-door pens and also a Dutch 
barn capable of holding 3,000 bales of hay. 

Water Supply. 
To dairy successfully it is essential to have a good stock-water 

supply and also plenty of water for the dairy and yards. With the 
large number of r elatively-small paddocks on the unit it would not 
have been practicable to reticulate the farm with stock-water races. 
An underground concrete tank of 4,000 gallons capacity and fed from 
the stock-water race was therefore constructed. A pressure pump 
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was also insta lled and water pumped through ~in. and Un. galvanised 
piping to concrete troughs in each paddock. 

Pasture Establishment. 
The original pastures sown down on the area were mainly of a 

permanf:-nt-pasture type, the seed mixture being as follows:-
lb. per acre. 

Perennial Ryegrass . 30 
Cocksfoot 5 
Timothy 4 
Dogstail . 1 
White Clover . . 2 
Montgomery Red Clover 2 

Total 44 

About 15 acres were sown in a temporary mixtute of:

Italian Ryegrass 
White Clover . . 
Montgomery Red Clover 

Total 

And 8 acres sown in a semi-permanent 

Short-Rotation Ryegrass 
White Clover . . 
Montgomery Red Clover 

Total 

lb. per acJ·e. 
30 

2 
2 

34 

mixture of:
lb. per acre. 

30 
2 
2 

34 

The remainder of the farm, comprising mainly the area not suit
able for border diking was sown with 12lb. cocksfoot and 2lb. subter
ranean cloveI' per acre. 

Detelopment of Pastures. 
Under cattle grazing the pastures have developed very well in

deed. In the early stages they tended to be clover dominant, but later 
on the grasses asserted themselves and now most pastures consist of 
a good, balanced mixture of grasses and clovers. The original pasture 
sown with short-rotation ryegrass and clovers has performed very 
well indeed, and at the end of six years with intermittent haying it 
still possesses a good grass sole. Acting on this experience, short
rotat1on ryegrass has been made the dominant constituent in all the 
pasture mixtures which have been sown during the past three yeais. 

Measurement of production of one of the older pastu1·es (sown 
February, 1946) over the three years 1950-53 has given an avera~ 
production of 9,000lb. of dry matter per acre. This figure, which lS 
equivalent in production to a good Waikato pasture, could not have 
been attained without the aid of irrigation. 

The main effects of irrigation in pasture production are these:
total production is approximately doubled; short dry spells which may 
check growth in summer are overcome; irrigation enables growth to 
be maintained at a reasonable level in the autumn; and pastures going 
into the winter dense and vigorous, are quick to get away in the 
spring. 
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Liming and Topdressing. 
AU paddocks received 1 ton lime per acre either prior to sowing 

down to grass or immediately after the pastures had established. 
Further applications were then made at intervals until now the whole 
farm has received 2 to 211 tons of lime per ac1·e. These applications 
have raised the pH of the soil to about 6.1, which is considered a 
satisfactory level for pasture growth. 

Superphosphate at the rate of 2cwt. per acre has been applied 
annually t.o all the pastures. ~for& recently hay paddocks have re
ceived an additional 2cwt. per acre in the spring. There is some evi
dence to suggest that the best time to topdress pastures on an irri
gated dairy farm is December, and this matter ts being further in
vestigated. 

To promote earlier growth in the spring nitro-lime, applied to
wards the end, of July, has been tried and results are quite promising, 
particularly on pew pasture. 

Shelter. 
One of the factors restricting butterfat output at the moment is 

undoubtedly the lack of shelter. The area is exposed to the prevailing 
south-west cold winds mostly in the winter; to the strong dry north
west winds during the warmer period of the year and to occasional 
cold north-east winds from the sea. 

The chief shelter requfred therefore is that against the north
west and south-west with secondary protection from the north-east. 
Some north. and westerly shelter is already being obtained by 11nus 
radiata planted by the Lauds and Survey Department in 1944. Where 
surflus irrigation water has accumulated these trees have not done 
wel and are of poor shape. Some Pinus radiata in damp spots have 
already blown down. 

A plantation of Cedrus deodara and Lombardy poplar is estab
lishing well on the south boundary. Standard internal high shelter is 
being pro\'ided for by belts of Lawsoniana, Oregon pine, and Lom
bardy poplar, while low shelter of seedless barberry is now thtee feet 
high and well established. Lateral shelter by a belt oi Oregon pine 
and Ccdrus deodara. is developing. 

It is anticipated that some of these belts will be giving shelter 
irt three years' time, that is, seven years since planting. This is slow 
compared ";th Pinus radiata which would afford shelter in about four 
to five years. It is felt, however, that other species would give, in the 
long run more permanent and better shelter. 

Irrigation. 
Irrigation usually commences some time in September and fin

ishes towards the end of April. The amount of water applied natur
ally varies with the season. Over the last four years the quantities 
used have been as follows:-

J 949-50 28.60 acre inches. 
1050-51 18.SG ,, ,, 
1951-52 36.0 " " 
1952-53 14.25 " " 

Approximately five inches of water are applied at each irrigation 
so that in a dry season it is necessary to irngate about seven times 
and in a wet season such as the one just experienced, about three 
times. 

It is interesting to record that the amount of water applied plus 
rainfall for the four seasons mentioned above has approxunated 50 
inches for the September-March period. It appears that this quantity 
of water is necesary to maintain pasture growth for the stock and 
enable sufficient hay to be saved for winter feed. 
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With pasture growth, the watering rate has varied between U 
acres and 2 acres per hour. In 1949-5()-a relatively dry year-427 
hours were occupied in irr igating whilst in the following year which 
was a relatively wet one, a total of 241 hours were utilised in apply
ing the water. 

Stock. 
The present herd contains J erseys, Friesians, Ayrshires and 

Shorthorns. Jersey bulls are being usecli and the ultimate aim is a 
J ersey herd. For the last three years, heifer calves from the better 
cows have been retained for herd replacements. 

As only 15 to 20 heifer calves are being retained each year, there 
is a big surplus of skim milk. 'Ihe aim on the farm is to concentrate 
on pig-meat production as much as possible and all surplus milk is 
consumed by pigs. A total of 64 porkers were sold in 19'50-51, 85 in 
1951-52, and this season approximately 60 will be sold. 

The main difficulty experienced with pigs has been to keep them 
sufficiently warm, and to improve conditions in this respect, the sties 
have recently been i·emodelle.d. 

Most of the weaner pigs are bred on the farm and at the present 
time 11 sows are being kept. Weaner pigs are brought through the 
winter on a ration of meat meal and barley meal plus ample !odder 
beet which is grown on the farm. 

Butterfat P roduction. 
For six consecutive seasons butterfat production has shown a 

steady increase. Butterfat figures (factory returns) are as follows:-
Year No. Cows Butterfa t 

1947-48 27 4,828 
4.8-49 45 7,860 
49-50 60 15,594 

1950-51 66 18,538 
51-52 71 19,504 
52-53 83 23,700 to end of April. 

The present season should conclude with 24,500lb. fat which 
represents 163lb. fat per acre. Considering that replacement stock are 
reared on the farm this figure must be considered very satisfactory. 

Stock Health. 
The far m has been remarkably f ree from stock diseases. Cases 

of mastitis, failure to get cows in calf, and cases of cows slipping 
their calves have occurred; but nothing unusual. In the early stages 
of pasture development a strict watch had to be kept for bloat; but 
with the maturing of the pastures bloat is not now a problem. 

Covering the stock during the winter is not practised; yet even 
with the cold conditions and the lack of shelter, the cows come 
through the winter in good condition. 

Calves seem a litle difficult to rear up to a year old. From then 
on they seem to develop rapidly into quite good two year olds. 

Winter Food. 
Winter feed is provided in the .form of bay and roots. The aim 

has been to provide appro:idmately 1 ton of hay for each animal win
tered. The bulk of this hay is obtained from pasture growth which 
a'·erages about 75 bales pe1· acre. An 8-acre stand of lucerne gives 
100 to 120 bales per acre each year and this hay is reserved for the 
cows when they calve in the spring. During the past two years 1 000 
bales of short-rotation straw have been obtained for the cost of bal-

• ing and cartage. 
About seven acres of swedes have been grown each year, but 
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they have not proved a reliable crop. An excellent crop one year can 
be followed by an indifferent one in the following year. 

Provision of Early Spring Feed. 
Calving commences about the beginning of August. As growth 

does not commence till mid-September, provision must be made for 
about six weeks' feed for the newly-calved cows. This is done by 
closing about 30 acres in mid-March, the growth produced in the 
autumn being carried through the winter and fed to the cows in the 
spring. Pastures of short-rotation ryegrass are ideal for this purpose. 

Conclusion. 
After six years, butterfat production on the farm has been built 

up to 24,500lb. Further improvement in the quality of the pastures is 
possible, the herd could be considerably improved and as the trees 
grow up the stock will receive more adequate shelter. With this in 
mind a production of 27,000lb. butterfat does not seem unduly optim
istic. At that figure dairying on the plains would be a sound farming 
proposition. 

Mr McKellar: Do the washings from the cow yard go on to the 
pastures? 

Mr McPherson: We have no system of pumping it into a tank 
and then spreading it. The washings go into an irrigation ditch and 
thus go on to the pastures serviced from that ditch. 

Mr Hudson: What was the value of the farm when you took it 
over, what is its value today on a production basis and what did it 
cost? 

Mr McPherson: The value of the 150 acres bare ground in 1946 
was £6 an acre. We have put on buildings to the value of £46 an 
acre. The border dyking and other improvements would bring the 
total to something approaching £70 an acre. All the work I have 
described was done in a four-year period. It could not be done out 
of revenue, but had to come out of capital. For the first four year11 
the farm showed a loss. In the fifth season with 20,000lb. of fat 
there was a small profit. This year with 24,500lb. of fat I anticipate 
there will be a substantial profit. The Department would have to get 
£70 an acre for it today to come. out square. I believe that if it is 
continued as a dairy farm for another few years it will not have cost 
the taxpayer a penny. 

Professor Flay: Would the Government sell today for £70 an 
acre? I don't think so. If it were put up for auction I would suggest 
it would bring much more. If you compare it with Waikato values 
of land producing 130lb. of fat per acre Winchmore is worth £100 
per acre, less the annual irrigation costs capitalised. 

Mr Campion: Is Mr McPherson allowing for interest in his 
figures? 

Mr McPherson: Yes. I have allowed interest on capital and a lso 
normal depreciation charges. 

Mr Riddolls: The application of five inches of water seems a 
little high. Is it all used? 

Mr McPherson: I think at five inches we are putting on just 
about double what we should. The water-holding capacity of the soil 
is about 2~ inches but when you have dairy pastures up to six inches 
high on border dykes you have to apply five inches to get the water 
to the bottom of the border. 
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SPRAY IRRIGATION IN NORTH OTAGO 

J. B. Bulleid, Deborah 

Those of you who have lived in North Otago or passed through 
during a drought, and hav~ seen some of the best land in New Zea
land producing little or no fodder for stock, must have realised the 
necessity for some method of supplementing the natural supply of 
rain. 

In 1926 we purchased 156 acres of heavy land, partly black tar, 
partly heavy loam with a clay sub-soil, situated at Deborah three 
miles south of Oamaru on the main south road. We built a dam in 
the creek, and installed a pump with 1,300 feet of 6-inch pipe. This 
delivered 500 gallons· per minute to a 45 foot head. This quantity of 
water proved to be inadequate to flood a reasonable area of land with 
a moderate amount of labour. T'his was largely due to the absorbent 
nature of the soil. 

For many years the plant lay idle and was used only during per
iods of extreme drought. 

Then spray irrigation was demonstrated in North Otago. After 
one demonstration on our farm we purchased a system made up of 
three spray lines, with sprays at intervals of 70 feet each way, 18 
sprays in all. This covers approximately two acres and delivr~rs on& 
inch on that area in two hours. 

The main line of 6-inch steel pipe is 1,31)0 feet long fitted with 
two removable 3-inch plugs every three chains. After removing a 
plug an elbow of 3-inch piping with a Y and two 2-inch taps is 
screwed in and leads of 2-inch canvas fire hose are then taken out 
to the spray lines. The pump is then turned on and allowed to g"Q 
for the time necessary to apply the required amount of water. We 
like three inches as a general rule. If you put on less, the prevaili.ng 
winds remove a large proportion of the moisture and the remainder 
will do little or no good. 

We have a fourth line of hose which is laid out in position as No. 
4 spray line. No. 1 tap then being turned off, the sprays only are 
uncoupled and coupled up to No. 4 line. The tap is then turned on 
and No. 1 hoses shifted to become No. 5 line and so on across the 
paddock. 

The pump is driven by a 25 h.p. tractor and uses U gals. per 
hour to apply ~ inch of water on two acres or a fair exchange of 
22,000 gal. of water for H gals. of kerosene. 

Pressure in the lines ranges from 60 to 70 lb per square inch and, 
with the type of sprays we are using, could be increased slightly to 
break up the water into finer spray. Large drops tend to cake the 
ground if it is not covered with foliage to break the force of water. 

We have irrigated grass with three inches and have noticed good 
results oven a prolonged period up to three months. 

Lucerne in our opinion should, for best results, be irrigated when 
a period of warm weather is likely, for on our soil even with an ade
quate amount of moisture, with cold weather the growth is consider
ably reduced in comparison with warm weather and probably a slight 
deficiency of topsoil moisture. With irrigation we have had 90 bales 
per acre in one cut approximately three times the yield of the unirri
gated area. 

Mangels have responded well to spraying. An application of five 
inches at one time was made in late February when cracks !i inch 
wide and 10 inches deep to the clay were showing. These yielded 70 
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tons per acre when the average for the year wouJd probably be 30 to 
40 tons. Three acres completely wiped off the entire cost of the spray 
irrigation scheme which we had bought, plus all expenses and a rea
sonable profit as well. The first acre returned .£800 (£8/8/- for a 6~ 
chain row of mangels). 

One main disadvantage of spray irrigation is the necess1ty for 
little or no wind, as a steady wind from one quarter will cause the 
sprays to give a very poor coverage. We find that dawn till 9 a.m. 
and 6 p.m. till 11 p.m. are generally the best times for perfect cover
age . 

Manures of a soluble nature, insecticides, weed killers of the 
hormone types and small seeds such as lucerne and clovers can be 
injected into the pipe line for application to irrigated areas. 

Any great proportion of canvas Rose in a spray system is inad
visable owing to the increased labour involved. When the hose coup
lings are broken for shifting to a new position all water must be 
worked out of the hose by raising one end and walking slowly to the 
other end holding the hose high enough to allow the water to com
pletely empty the hose. 

If watering root crops, the leaves after several hours watering 
become extremely crisp and brittle, and to avoid damage the hoses 
must be rolled up and carried across to the next position and unroll1::d 
again. This is extremely tiring with boots sunk two or three inches 
deep in the soil, and having: to carry the hoses across the rows with 
as little damage to the crop as possible. 

We have not tried cows on the irrigated pasture but feel posi
tive that the January-February drops in production due to dry spells 
could be completely eliminated and extend the lactation period of the 
milkers very considerably, a very important thing to a town-milk 
producer. 

I have tried to· work out costs but find I can come to many differ
ent conclusions. I am Dlaced in a very favourable position. in that I 
have a dam, a pump, a 1,300 ft. 6-inch main line and an adequate sup
ply of water to pump eight hours daily for all time. All of which 
cost me nothing as they were assumed worthless until spray irriga
tion came in. 

The sprays, hoses and all fittings cost, less than £400, making- an 
interest charge of only £20 per annum at 5 per cent. 

Anyone considering spray irrigation could ask the questions-
1. Can I use my land to greater advantage? 
2. Can I find the necessary labour? 
8. Will my pastures last longer? 
4. Will manures be used to greater advantage? 
5. Will I be able to buy stock during dry periods at lower prices 

than I would after rain? -
6. Will I be able to hold my existing stock without sacrificing them 

at low prices because of inadequate food supplied? 

. I would suggest that. if anyone decides to purchase spray irriga
~1on, the ~t way of costmg the scheme is to wipe out the initial cost 
m your nund, and try to cover as grea~ an area of land as possible, 
and have as much of that land producing crops returning £100 per 
acre per annum. 

Gentlemen, my subject has been a difficult one and with little ol" 
no literature available I have made mistakes, and will probably con
tinue to do so, but of one thing I am certain: "It is most satisfying to 
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be able to see the things you plant and the stock you rear thriving 
to the maximum." 

Mr Bomersham : You soy you put on the equivalent of three 
inches oI u1.in on each occasion. Have you tried experiments to find 
the effect of reduced api>lications? Where you have to pump, every 
gallon costs something. 

) I r Bulleid : I work largely by instinct and my knowledge of the 
farm. 1 do it by eye tmtil J get even coverage but I also test the 
soil by my foot and dig down to find the penetration of the moisture. 

Dr. Weston, Lincoln C'oll.eg.e: Is it any advantage to irrigate at 
night time to reduce the amount of evaporation? 

iUr Bullcid: E"vaPorntion during the day is serious with us mainly 
because of wind, but as my hoses are liable to break I prefer to have 
them under observation. [ sometimes take n chance and irrigate 
from nine to eleven p.m. 

Mr Ilurst: Could you handle 75 acres; if so, how many applica
tions? 

Mr BuJleid: It depends on the labour av:Ulable. As I am situ
ated I can do 75 acres once with three to five inches. As regards 
costs, I would guess that an acre with one inch would cost 12/ 6 to 
16/-. 

Mr Watt, Christchurch : What is the effect on the life oC your 
Lucerne? 

Mr BuJJeid : The only irrigated lucerne I have has been down for 
four years. It is pedigree strain and is doing particularly well. 

Mr Topp: Can you give us an idea of the cost not counting the 
tractor? 

l\I r Bulleid : 
13000 feet of pipe line (@ 18/- a foot ....... . 
Dam .. . . .. .............................. . . . 
Pump ... . ................................. . 
Hoses, taps and spruys ... . . . ............... . 

but many of you would not require a dam. 
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RURAL HOUSING AND FARM LABOUR 

FARM LABOUR IN NEW ZEALAND 

R. H. Bevin, Executive Officer, N.Z. Meat and Wool Boards' 
Economic Service 

Much has been said of recent years concerning the Jabour short
age in our farming industry. In this paper I would like to review the 
position and summarise some opinions on this question. 

Figures taken from the Census Department reports show that the 
number of people working on our farms increased at a fairly steady 
rate until the year 1936. After this date a decline set in-a decline 
which was hastened by the outbreak of World War II. In 1945 some 
degree of recovery was reached but a decrease became operative at 
this point till 1950. 

TABLE I 
N.Z. Workers Engaged in Industry. 

Census Returns. 

Year Farming 
All Industry % Fanning to 

Total Total 

1911 110,000 478,000 28% 
1916* 118,000 4-74,000 25'% 
1921 131,000 549,000 24% 
1926 120,000 583,000 21% 
1936 151,000 673,000 22% 
1945* 119,000 638,000 19% 
rn5o 126,000 736,000 17% 

*Number affected by Armed Forces. 

The main alteration in the ::i.ature of our farm working popula
tion since the turn of the century has been the result of the steady 
change over from employees to owner workers. The last fifty years 
has seen the breaking up of the "Stations" and their replacement by 
smaller holdings, these in turn being further subdivided as develop
ment progressed to give the "one man farm": this progressive sub
division has accelerated following the end of World War II and is 
still going on. 

The rapid development of the dairy industry in the North Island 
coincidental as it was with the general appreciation of the value of 
topdressing, gave great impetus to the idea of "each man his own 
farm" so stocked and regulated that all the essential work could be 
done by the owner worker. As long as the prospect of ownership was 
held out by the land settlement trends of the day, young men entered 
the farming industry determined to save sufficient to enable them to 
start out on their own account. In the dairying districts share milk
ing offered an ideal starting point for the potential farmer: and the 
steady rise in numbers of farm workers over the 1930's is a reflec
tion not only of the increasing numbers of owner workers, but also 
of the increased intake into the industry of young men over that 
period. It is safe to assume too that this was a time when the· em-
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ployment position in the urban occupations was bad as a result of 
the depression, and labour was moving out to the country. 

The experience gained by the dairy farmers in topdressing was 
being passed on to the North Island sheep farmers-especiaUy those 
on the easier lowlands. The expanding use of superphosphate on the 
fat.lamb farms increased the carrying capacity and output to a de
gree comparable with that experienced on the dairy farms. The area 
necessaty to r~ an economic flock of ewes for fat-lamb production 
was materially reduced and the move towards subdivision of larger 
holdings to one-man units was under way. 

Examples of this show in the following returns: 
TABLE II 

District Number of Holdings 
1922 1950 

North Island 51,000 58,400 
Auckland 12,000 16,000 
Hawkes Bay 4,890 5,650 

In the .South Island this type of development cannot be 
matched, there being, according to the statistics, a decrease in 
the number of holdings over this period in all districts except 
Southland where there was a slight increase. 

District 

South Island 
Canterbury 
Ota go 
SouthlaucL 

Number of Holdings 
1922 1950 

34,700 31,800 
13,400 12,800 
8,000 7,100 
5,900 6,020 

Keeping pace with agricultural development and our growing 
population, there has been a steady expansion of our industrial and 
urban activity. This has been accelerated over the last 15-20 years, 
and with the industrial growth has gone the provision of greater op
portunities for urban employment. Despite this, however, the propor
tion oi rural workers-including owner workers-to the total working 
population had till 1920 shown no marked fluctuation. Figures of 
population in 1906 show that approximately 25% of workers were 
on the land. This figure decreased at a fairly slow rate until during 
the war when it fell to its present level of approximately 17%. To 
restore the 25% balance would call for a further 60,000 rural workers 
in addition to the present 126,000 (approximately). It is perhaps 
worth while to consider whether there will ever be a restoration of 
this balance. 

It must be recognised that with modern methods of farming the 
number of workers required to maintain our production is consider
ably less than it would have been say 30 yean; ago. No estimations 
have been made for New Zealand but in Queensland recently an 
attempt at "reconciliation" of labour in terms of output was made. 
The result showed that "if Queensland's current production depended 
on methods used 30 years ago, 67,000 more rural workers would be 
l'equired than are now employed in the State." 

Again we must appreciate that while mechanisation may result 
in fewer farm workers being immediately engaged on the land there 
is now a considerably greater labour force devoted to the production 
and servicing of farm machinery in factories and workshops almost 
wholly devoted to the rural industry. 

Nevertheless we have evidence based on general observation that 
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there are opportunities for the employment of more rural labour in 
New Zealand a'nd because of this it may be worth our while to consider 
some of the factors 'Y_hich operate in determining the rural urban 
labour balance. 

It was becoming apparent even before 1939 that the mainte:iance 
of the number of our farm employees was becoming difficult. Prices 
of farm produce were low and the wage-paying ability of the average 
farmer was correspondingly at a disadvantage compared with that of 
the urban employer who could pass on his costs tc> some degree while 
the farmer depended entirely on the overseas trade position. In the 
late 30's. the price of wool was showing a slow recovery from the 
depression years, but we were in a state of uncertainty as to the 
future of our meat market. 

One authority gives the comparative wage· returns in 1937 as 
£298 per annum for urban workers against £146 for rural workers. 
Such a disparity in a country like New Zealand where free movement 
of workers from one locality to another is a fairly easy matter, could 
not but weigh heavily against the farmer employer. 

During the war years the position was no better. The prices of 
wool and meat were determined by regulation in the interests of 
stabilisation, and while, theoretically, r ates did not increase for urban 
workers, there was a considerable rise in the amounts earned, as the 
urgency of war resulted in overtime and incentive payments. Up till 
1947 when the rise in wool prices began, the sheep farm er could not 
compete on the labour market. 

TABLE III 
COMPARATIVE MONEY RATES OF PAY PER WEEK FOR 

VARIOUS WORKERS 
(Report on Prices, Wages and Labour_JCensus and Stats. 

publication 1950) 

Years 
Occupation 

1914 1939 1949 

Bakers 55/ - 115/ - 148/ -
Butchers 72/ 6 123/ 2 165/ -
Bricklayers 68/ 5 115/ - 148/ 4 
Carpenters 52/ 6 93/ 4 140/ 10 
General farm 
hands (found) 41/ 4 65/ - 130/-

.Since 1949 the figures indicate that something approaching parity 
has been reached as a result of higher returns for our farm produce-
particularly for wool. 

There has developed the tendency of farmers as a whole to 
"make d.o" with the labour available by the application of the follow
ing expedients :-

1. Co-operation with neighbours for seasonal work. 
2. Simplification of management by reduction of the number of 

operations undertaken and the labour required for efficient 
working. 

3. The calling in of contractors as required. 
4. Mechanisation wherever possible. 
5. The restriction of expansion or development beyond the 

range of the present labour force. 
6. The payment of a premium on standard award rates as far 

as the revenue wiU allow in order to· retain whatever labour 
is available. 
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The decline in number of our farm workers is not a simple matter 
of economics-particularly over the last few years when farm returns 
have been relatively high, and wages have increased generally. Re
cruitment to the industry and the retention of labour in subsequent 
years was the subject of study some two or three years ago and on 
this matter the Labour and Employment Gazette makes a special 
comment (February, 19'51). "The peak age of employment in farming 
lies between 20 and 24 years of age as in the case of the total labour 
force. The proportions employed at each age fall away sharply after 
the peak is reached with the result that throughout the "middle" 
ages the proportions employed are significantly below the average. 
This characteristic of farm employment is associated with the urban 
drift of farm workers, accentuated by increased mechanisation on 
farms and the localisation and development of secondary industries 
in urban areas. Those who do not join the drift to the towns but 
remain on the land tend to keep working to an older age than do 
men employed in other industries." 

TABLE IV 
Table Showing "R11iral/Urban" Balance in Population 

N.Z. Year Book, 1950 

Year 
%age 

Rural Urban 

Excluding Maoris: 
1881 60 40 
1891 56 44 
1901 54 45 
1911 50 50 
1921 44 56 
1936 40 60 
1945 37 63 

Including Maoris : 
1926 44 56 
1936 44 56 
1945 40 60 

This movement in population from rural to urban areas is not 
new. Colin Clark in his "Conditions of Economic Progress" quotes Sir 
William Petty who wrote in 1651 : "There is much more to be gained 
by manufacture than husbandry and by merchandise than by manufac
ture . . . . Now here we take notice that as trades and Curious Crafts 
increase so the trade of Husbandry will decrease, or else the wages of 
the Husbandman must rise and consequently the Rents of Lands must 
fall." 

Without doubt the "Trades and Curious Crafts" have steadily in
creased in New Zealand. Initially this increase in industry was 
matched by our agricultural and pastoral expansions but latterly the 
emphasis has been on urban expansion and the attractions and appar
ent opportunities offered thereby have reacted adversely on an agri
culture which until recent years was not financially able or psycho
logically prepared to compete for labour. 

It may be agreed that fanning has received its share of recruits 
to the ranks but once the young men in their middle twenties begin 
to consider marriage and home responsibilities, a great number turn 
from the land to urban occupation. And, equally important, in most 
cases they evidently have the approval and connivance of their brides 
in this change over of occupation. 

In many ways this seems to indicate the most vital point at 
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which to attack the problem of labour retention. At a recent meeting 
in Melbourne, Mr P. B. Newcomen, a former President of the United 
liraziers' Association, spoke on this question of farm labour. He said 
-and his summary is a fair and comprehensive one-"Inability under 
ordinary circumstances to attract labour to land industries is due to-

a. Better amenities offering in cities and provincial towns. 
b. Attractiveness of employment in city-based industries. 
c. Post-war establishment of factories in country towns with 

consequent competition for local labour. 
d. Lack of availability of educational facilities conveniently 

adjacent for children of farm workers. 
e. Lack of housing for farm employees. 
f. Inability of the farmer's wife to cany the burden of pro

visioning extra hands and at the same time educate her 
children by correspondence school courses. 

g. The loneliness. 
To quote again-this time from a writer reviewing the Jabour 

situation in Australia in "The Economist." "The magnet-like attrac
tion of life in the big cities will be readily understood especially when 
it is compared with the heroic work of the stations in the "outback" 
-in isolation, far from movies and race tracks and beaches, in peril 
from natural hazards, tied to the milk pail or the feed pen among 
animals which disregard all human preferences for an eight-hour 
day or a five-day week. A majority of workers plumped whole 
heartedly for the policy of full industrial employment in the cities." 

Is there any counter we can offer in melioration of these condi
tions of country life? 

It is a certainty that where individuals prefer the bricks and 
mortar a'nd concrete pavements of the city to the open spaces of the 
country, they are not suited to the rural life, and are well advised to 
sta.y in town. But there are still a great many young people who are 
not so wedded to town life and who would prefer to live their lives 
and rear their families in the freer and niore healthy surroundings 
of the country. The early recruitment to the farming ranks shows 
that initially at any rate, young men are available and the main job 
is to enable them _ to becom~_established in homes measuring up in 
quality to what they might hope to find in the city. In New Zealand 
we can (physically at least) build suitable homes and equip them with 
all the mode1·n conveniences of the day. Our educational authorities 
are doing a great deal by transporting children to centrally-placed 
schools and by assisting materially in the correspondence system. Our 
country is small and with modern road and rail transport the degree 
of isolation over most of the country is inconsiderable when measured 
by the continental standards of Australia or America, while telephone 
communications and electrical reticulation cover practically the whole 
country. 

On the material side wages and housing are of prime importance. 
We are facing up to the payment of wages above the standards which 
for so long seemed adequate. This is being done today by a great 
number of farmers, but there are still many who cannot reconcile 
p-resent wage rates with those of past years. And it is not easy to 
do so, as it doesn't seem so Jong ago that men were readily available 
and "a fair day's pay for a fair day's work" was paid in terms of 
fann work as such and not in terms of the competitive st.andards set 
by city employers. 

Today the competitive margin has narrowed compared with what 
it was only a few years ago. The cost of living in the towns has risen 
steadily and the amount left of what seems a bulky pay envelope at 
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the end of the week is probably no greater proportionately than it 
was in pre-war days. Many are beginning to realise that the cost of 
food and clothing-considerable items in the family budget-can be 
much lower in a well-managed country household than they are in 
tovni, while rent and fuel may be very considerably less. 

Housing presents a real problem-one which cannot be solved 
readily. Not only is it difficult to get houses built in the country, but 
the costs under present labour conditions are such that the average 
farmer hesitates to take the plunge into further loading the property 
with such a costly improvement. But without a house for the young 
man and his bride, the only alternative is to lose them to the town 
and start again with a new employee. 

At this stage many farmers have given up the unequal struggle 
and gone in fo1· subdivision, retaining the "homestead" block which 
they can work comiortably without reliance on outside labour. Where 
more than one man is required, the policy is often to set up one mar
ried couple and pay the wife to cook for the man or men who live 
in the whare, if she is prepared to do so. A few cases have occurred 
of having- houses erected in a nearby village and employing the men 
by the day-this will be a subject for special attention during our 
conference. 

In the last few years extra houses have been built or old houses 
renovated despite the expense involved, in the hope that the higher 
prices of farm produce may continue long enough for the cost to be 
amortised in reasonable time. 

We might at this point revert to Sir William Petty's penetrating 
comment "The wages of the husbandman must rise and consequently 
the rents of land must fall"-in other words the burden of the over
head is shifted from rent to wages and "amenities." In New Zealand 
re11tAl ob the majority of our farms is rarely a charge-it is replaced 
by interest on capital invested. Our land values or perhaps more cor
rectly the purchase price of farms, speaking generally and disregard
ing the depression years and the period of land price stabiJjsation, 
have been and still are fairly high because of the emphasis on "poten
tial" and, hitherto, low costs of production. There has often been 
insufficient margin between the highly improved properties and those 
in "good going order." As a result, farmers as a rule have been 
loath to apparently over-improve their properties---especialiy in re
gaxd to buildings. This, together with the traditional tendency to 
employ single men and/or casual Jabour-neither of which is readily 
available today-finds us with high-priced land ill-equipped to provide 
housing facilities for married employees and so capitalised as to deter 
one from loading it further by buildings. 

It is evident then that on properties where the employment of 
labour is a necessity, the value of the land as land must in time fall 
in order to compensate for the increase in value of the improvements 
-especially buildings-essential for the efficient running of the pro
perty. And further the opinion as to what are the minimum essential 
buildings wm need to be revised by land valuers and purchasers alike. 
Essentially the value of a fal'1}1, as a farm, must depend on its eco
nomic productive capacity which the provision of further buildings 
may raise while the lack of housing facilities (where it limits the 
employment of adequate Jabour) may result in a lowering of the pro
duction. 

In our sheep farming, subdivision has to a certain extent enabled 
us to meet the labour shortage: refinements in pasture management 
aimed at increasing the amount of in situ grazing and thereby reduc
ing the areas sown to forage or saved for hay: the alteration of the 
flock balance. by decreasing the ewes and increas~ng the dry sheep: 
or the cessation of development once the flock has reached the maxi-
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mum manageable size-these measures have been adopted in an 
attempt to meet the labour position. But there is a "hard core" of 
properties-mainly on our hill country-where the economic stocking 
of the property in terms of sheep and cattle demands a staff of farm 
hands. For years many of these properties, depending on wool and 
store stock for their revenue, showed but a moderate surplus in their 
annual trading accounts and for them the provision of staff amenities 
has been, to say the least, difficult. In the last few years buildbgs 
have been overhauled, thanks to higher prices allowing for a limited 
surplus to remain after working costs and taxation demands are met. 
But it is neither cheap nor easy and if production of this country is to 
be maintained, or better still increased, then every encouragement 
should be given to the occupiers in their struggle to attract and hold 
competent farm labour by, for example, allowing adequately for build· 
ings, even if this means lowering the urumproved value of the land 
and a reduction of the annual rental. 

It has already been mentioned that local industries set up in 
country towns can adversely affect the farm-labour position. Of late 
years there has been a great deal said as to the desirability of shift
ing industry from the city centres to the country. Experience to date 
seems to indicate that while such a move is in many ways to be com
mended insofar as it brings many benefits to the town or village in 
which the industry is centred, there is real menace in it for the sur
rounding farmers if it depletes the labour supply. Two main lines of 
approach should be considered. One is the transfer of at least a pro
portion of the operatives to the new factory site so as to ease the im
pact on the local labour position; the other is to consider the balanc
ing of the labour demands oil both farms and factories-the type of 
arrangement encountered in some European countries where the rela
tive needs of both industries are appreciated on a seasonal' basis. 

The provision of farm workers' homes in villages contiguous to 
farm lands has yet to be exploited. Originally some of our earlier 
subdivisions were planned on the basis of the village centre for 
workers but difficulties arose through the problem of distance which 
ruled out the idea under colonial conditions. Subsequent subdivision 
and modern transport facilities make the scheme much more practic
able now, and where it can be developed,, a measure of co-operation 
between farmers in the alternation of employment on an agreed basis 
can go a long way to solve the casual worker problem on so many 
farms where the full time employment of labour is economically un
justified. As I have said, the detailed consideration of what is being 
done at Sanson, Gordontown and other rural centres is listed for 
special discussion. 

In the sheep industry as viewed under our survey, taking owners 
and employees together when determining the permanent hands on 
any property, it would appear that on hill-country properties produc
ing wool and store sheep there is an acute shortage of casual labour, 
and difficulty in getting good permanent labour. 

Here, perhaps more than anything else, we have to contend with 
the distance factor. In many cases it is not only a question of rrule
age: it also includes indifferent and difficult road access into hill 
country where isolation is experienced because of the terrain. By 
Australian standards, our distances from a reasonably sized town are 
not comparable with the real outback of that country. Nevertheless 
by local standards, back country localities suffer severely in the com
petition for labour. The only counter to this is better roads and motor 
trans.port and the possibility that the property should be prepared to 
pro·vide or assist in providing reasonable facilities to employees for 
their corrung and going. This should be recogrused as a charge against 
station expenditure, resulting from the changing times in which we 
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are living. To many land holders the idea is new and as. such is not 
readily conceded but there are others toqay who have accepted it and 
have found that the concession has encouraged the retention of labour. 

Another problem posed by the distance factor is that of providing 
schooling for the children of fann employees. So many cases can be 
cited of married men who have become experienced and valuable 
members of the station staff but who, when their childern reach school 
age, have to pack up and go down country. There is in general only 
one policy adopted in this case: the circumstances are accepted, the 
experienced man is lost and a new man replaces him. On much of 
our hill country it may take a man three or four seasons before he is 
familiar with the vagaries of the terrain and the climate, and so a 
period of training must be faced up to when the man, through no 
fault of his own, is not pulling his weight. If such a case is to arise 
every 8-10 years as married men fall out, then on a property with 3 
or 4 permanent hands, there is a state of continual change in the 
personnel. 

It may be that this can be taken as being "in the nature of 
things"-something tol be put up with. On the other hand if a really 
good man is to be lost-or a series of good men as may happen
just when he is really valuable to the property, it is surely worth 
while considering some alternative policy. 

Education: 
There are facilities today whereby insurance taken out when 

children are still infants can in due course provide for their educa
tion. The suggestion has been made that the amount paid in prem
iums could be a charge against station expenses and the payment of 
the sum realised on the expiration of the policies be devoted to the 
education of the station children without placing an impossible load 
on the farm worker and his wife. Wbether there should be some con
tribution from Government towards the expense is a matter which 
policy in relation to universal free education would need to decide. 

In this regard it must be realised that the number of children in
volved would not be great in proportion to our total school popula
tion. For this reason it is probable that any scheme for the further
ance of their education will not loom large in terms of political 
significance. Nevertheless, in tenns of the area of country affected 
and the vital importance of our hill country to the whole of our sheep 
industry and the lowland: farming generally, any step which will en
able us to continue the efficient occupation of the country is of na
tional importance. 

The Royal Commission on sheep farming made certain recom
mendations concerning rural education which merit careful considera
tion-especially the section dealing with boarding-house costs. Atten
tion however does not seem to have been sufficiently directed towards 
the position of the employee's families as distinct from the owner's 
children. 

Housing Facilities. 
In touching on this matter earlier, it was emphasised that New 

Zealand farms have always tended to be "underbuilt"-mainly be
cause in the days when the pattern of our present-day fanning was 
being drawn, there was a good supply of farm labour both permanent 
and temporary and the general standard of accommodation was 
stridly functional. It is not easy to drop traditional ideas in any in
dustry and in farming, conservatism is one of the important compon
ents in a stab1e system. But the time has come when we must regard 
the "gooo old days" as gone and a modification in the accommodation 
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for farm workers is one of the changes which must eventually be 
faced up to. 

It is unfortunate that this need arises at a time of high costs and 
shortage of labour-especially for country jobs. In spite of thls, 
farmers throughout the back country have been battling to carry out 
improvements, and it would appear that here, more than anywhere 
else, is the case for prefabricated houses. They are not cheap, but 
tJhey are houses and they can be erected in a fraction of the time 
taken for normal building. 

The matter is essentially one of deciding whether or not a pro
perty can be efficiently run without further accommodation or of 
determining whether it is cheaper to make do with the position as it 
is and avoid the expense of further building on the property. Any 
decision must in the end depend on the financial position of the owner, 
his determination of what the future holds in the way of market 
prices, and the possibility of carrying on with whatever labour may be 
available as and when required_,_ 

Our low country properties have been subject to subdivision and 
creation of one and two man farms wherever possible. This has 
tended to reduce the demand for labour-particularly permanent 
labour. 

TABLE V 
Size an"d Number of Sheep Holdings 1920-1950 

Class of Holdings 
(Sheep Carried) 

500-2,500 sheep 
Over 2,500 sheep 

500-1,000 sheep 
1,000-2,500 sheep 
2,500~5,000 sheep 
Over 5,000 sheep 

Number of Holdings 
1920 1950 

15,000 24,000 
2,014 2,531 

Increased by approx. 4,000 in 30 years 
" " 5,000 " " " 

" ,, ,, 630 ,, ,, 
Decreased ,, ,, 110 ,, ,, ,, 

From observations made, it appears that today one man with 
casual labour or assistance from neighbours can handle efficiently 
up to 1,000 ewes. It is the property carrying 1,000-1,500 ewes whlch 
presents difficulty-the "man-and-a-half" farm where years ago casual 
assistance for three or four months of the year was available as 
required. Today the shortage and uncertainty of such labour is tend
ing to limit developme'nt on many of our sheep farms since the cost 
of additional accommodation and the outlay in extra wages cannot be 
immediately met by the increase in revenue. Mechanisation and the 
employment of contTact labour, as for haymaking, harvesting and 
some or all of the cultivation, is an expedient which may and often 
does bridge the gap until increased stock numbers, or increased 
revenue from arable farming steps up the annual return sufficiently 
for the employment of an extra man to be justified on economic 
grounds. 

As has been mentioned earlier, it is with farms of thls type that 
the introduction of a farm labour scheme with housing provided in 
the nearest tow:iship offers the greatest scope and a careful study of 
its possibilities should be made in most districts where subdivision 
and land development are taking place. 

Fa.rm Ownershlp and Recruitment to the Farm Labour Force. 
The main objective of many young men entering the fanning 

industry was the ultimate ownership of a farm. As development 
proceeded, the opportunity for such ownership was a feature of our 
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land settlement, but in recent years as the availability of new land 
diminished, so the possibilities of individual farm ownership de
creased. Today there has been apparent the growing conviction that 
for a young man to set out to buy a farm, the possibilities are limited. 
But they a1"e not absent by any means as the settlement of returned 
servicemen over the last ten years has d.emonstrated. There are still 
areas in New Zealand where with improved agricultural knowledge 
and techniques, development and settlement are possible. The present 
methods of such development are regarded as costly and so it is 
considered advisable that the State should undertake the work. To 
establish settlers on a sound economic footing some "write off" of 
the initial expenses may be necessary-this charge to be borne by the 
country as a whole. 

It should be possible to provide for young men with the necessary 
farming experience and fonited finance, land that has been brou~ht 
in, on much the same basis as that adopted for our rural rehabilita
tion scheme. The degree of development which is done before the 
"take ove1·" and equally, the amount of work which the owner can 
from that point do to bring the property to full production are 
matters meriting careful consideration. But until we can see no 
further land development in sight in New Zealand-and I venture 
the opinion that that day is some distance away-we should be 
thinking constructively of this question of making farms available 
for an oncoming generation of young farmers. 

There is, too, the expressed opinion that a great many rural 
workers can be comparatively well off as employees. The.re should 
be just as good opportunities for them to lead a useful and worth
while life as if they were employed in the cities where there is even 
less opportunity of ever owning a factory or whatever may be the 
employing organisation to \vhich they are attached. There is however 
one marked difference between rural and urban employment. The 
former is on a much more personal basis than the latter and for 
satisfactory conditions of work there is a need for each party
employer and employee-to be able to get on with the other in the 
circumstances associated with the average farm set-up. 

That this is so is clearly illustrated by the everyday acquaint
ance we all have with some properties where men stay for years 
and otl1ers where labour turn-over is a constant headache. At; I 
see it there is little one can do about this condition-some men are 
good employers. some are not--some men a:re good employees and 
some are not. It becomes a question of personal relationships where 
eventually everyone must work out bis own salvation. 

Finally-if I can attempt to sum up this rather rambling dis
course-there is ample evidence that the farmer today is concerned 
about the future of the labour position. The attitude to it depends 
on individual circumstances and ranges from one of academic interest 
on the part of the man who is fortunate enough to be running a 
1iicely-balanced, one-man farm, to one of near despair-at certain 
Lime:s-uu Lhe vu!. of !.he man who owns a property well back and 
difficult of access where good experienced musterers are needed and 
where time is of the essence if the work is to be completed from 
the first spring muster until winter sets in. 

It is appa.rent that the problem of labour shortage, is not one 
capable of simple solution. There comes a point where mechanisa
tion and. other substitutes for labour cannot entirely fill the bill for 
farm maintenance, improvement, development and full production. 
If we are determined to see our production reach its maximum then 
we must as a primary-producing country, see that the farmers are 
in a position where they can provide wages, housing, educational 
facilities and other amenities for their employees, such that they can 
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compete on the labour market with the urban industries. It may be 
that the downward trend in the number of rural workers has been 
checked or is in process of being checked, by the improved conditions 
offering on farms in recent years. If this is not the case we must 
sooner or later be faced with a situation where the farms other than 
those of the one-man type will become increasingly difficult to 
manage and their production will be geared not to their capacity, ~ut 
to those limits which available labour will allow-a state of affairs 
which could only be regarded with concern in this young developing 
country where our wealth in the future as in the past lies in the 
productivity of our farmlands. 

-----.. -----
THE NEEDS OF MY DISTRICT AND A PLAN TO 

SATISFY THEM 

T. E. Rowlands, Ohoka. 
Situated in North Canterbury between the Waimakariri and 

Ashley Rivers at the lower end of the Eyre County, ranging from 
20 ft. above sea level up to 160 ft. at the Ohoka end, this area of 
heavy land and reclaimed swamps is mainly devoted to dairying. 
As a focal point for much of the surface drainage and subterranean 
water pressure from. the higher plains country, farm drainage plays 
a vital part in the farming practices of the district, and many areas 
are kept in production only through co:itinued efforts to maintain 
these drains. 

The existence of freezin~ works in close proximity to this area 
has been an added complication to the peculiar problems of our dis
trict, and my first reactions to the subject of this paper were brief 
and to the point, 

1. The needs of my district--
To be left in peace-DO NOT DISTURB. 

2. A plan to satisfy them-
See above-same as No. 1. 

This gloomy attitude expresses what I have often felt about our 
farming activities in this district after nearly 20 years association 
with this section of the farming community. 

However, the theme of this Conference is "Increased production," 
so something of a more constructive nature is indicated, and I must 
add to this theme that topical question of today "The Third Million." 

My district covering Ohoka, Ohapuku and Clarb.-villc has been 
settled since the early days. Hand labour was used to dig a large 
main drain to the north branch of the Waimakariri River, the dis
trict was covered with a network of subsidiary channels, and farmers 
laid down board and tile drains to tap the subterranean springs. 

Prior to 1902 two large creameries bad been built in the area to 
handle the milk for separation, a Dairy Farmers' Association was 
iormed in 1919 to enable farmers to test their herds and some of the 
first milking machines were installed in the district. 

This is what we in Britain associated with colonial development, 
and I arrived here in 1927 to :find dairying very much of a "going 
concern." 2,500 cows were milked in the area and there was an 
adequate and satisfactory source of casual' labour for harvesting, 
drainage and maintenance work. This casual labour, incidentally, 
saved the farmers a real headache, for these men had seasonal j obs 
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to go to when they were not wanted, the threshing mill, shearing and 
timber felling. I started on myi own in 1931, and looking back over 
those years I sometimes wonder if increased production is really ap
plicable to the district. 

I make no apology for referring repeatedly to my first 25 years 
in New Zealand. Arriving here quite new to farming, l was im
pressed with many aspects of farming activities and organisation. and 
have been fortunate to witness the tremendous strides in farming 
technique and pasture improvement since that date. Home separa
tion and the expansion of the pig industry suggested a rapid expan
sion and consolidation in the area I had settled in; this has not hap
pened, and I shall try to analyse the reasons for this, and my sugges
tions for a plnn for the future. 

I may appear to be critical, that is my intention. As a young 
man I came out to New Zealand to learn to be a farmer; I haven't 
learned all about it yet, and I must confess disappointment that 
despite all the results of modern agricultural research, there has been 
so little advance in my area. 

I am convinced that the key to the full development of this 
district is an organised (and I must emphasise organised) system of 
farm labour and adequate rural housing. If we are going to play 
our part in the increased production that will be so essential to our 
national economy, we must do a lot better than in the last 25 years. 

At present the dairy CO\V population is practically the same at 
2,500. The exce1lent work of the Rehabilitation Department in sett
Ii~ returned servicemen on dairy farms and also making new dairy 
units on land compulsorily acquired has brought in new production 
that has probably assisted to make up for the 12 dairy farms that 
have gone out of cows during the last 25 years. 

Many farms have reduced their herds, using sheep or cropping to 
balance their inclinations and reduced labour commitments, all on 
land that is essentially dairying country already within the reach 
of the Christchurch Milk Company, land that will surely be needed 
for future milk supplies. 

There are now 37 dairy farms on factory supply for butterfat,. 
while 15 are on liquid milk supply for Christchurch. There were only 
two on milk supply when I came out, and this is an inevitable change 
for the future. 

There are also approximately 12 small herds of 1 to 10 cows 
while one enterprising !armer: is trying to establish a dairy farm. on 
light country using tlie latest forage harvesting equipment to handle 
his lucerne. His lone efforts will be watched with interest. 

Of the 52 dairy farms, 46 can be classed as "one man farms;" 
few of them could employ an additional permanent hand or erect a 
worke1·'s cottage; most could profitably employ casual labour on a 
group employment scheme, if the general standard of farm mainten
ance is any criterion. 

I have treated my subject in general terms and my plan is as 
vague as the needs of the district. Being somewhat of an optimist 
I am looking to a future ior our area when it becomes one of the 
main milk suppliers for Christchurch. 

Essentials for efl'icient city milk supply are adequate labour, 
housing for workers and housing for our cattle. A plan to achieve 
these ends must remove the present disabilities. Such a plan involves 
a new approach by the Town Planning Authorities, the State Ad
vances Corporation and our Federated Farmers to place rural housing 
on a more equitable basis. It must also include on the farmer's part 
a willingness to face the fact that our land must be farmed more 
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efficiently with encouragement and support for youth settlement 
schemes and it must include a rating system that will not operate 
unfairly against our small farm units and their necessary increased 
farm improvements and facilities. Let me hasten to add, in this 
connection, that there are many excellent dairy farms in our area. 
I often look over my farm with the hope that some day I may reach 
their standard. 

I hope that I am am not painting too gloomy a picture. I know 
full well the disabilities of shortages and rising costs, the difficulties 
of uncertain and often unsatisfactory labour, but I am convinced that, 
while economic conditions have played a big part, the farmer himself 
must take bis full share of the blame for the present position, while 
so many of the young people drift away from the land. 

It has always amazed me to hear farmers decrying their occupa
tion, emphasising the longer hours they work and other disadvant
ages, and as if that isn't enough to discourage any young man from 
taking up farming, we have the all too frequent emphasis on the 
work thrown on to the long suffering farmer's wife in feeding and 
looking after the "hired hand." I was one of these hired hands 
myself for the first five years, and I was treated as one of the family 
at each of the farms on which I worked. I know full well that 
farming is perhaps the only industry that has to house and feed its 
permanent employees, but I refuse to believe that the women on 
the farm today are less capable than their mothers or grandmothers, 
who managed, and managed well, without all the modern labour
saving devices found in most farm homes today. 

Our area, has slowly deteriorated from the davs when threshing 
mills could move over land now wet and some of it carrying rushes. 
Drainage today is our main essential. The modern trend toward 
one-man units and the Joss of the casual labour force have both over 
the years had a serious effect on farm maintenance in what is a very 
difficult area to maintain, but I must remind you that lack of labour 
is the farmer's first excuse for not doing things, and the rural com
munity has been at fault in expecting labour to be on hand just 
when wanted. 

Our local branch of Federated Farmers tackled this job some 
years ago and by February 1950 we had sent forward an estimate of 
12 houses to be erected at the centre of the area in Ohoka, as a S.tate 
Housing Settlement. Our progressive Eyre County Council offered to 
assist by taking six houses, while we anticipated that the district 
could absorb six men on a Group Employment Scheme to be organised 
through our Branch. I am sorry to say the scheme failed for two 
reasons, firstly-the ten year guarantee of rent insisted on by the 
Department, secondly-the failure of the farmers to back up a scheme 
for organised casual labour. 

The County Council has now completed its own housing project 
with three houses at Ohoka, and is tackling our major problem with 
a comprehensive drainage scheme for the whole area. 

This picture of my district will, I hope, help to explain my first 
gloomy reaction to this project. It is to the future that I look and 
knowing the potentialities of the area I am going to anticipate 
our needs in the years to come. 

Now just what are going to be the needs of our district? 

If we are going to play our part in the increased production 
so essential to the future economy of New Zealand, there must be 
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full utilization of the land available, given adequate drainage and 
pasture improvement. I am convinced that our area could go a 
very long way towards Dr Bruce Levy's estimated "doubling of pro
duction" in ten years. I refer of course to dairy production which 
is the logical product for this district. 

Those needs are few:-
1. A new (for us) policv of production per acre to replace the 

policy of production per labour unit. 

2. A new approach to the rural housing problem. 

3. A revised system of county rating. 

1. Production per acre. During this 25 year period when 
dairy cattle in Canterbury have fallen from 73,000 to 66,000, our 
district has maintained its numbers of dairy cows. Credit must also 
be given to the farmers of the district for their production per man. 
Many of them are already up to the limit for one unit, but that is 
obviously not good enough for what we must face up to in the near 
future. Improved drainage will make possible the best use of the 
pastures, increased production will follow the extended use of lime 
and fertiliser, but there is something more; the farmer must be 
prepared to extend himself. A comfortable living on what he can do 
on his own is no philosophy for a future where our primary pro
duction may only just feed our increased population. And our area 
must surely develop as one of the milk suppliers to the city. 

2. A new approach to the rura.l housing P·roblem:. There is 
an urgent job ahead of the town planning authorities in preparation 
for the third million. The wasteful ribbon extension of urban 
building along areas of good farm land should cease, and the unfair 
discrimination against rural housing abolished. There seems to 
me to be no justification for the insistence on a rental guarantee 
for houses erected in rural areas as these houses would have a com
munity value if built near an existing settlement as at Ohoka. When 
one views the massed settlements near 'some other cities throughout 
New Zealand, it is evident that more rural settlements would be a 
worthwhile asset. Our main cities have now outgrown their loca
tions, they already have their problems of crowded streets, over
loaded drainage a:p.d sewerage systems, and the problem of finding 
room to build the necessary schools and other public facilities . The 
third million is expected in about 20 years time; the farming com
munity is being told by the papers, the radio, and I expect by tele
vision when it arrives, just what it is expected to do about it. 
Now is the time for the authorities concerned to meet the challenge 
and take the bold step of designing new residential areas where they 
will be of most use in the foreseeable future; also let them assist 
the drive for essential increases in primary production by removing 
those unfair obstacles that have choked the many proposed rural 
housing projects. 

I have every sympathy with the farmers of our district over 
the attitude of the housing authorities-I have no sympathy with 
them over their failure to support a group labour scheme. 

3. A revised system of rating in our County. The present 
system of rating on capital value acts as a real deterrent in our 
district to any individual efforts in buildings and static farm im
provements. Many counties in New Zealand are already rated on 
an unimproved value, and I am sure that such a change here would 
remove a serious obstacle to expansion. Some of our farms are now 
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carrying a buildings and improvements valuation well in excess of 
the land supporting them. 

I have listed those matters as the main needs of our district. 
I have not dealt with the questions of high costs, as I do not believe 
they enter into this discussion. The problem has been one I have 
seen developing during my time in the district, a period during 
which butterfat has varied from 1/- per lb. down to 7d. and 
slowly risen to its present level. 

There has been no concerted effort by our farmers over the years 
to meet the challenge of these changing conditions, and I have 
recollections of the unfavourable replies from many farmers when 
enlisting support for our Council's drainage scheme. 

Of course we are individuals, so also are many other sections 
of the business world. I only wish we could take a lesson from say 
the small grocers who have their combined buying organisation. 

A plan to satisfy those needs. I am assuming a future for 
our area of improved drainage; this is assured as far as the main 
channels are concerned. 

I must also assume that our farmers are convinced of the 
necessity of increased production. 

Let me quote here the words of Dr K. B. Cumberland: "Unless 
production increases as fast as population, and it's not doing that, 
we'll soon have no exports. No exports-no imports; what are the 
prospects ? " 

The necessary labour must come from two sources: 

1. An organised casual labour force housed in a central housing 
settlement. 

2. The young men, both town and country, who are the best rein
forcements we can get. To attract these boys, farming as a 
career must be made more attractive. Wages alone are not 
everything to the boy who is interested in the land; I know
! was one of them myself for nearly five years, and I think our 
bii:rgest need today is to make it possible for all these young men 
who prove themselves, to have a reasonable chance of starting 
on a farm of their own. The large number of members in the 
local Young Farmers' Clubs, boys who are being admirably 
trained and led, will soon be able to take their share in our 
national production. I only hope they can be retained. Most 
of these are country boys. 

There is the very commendable work of the Canterbury Youth 
Farm Advisory Councfl to be mentioned here, for some of their boys 
are working close to our area. This is a scheme for boys with a good 
educational training. They are given a year's training a.t Rangiora 
High School in farm subjects before going on to approved farmers 
for three years' training. It is hoped to have some scheme of 
civilian land settlement in operation in the future, for suitable 
boys who meet the requirements. 

There are three flourishing dairy farms here on a block of 
land compulsorily acquired for soldier settlement; there may be 
ot.her areas available if the need arose, and not many miles away on 
the lighter land of the County, there are large areas with a future 
if irrigation develops as it should. 
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Our future casual labour force can only be housed in a State 
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Housing Settlement, and it is hoped that there may be some relaxa
tion of the previous unfair "anti-rural" conditions imposed by the 
State. 

With the inevitable increase in demand for liquid milk from 
adjacent ureas, I expect this district to change over from butterfat 
to milk supply, and that will mean provision of additional labour for 
continuous production. Jn addition the penalising effects of our 
rating system will need modifying to encourage the erection of the 
necessary buildings. Rating on the unimproved values will provide 
some incentive. 

Our County has had finance available f or many years for rural 
housing in the County, a facility used by only three farmers; and 
they were uol dairy farmers. 

Now, my discussion reminds me of the story of the old woman 
who went to market to buy a pig. Buying was the easiest part; 
before the pig would cross the bridge so many other people had to do 
this and that. And the problem here seems to be somewhat similar. 
Now that there is a prospect of efficient drainage it is up to us. 

Let me summarise : 
We have had a real problem here in a district formerly main

tained with adequate labour. l\:Iany farmers have re-organised on a 
basis of minimum labour, while in general, farm maintenance stan
dards have deteriorated. Many dairy farms have gone out of pro
duction, a few new ones developed. 

Most of the dairy far mers have increased their herd yields by 
testinl." and management, but despite the large numbers of tractors 
on these farms, the Pumbers of dairy cows is practically the same 
as in 1927 when I came to the district. 

'fo play our part in the essential increase in production what 
is needed? A realisation that we must farm more efficiently the 
land we have. To do this involves efficiency of management, of 
labour and of mechanisation. Assuming that the farmers adopt 
a policy of production per acre, t.hen it is the duty of our Farmers' 
organisation to organise a labour force on the lines suggested 
above. 

The enthu11iastic co-oneration of the farmers themselves is 
essential for the success of such a scheme. So also is the co
operat;on of the Staie Advances Corporation and the Town Plannirrg 
Authorities-with a new and more sympathetic approach to our 
pr-0blems, an approach that can appreciate and visualise primary 
production far ahead of present-day standards. 

Efficiency of n1echanisation in this modern age is relatively 
s imple. 

Etl'iciency of labour and management rest with the farmer. As 
stressed previously I am looking forward, forward to a future where 
we can reach those production standards so vital to our economy. 

With the welcome assistance of the rising generation of young 
farmers, and the removal of the present disabilities, I am confident 
that our district can expand its production. 

Jn conclusiou I shall quote Dr Cumberland again: 
"No exports, no imports-what are the prospects-what do you 

think? Where's that new car, those new dress materials, that bottle 
of whisky, that new dinner service-where are they to come from if 
we've not got butter, cheese and meat surplus to our needs?" 

W&. can do it, and my district is fully capable of meeting those 
needs and more. 
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A SURVEY OF FARM LABOUR IN SPRINGS COUNTY 
B. G. Broadhead, Lincoln College. 

This paper gives an account of a survey of farm labour and 
domestic help carried out in Springs County during the summer of 
1952-53. The purpose of the survey was to discover the extent and 
severity of the labour problem in the county and, if possible, to 
discover if there were any ways of le'ssening it. Springs County 
was chosen for the study because it was readily accessible from 
Lincoln College and also because of the remarkable diversity of 
farms occurring in it. The results obtained from the survey, al
though dnly strictly applicable to Springs County itself, should give 
some idea of the situation on similar types of farms situated in other 
parts of the country. 

The method employed was to interview each farmer residing on 
a holding of 30 acres or over and to obtain from him answers to a 
set of questions concerning the labour situatidn on his farm. Since 
90 per cent of the farmers in the County were interviewed in this 
manner, the facts and opinions collected were representative of the 
whole cou'nty. Some of the most interesting information gathered 
during the course of the survey was gleaned from discussions with 
farmers. Such material threw light on situations for which figures 
alone offered no explanation. 

For t)le purposes of this survey farms were classified as dairy 
farms, sheep farms or mixed farms, according to the main line of 
production pursued. On this basis nearly half the farms surveyed 
were dairy farms, one third were sheep farms, and the remainder 
mixed farms. Cash cropping was carried out on more than half 
the holdings, although in many cases cropping amounted to only a 
few acres of wheat or potatoes. Size of farm varied from about 2000 
acres down to 30 acres, with an average of 170 acres. 

The farmers interviewed were asked, amongst other questions, 
how their farm work a'.nd domestic work was done at the present 
time. I will deal with this question first. 

The instances where a farmer ran his farm alone were f ew. Only 
three men stated this to be the case and they were on small dairy farms. 

Part-time family help was more widely utilised on dairy farms 
than on other types, and in most cases took the form of wife or 
children helping with the milking. Several dairy farmers said they 
would be unable to carry on without this assistance and attributed 
their present position to the help and encouragement they had re
ceived from theiI'I wives. Assistance from children was less common 
and it appeared that, in general, it was not demanded. In some 
cases, on the other hand, the children's day was worked out to a 
strict routine in which the hours not spent at school were given over 
to assisting on the farm .or in the house. In almost all cases this 
occurred on farms where dairyi'ng was a line of production. Many 
of these dairy farms were small and capable of keeping only one man 
fully occupied. However the burden of milking cows all the year 
round was relieved by utilising family assistance in: the shed. There 
were several cases in which the husband and wife shared the work 
O'a the farm while the children went off to town to work. Some 
disappointment over this was expressed but in most cases the 
children were not blamed for striking out on their own. The opinion 
was fairly generally held that work in town was more desirable than 
country work, providing better pay, fixed hours of work and greater 
opportunities for amusement and companionship. 

Contract services were widely utilised on all types of farms. 
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They were especially in demand on smaller f arms which couldn't 
profitably own their own equipment, such as balers a:nd headers. 
For example, 40 per cent of dairy farms grew some cash crops al
though the average size of such units was only 126 acres. These 
farms could scarcely support a range of costly machinery merely in 
order to harvest a few acres of wheat or barley once a year. The 
result was that besides the bigger full-time contractors in the dis
trict, there were others who had bought a baler or a header and were 
willing to do outside work at a time suitable to themselves. In this 
way the majority of small-scale farmers were saved the expense of 
owning their own machinery. 

There were few complaints about the difficulty of getting a 
contractor when required. Drain cleaning was an exception. There 
were several drain-cleani'ng contractors working in the county, but 
judging by the remarks of a number of farmers there is room for 
more. The scarcity of casual workers created a widespread demand 
for drain-cleaning and gorse-cutting machinery in particular, but all 
types of contract services were in demand. At the present time they 
represent the chief means of overcoming the shortage of labour. 
, Co-operation with neighbours to get work done was practised on 
'more than half the farms surveyed. The extent to which it was used 
varied from a few days' assistance at tailing or hay-making time, to 
the shari'ng of machinery and almost continuous working together. 
Fathers, sons and brothers, in particular helped each other in this 
way. In some areas the farmers said they were not troubled with 
labour shortage at all as they invariablv combined together and 
helped each other. In other areas there was little co-operation, a 
fairly common reason given for this being the 'need for independence. 
In general, farmers did not of their own accord mention exchanging 
with neighbours as one means by which they got their work ddne. 
When asked about it they would say they did a; little of it, although 
on further inquiry it was often found that some of the most difficult 
times of the year from the labour point of view were got over by 
helping each other. 

About one quarter of the farms made use of part-time or casual 
labour during the year. The actual number of men in the county 
prepared to take on casual work was small and was largely composed 
of elderly men living in semi-retirement. One of the most striking 
features of the survey was the great difference of opinion existi'ng 
as regards the difficulty of obtaining casual workers. The majority 
were convinced that no casual labour was available. On the other 
hand there were a small number who said they had no trouble at all 
get.ting men whenever they w:tnted them. Several attributed this to 
the fact that they treated their men well and fed them well. The 
situation seemed to be that many of those who did casual work 
were bachelors who were pleased to get some work and a meal reason
ably close to their place of residence. Once they had found such a 
place they tended to remain there and to refuse requests by other 
farmers. The level of wages which some farmers were able to pay 
may have bee'n another important factor. Part-time help was used 
most on sheep-cropping farms, the d-0uble demands of harvesting 
and shearing doubtless being responsible for this. 

Partnerships other than those between father and son were not 
numerous. Most were of ldng standing and appeared to be a very 
satisfactory means of overcoming a labour shortage. 

Less than a fifth of the farms were worked by father and son. 
Some of the sons had their own blocks of land which were run in 
conjunction with their father's farm as far as labour went. There 
were several, however, who were disco'ntented with their lot and 
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expressed their intention of going off to town where better pay and 
less hard work were available. It would seem that taking a son 
into partnership at an early stage was the most satisfactory means 
of keeping him interested in the farm. In this respect the Young 
Farmers' Clubs were also a potent force. The opportunities they 
provided for discussion and for meeting other people served as an 
admirable substitute for the social activities in towns which are such 
a strong draw to many young cou'ntry people. Local sports clubs 
were of value for the same reasons. 

There were full-time employed men working on one in five of thE' 
farms surveyed. Farms on which cropping was carried out employe<l 
most of the men; dairy farms employed very few. Considerably 
more than half the farm workers were single me'n. The majority had 
had no training in agriculture and in general the educational stan
dard was low, half having had primary education only. Most came 
from a farm background outside the county. Although the majority 
had no reservations about the fact that they were farm-workers 
they were often loath to say whether their father had been a farmer 
or a farm-worker, giving the impression they felt there was some 
stigma attached to being a farm-worker. This may be a reflection of 
the public attitude which holds that farm workt is a job for those of 
lower intelligence. The fact that such an attitude is ingrained in 
some farm-workers themselves makes the situatio'n even more distres
sing. More than half the farm-workers surveyed hoped to own their 
own farm eventually and thus merely regarded their present position 
as a stepping stone. A number went to considerable pains to point 
this out. Although owning one's own farm was put forward as an 
ambition, it was in many cases done without much conviction that 
such a state of affairs would ever come to pass. Several of the older 
men expressed their intention of remaining as farm-workers. 

As would be expected, married men stayed on a farm much 
longer than single men, the difficulty of moving a family about doubt
less being responsible for this. Most workers had some form of 
transport of their own, usually a car. In spite of this the amount of 
social participation amongst the farm workers was surprisingly small. 
One third said they took no part in organised social activities at all. 
In the case of married people it appeared that worki'ng and rearing 
children were full time occupations which left little opportunity or 
inclination for outside activities. Some farmers had gone out of 
their way to introduce their man to local activities as soon as possible 
after his arrival in the district as they believed it was important 
for him to feel a part of the community. One owner, knowing that 
the young man who was working for him intended to go dairy 
farming, had presented him with two heifer calves which in due 
course would be milked with the rest of the herd. Particularly 
amicable relations existed here with a result that would. more than 
compensate for the cost of the calves. 

In the main, the farm workers employed i'n Springs County were 
well satisfied with the life and showed no inclination to move out of 
farming. Some of the men were very proud of their achievements on 
the farm they worked on, and it was obvious they were allowed a 
measure of independence and a hand in making decisions which drew 
forth a certai'n loyalty on their part. Some had suggestions for 
improving the farm worker's lot; one man thought they should be 
paid by the hour so that overtime work could be allowed for. Son:ie 
found it difficult to persuade their employer they needed a day m 
town occasionally. 

The farmers themselves were generally satisfied with their men. 
Some wanted to obtain a married man in place of a single one as 
they felt this would protect them against the unfortunate tendency 
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of many single men to leave after one season. Others weren't wholly 
satisfied they got a full measure of work in return for the high 
wages they paid but this was not a general complaint. 

The demand for farm labour followed closely the present dis
tribution of the labour force on farms. Cropping farms presented 
the greatest need both for full-time and for part-time men. In the 
majority of cases f armers who said they needed additional help were 
very definite about it. However, whether they would give the same 
answer if confronted with an available farm worker is a matter 
for speculation. Assuming their answers to be correct there is a 
demand for at least 15 full-time men in Springs County. The demand 
!or part-time help is greater and exists on one-fifth of all the farms 
surveyed. 

Farmers needing assistance were asked if additional help would 
increase their production. lVlore than half said that their produc
tion would not increase. Many said labour shortage had already 
altered their production pattern mainly by reducing or cutting out 
cash cropping. Several of these said they wouldn't go back to cash 
cropping even if Jabour were available. It seems therefore that cash 
cropping has suffered most as a result of labour shortage and this 
is borne out by the reduced crop acreages grown in the county 
over the yeru:s. This would seem to be due not only to labour short
age but also to the unwillingness of many farmers to grow cash 
crops on the scale they once used to. 

Another question asked was why the farmer didn't at the moment 
have the help he needed. By far the commonest answer was that 
there were no men available. In a number of such cases, however, 
farmers admitted they hadn't really tried to get a man but had 
relied on the generally-held belief that men were almost impossible 
to obtain. Others said they could get men of a type but not those 
who would give satisfactory service in return for the high wages 
they were paid. Another common reason given for not having the 
lab<>ur required was that the farmer couldn't afford to pay the wages 
demanded. Lack of suitable accommodation didn't appear to be an 
important reason for not having labour. 

Farmers who wanted part-time help were asked their opinion 
of a co-operative labour scheme on the lines of those operating suc
cessfully in the North Island. Most of the farmers in Springs County 
had heard or read of these schemes and were interested in them. The 
majority of those needing part-time help expressed their wiJlin~ness 
to take part in such a scheme. Dairy farmers were less enthustastic 
than others. because their labour problem was largely associated 
with a few days at haymaking time when they could use a dozen 
men in the district. During the remainder of the year, however, 
they had only enough work to keep themselves going. Thus with 
any sort of co-operative labour scheme they thought difficulties would 
arise in alloting the man at the busy time of the year while during 
the remainder of the year they couldn't guarantee him full-time 
work. To a suggestion that they might be able to take a fortnight's 
holiday each year if there was a man capable of taking charge of 
their farm while they were away, many replied, with some pride, 
that though they had been on the farm for 10 or 15 years they hadn't 
yet been for a holiday. It seemed they had become so used to this 
way of life that they saw no particular virtue in altering it. Farmers 
on other types of farms saw fewer difficulties in operating a labour 
scheme although a number were also worried about the allotment 
of the man at harvesting time. 

A map of Springs County with those willing to participate in a 
Jabour scheme matked on it, shows distinct possibilities for starting 
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a successful scheme. Farm workers living in houses situated at 
Springston, South Springston or Lincoln would find ample work to 
keep them fully occupied throughout the year. 

The problem of domestic help in the County was also studied. 
In about threequarters of the cases the information was obtained 
from the farmer and not from his wife. Domestic help in Springs 
County was almost non-existent. Two farms employed part-time 
domestic help. There were no full-time domestic helpers. Children of 
course gave help in many cases but even this was by no means common. 
The remainder of the domestic labour force consisted of relations an.d 
friends who lived on the farm and helped with the housework. 

The demand for domestic help was likewise surprisingly small. 
Only two farmers wanted full-time help. Part-time help at busy times 
of the year was required on one-tenth of the farms surveyed. The 
remainder said they needed no domestic help. Some light was thrown 
on this situation by the farmers' wives interviewed. Many of these, 
while saying they were overtaxed at times, said they would rather 
struggle along on their own than have a strange person in the house 
who mightn't do things according to their ideas. 

There is no ready solution to· the problem of domestic help in 
Springs County. Many of those who were at one time available 
for such services have moved into the towns where more attractive 
and lucrative work is available. A workers' bus which runs through 
the Count¥_- each i;norning enables the remaining young people to 
work in town while still living at home on the farm. 

To end this discussion it might be profitable to look at the 
changing picture over the last 20 years and to see the effect, if any, 
of labour shortage on production. Over the last 20 years there has 
been a steady drop in the total acreages sown in cash crops and 
fodder crops. Corresponding to these decreases has been a marked 
increase in the area cut for hay and silage, in the area kept for 
small seeds and in the area topdressed. There has been a small 
increase in the number of sheep and cattle carried, particularly dairy 
cattle. Pigs, however, have decreased. Machinery has increased 
considerably with the exception of reapers and binders and cream 
separators. There are many more people living on farms now than 
there were in 1930 but the number of people engaged in farm work 
has dropped by one-third. The result is that only one-quarter of 
the people living on farms are engaged in farm work at the present 
time whereas one-half were actively engaged in 1930. This large 
difference would be partly accounted for by the increasing birth 
rate over the last 20 years but must also indicate a big increase in 
the number of people living on farms but working elsewhere. 

Since the total farm population in the county has increased by 
one-third since 1930 and since the number of holdings has remained 
the same, it follows that the potential farm labour and domestic 
labour force in the County is greater now than it was then. But 
fewer people are working on the farms than ever before. This of 
course is not important unless it has an effect on production or on 
the fertility of the land. However this survey suggests that if it is 
required to increase the production of cash crops in the County, an 
increased labour force is a pre-requisite, and further that the most 
permanent way of accomplishing this is to divert back into the 
country the labour which is now going into the towns to work. And 
there we return to the old subject of making country life more attrac
tive for young people. In the meantime some form of co-operative 
labour scheme would ease many of the immediate labour problems 
in the County. Local farmers would be well advised to investigate 
the possibility of establishing one or more such schemes in the near 
future. 87 



THE FINANCING OF HOUSES FOR FARM LABOUR 
AND A DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING COMMUNITY 

FARM-LABOUR SCHEMES 

L. W. McCaskill, Lincoln College 

In preparing this paper I have taken for granted that-
1. it is desirable to increase the rural labour force, 
2. rural labour is entitled to housi'ng of a standard comparable 

with that in urban areas, 
3. to attract and hold suitable labour there must be some guarantee 

of full employment. 

Rural Housing Schemes 
For the past 30 years the New Zealand Parliament has bee:i 

conscious of the need for more rural housing and has enacted meas
ures aimed at provicling, through the State Advances Corporation or 
through County Councils, houses i'.o. the country for farmers, farm 
workers, tradesmen and others. The most important measure was the 
Rural Housing Act of 1939, which enables any county council to 
advance money "to a farmer to enable him to provide a dwelling for 
his own use or for the use of any farm worker who is pri'ncipally 
employed by him or for the use of any member of his family who 
is engaged in farming opera.tions on the farm, or to enable him to 
repair or add to existing dwellings." 

The advances may be made only upon the written application 
of the farmer •:met, by a resolution of the council and must have the 
precedent consent of the State Advances Corporation who are em
powered to make loans out of the housing ~count to any local auth
ority to enable it to make the advances. 

The housing accomplishments under this act have been disap
pointi'.ng. Up to 31st March, 1951, out of 125 county councils only 
44 had made applications, and of the £815,550 authorised for loans, 
only £272,427 had been uplifted in respect of 369 houses. In the 
past two years nine counties have applied for loans totalling 
.£185,000, of which £70,762 has been uplifted. 

The majority of counties have shown little interest; a few who 
have shown some interest have produced little in the way of new 
housing. But there are one or two outstanding exceptions, including 
Raglan which has its headquarters at N garuawahia. While the 
Raglan councillors deserve full credit for their decisio'n to irnpleme;:it 
the 1939 Act, l think the results achieved are due large)y to the 
interest and enthusiasm and the vigorous and successful administra
tion of the county clerk, Mr G. Brownlee-Smith. He bas kindly sup
plied full details of the Raglan schemes ,for the information of this 
conference and the following is merely my summary of his communi
cations to me:-

"The council has made simplicity and informality the basis of 
its dealings with farmers on housin~ matters. This does not mean 
that there is not SOlmd administratlon. Every loan application is 
thoroughly investigated, titles are searched, securities are kee'nly 
valued, the actual building is supervised by, a clerk of works on be
half of the council and every normal precaution is observed to en
sure that ratepayers do not suffer. Farmers are ' encoura~ed above 
an to regard the county office as a friendly place in which every
thin~ possible will be done to simplify their housing problem. Hous
:i:ng is a personal matter and can most satisfactorily be dealt with , on 
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a personal basis. In Raglan the council considers that when it comes 
to the valuing · of security, the personal assessment of the borrower 
by the local councillor is as necessary as the Government valuer's 
ideas of the stock-calTying capacity of the farm. 

The council provides alternative plans to those prepared by the 
State Advances Corporation but an applicant may prepare his own 
and frequently does. In such a case the plan is checked by archi
tects of the State Advances Corporation and the applicant receives 
the benefit of their criticism. 

Every job is te'ndered :for. The farmer thus gets the benefit 
of competitive prices. Contrary to experience elsewhere, it has been 
shown in Raglan that even in times of shortages of material and 
scarcity of labour, building contractors will accept work in country 
areas often many miles out of town. By reduci'ng administrative 
detail to a minimum, the county, the builder and the farmer work as 
a team-all interested in the idea that another rural house is another 
weapon in the · battle for more production. 

The following summary of operations up to 31st March, 1953, 
gives some idea of the success of the scheme. 

Period 1st April, 1940 to 31st March, 1958. 
Total expenditure under authority of the Rural 

Housing Act-65 loans . . . . .£72,887 
Principal repaid to date-includes 28 loans 

repaid in full .£25,917 
New houses built 58 
Additions and repairs . . . . 7 
Accumulated credit balance in council's Rural 

Hous~ng Act Working Account £1536 

(The interest rate has recently been increased. The money is 
borrowed at 3! per cent from the State Advances Corporation and 
lent to farmers at 4 per cent. Application fees, which include all 
costs, amount to 10/- per £100 of loan. The 65 loans have bee'n 
granted on farms varying from 85 to 1000 acres and include sheen, 
dairy, and fat-lamb properties). No payments have been defaulted. 

Several returned servicemen who have taken up farms with 
rehabilitation finance have, rather than uplift .further money from 
that source, built their homes with rural housing loans." 

On enquiry as to 1why counties were not implementing the 193!J 
Act, the usual reply was "lack o! interest" but two difficulties were 
raised. 
(a) A condition of a loan under the Rural Housing Act is that the 

cou'.ncil's loan takes priority over any existing mortgage and 
the council may not make an advance if the lessor (if any) 
or any mortgagee objects. ln Raglan no difficulty has been 
experienced where the farmer had a State mortgage. lJi general, 
private m.ortgngcea have given consent i'n the belief that the 
security is being improved. Where I.he private mortgagee 
refuses consent, the county suggests refinancing with the State. 

(b) Some counties have been afraid that a !armer of character ancl 
efficiency who has borrowed u:ider the scheme may sell to an 
i'ncompetent or unfu1ancial farmer who may not meet his loan 
obligations. Any possible difficulty here has now been obviated 
by an amendment to the Rural Housing Act Regulations which 
authorises a council to demand repayment of all Rural Housing
loan moneys owing at the date of sale. The cou'ncil has an 
option in the matter; if it is satisfied with the new owner, it 
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may allow him Lo make the half-vearly repayments in the 
usual way. 

What I have described would normally be considered a major 
achievement for any county council. But Raglan has do'ne much more 
towards rural housing. 

l. Since 1936 it has built 33 houses for its own staff at a cost 
of .£43,375. The maximum rent charged is 30/- per week. 

2. Reviving disused provisions of the Counties' Act, Section 
192/195 1920, Raglan is also catering for the housing needs of other 
members of the community such as school-bus drivers, dairy-factory 
workers, ag1·icultural contractors and tradesmen. The Counties' Act 
enables any county council to buy land and erect houses which it may 
then sell, lease or rent. Or it ca'n lend money on mortgage to any 
person living within the county, whether a farmer or not, to enable 
him to build a house. Raglan now has £20 000 obtained from the 
State Advances Corporation and is preoared to lend up to £2,000 
at 41 per cent proV1ded the applicant finds at least 20 per cent of 
the total cost of the house and section. All applicants will be re
quired to be covered by a mortgage-repayment insurance policy and 
to apply for a suspensory loan and may be require<!. to register under 
the Joint Family Romes Act. 

3. The council has guaranteed for 10 years the rentals of three 
houses erected by the State Adva'.nces Corporation at Onewhero. 
These houses will be controlled by a. local housing committee of the 
Onewhero branch of Federated Farmers who will select the tenants 
and collect the rents. The council will approve of similar guarantees 
for other centres where it can be shown that houses for casual farm 
workers are required. 

In concluding this outli'ne of the work of one county, I .think it 
can be claimed that Raglan oll'ers us not only inspiration but a 
sound working model for similar action in any other area where more 
rural workers are urgently required. By enter.i!ng the social field 
of housing, counties could ultimately make as great a contribution 
to material welfare as they are at prese;nt doing as a result of their 
work wiLh roads, bridges and drains. 

Local Farm-labour Schemes 
The following information is presented as a result of the co

operation and goodwill of the secretaries of 16 schemes which 1 
have i'avestigated. 

Production drives durin,.,. the war drew fresh attention to a major 
difficulty in implementing the plans of the Primary Production 
Councils-the shorta~e of rural workers. The Rural Housing Act 
of 1939 had not been properly tried and several groups of farmers 
in various parts of New Zealand set out to see what they could do 
o·n their own initiative. 

The first such group to go into action was the Warkworth branch 
of Federated Farmers. At a meeting in 1944, 40 of the 76 members 
seated that they needed casual labour and wou'ld be Prepared to 
guarantee this to a suitable man. A group of 14 immediately guar
anteed among them a full year's work and each paid one week's 
wages in advance to fina'nce the scheme. A house became available in 
the district and an ex-serviceman was engaged to commence work in 
January 1945. Before the end of the year, three more groups were 
in operation. The scheme worked successfully for over three years 
and set the pattern for similar schemes in other parts of the North 
Island. It collapsed because one vital link in the requirements was 
missing- there were no houses tied to the scheme. Once the houses 
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being used were required by the owners for other purposes, the 
workers had to move on, and vital work on farms, remained undone. 
The first time-schedule for the jobs from January to September 
1945 is quite an historic document so I quote it in full. 

Scrub cutti'ng 
Gorse cutting 
Gorse grubbing 
.Blackberry cutting 
Clearing fence lines 
Knapping metal 
Fencing-

313 Draining 
163 Pump repairs 
159 Sewing stack covers 

42 Hay making 
218 Concreting 

9 Topdressing . 
36 Digging rushes 

Total 1523 hours. 

398 
18 

9 
53 
18 
69 
18 

It was in 1944, also, that at a meeting of the Primaxy Production 
Committee in Sanson it was decided to inaugurate a Casual Faxm 
Labour Scheme. (Withi:::i a few months, when the committee dis
banded, the scheme was taken over by the Sanson-Ohakea branch of 
Federated Farmers). Almost immediately, Cabinet approved the 
erection of three State houses in Sanson, these houses to be available 
only to workers in the scheme. Although the first worker commenced 
in January 1946, the houses were not completed until July 1948 since 
when three workers have been fully employed in the scheme. Late i'n 
1952 two more houses were completed. and five workers are now em
ployed. Sanson must be considered lucky in one way in being the 
pioneers in. this type of scheme in that they have five houses avail
able to them without having provided a:ny specific guarantee. The 
branch membership is 100 of whom 60 members participate in the 
scheme. 

Other early schemes were those at Maharahara near Dannevirke 
in October 1946, and at Carnarvon near Palmerston North in 1947. 
In both these cases a local house became available for renting. 
The Gordo'nton branch of Federated Farmers, mainly "one-man" 
dairy farmers, first made application to the Government in 1942 for 
a State rental house for a farm worker. They were offered one in 
return for a 25-year guarantee but declined. In 1949 one of the 
farmers offered the use of a house on his farm; in order to get a 
scheme started. Immediately 22 farmers guaranteed work for one 
farm worker who was e'ngaged and occupied the available house. 
(Twenty of the original participants are still in this group) . In June 
1949, having read about Sanson, application was made for three State 
houses. These were approved and building was completed in Febru
ary 1952. At present there are 50 farmers in the scheme with three 
workers; work is available for one more if a house could be obtai'ned. 

The Rongotea scheme was commenced in September 1951 when 
the State provided three houses. Two casual workers are employed 
on 33 farms. The third house is let by the branch to a olacksmith 
who· is in business on his account. 

There has been considerable resentment among other groups of 
farmers that at Sanson, Gordonton and Rongotea the State built the 
houses without the guarantees now required. They were made avail
able to local branches of the Farmers' Federation as head tenants for 
a period of one year, the lease to be renewable on three months' 
notice. The position seems to have been that these schemes were 
considered as experiments. In additidn, because of the location of 
the houses, there were reasonable prospects of sale or reletting with
out loss to the State if the labour schemes fell through. What we 
need to consider now is the present system and whether it is applic
able to South Island needs and conditions. 
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In November 1951 the State Advances Corporation agreed to build 
a house for a rural worker if ten farmers in a group will guarantee 
the rent for ten years. A joint-and-several guarantee is required o:i 
a form similar to that used for ordinary tenants of State houses but 
modified to provide for the 10-year term and the right to sub-let to 
the casual farm worker. The State Advances Corporation u'ndertakes 
release of the estate from the guarantee in the case of death. It 
will also release if the guarantor leaves the district or withdraws 
from the scheme provided that, if the numbers remaining drop to four, 
any future withdrawals are released only on the finding of a satis
factory substitute. 

It is essential for the group to be able to terminate the sub
tena'ncy and to obtain vacant possession in the event of the worker 
leaving the scheme, This is best done by the group and the tenant 
making a written agreement prior to the commencement of the ten
ancy, before a rents officer, that the protection of the Tena'ncy Act 
1948 will not apply to the tenancy. 

Many branches of Federated Farmers and other groups consid
erini:r the establishment of farm-labour schemes refuse to take any 
further action until the guara'ntee is abolished. They say, "State 
houses are built in towns without guarantee; why not in the country?" 
The answer is that houses in towns are not reserved for a particular 
individual; houses under the farm-labour schemes are reserved for 
an individual who will · work o'nly for the guarantors. 

In spite of this opposition to the guarantee there are plenty of 
farmers keen to participate. Up to 31st l\'l.arch, 1953, 89 houses had 
been authorised by the State Advances Corporation in over 50 diff
erent localities. From a survey of most of the schemes already in 
existence I submit the following informatidn and suggestions:-
1. Membership fee. In some cases there is an initial, non-recurring

fee to provide the working capital. In one case two farmers 
have guaranteed the account at the bank for £200. In others 
there is a fee large e'nough to cover all costs of the scheme. 

2. Payments. In all cases except one the farmer pays the secretary 
and the secretary nays the worker. The exception is one where 
the worker works on contract for the farmer who pays him 
direct. The farmer pay's 6/ - a day to the scheme towards 
overhead costs. 

3. Allocation. This is usually by ballot but may also be made by 
agreement round the table at the half-yearly meeting. Periods 
are usually of two weeks but may be reduced to a maximum 
of three days at harvest. Periods may be interchanged by 
mutual agreement. In cases of iltness or death, the farm con
cerned receives immediate priority. 

4. Insurance. A policy is taken out by all schemes. 
5. Legal agreement. There is usually a legal agreement between 

the scheme and its individual members and between the scheme 
and the worker. (I include as an anoe'ndix, draft agreements 
designed for South Island conditions which may prove useful 
to groups planning schemes) . 

6. Dirty work. Members of grouns agree that they will not allow 
dirty jobs to accumulate until their turn for the worker. 

7. Meals. The normal procedure is for the worker to provide his. 
own meals. 

8. Travelling. Workers provide their oW'n transport. Some schemes 
pay mileage, others so much an hour, others include allowance 
for travelling in the wage paid. 
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9. Holidays. The scheme pays for the annual holiday of two weeks 
and usually £1 per day for the statutory holic!ays. 

10. Wet weather. Most schemes make the farmer responsible for 
providing suitable jobs in wet weather. In two cases the scheme 
uses the men to make such things as gates, troughs and concrete 
posts which are sold to members at cost and to others at a profit 
which goes to the working funds of the scheme. 

11. Possible extension. I have mentioned that one scheme provides 
a house for a blacksmith. Others plan to provide for a carpenter 
and a painter-paperhanger. 

12. Success of schemes. This seems to depe'nd on:-
1 Provision of a suitable house on a central site. 
2 An enthusiastic secretary. 
3 A reasonable committee. 
4 The employment of a good all-rou:id worker. (Two recent 

schemes had 28 and 22 applicants). 
5 Fair play and conditiO'ns of work. 
6 The provision of a reasonable amount of over-time. 
7 Willing co-operation between the conunittee, the members 

and the worker. 
8 Enthusiasm on the part of farmers for t he theme of the 

present conference-"Increasing Farm ProductiO'n." 
In conclusion I would remind you that we now have a scheme h1 

action in the South Island, that at Waipara. If we are going to 
make any worth-while co'ntribution to the dema:id for more pro
duction I consider we need many more Waiparas. 

----- .. 
Professor Flay : The attitude towards increased production appears 

to be very mixed. Some are enthusiastic, some lethargic. It is a 
pity that we have to allow the North Island to teach us what we 
should be doing as regards housing and farm labour. The need here 
is greater because the farms are larger. 

Mr Bevin: The fact is that some North Island districts have a 
very progi·essive attitude. The smell of the bush is not far away 
there, but in the South Island we are inclined to think we have fin 
ished with development. I wish you could Listen to the enthusiasts 
that Pt'Ofessor McCaskill has mentioned. They are dynamic. I 
would remind you that this housing idea originated m Canterbury. A 
dozen places like Charing Cross were laid out originally as centres 
for rural labour and its housing. We ought to go back and learn 
from our grandfathers. 

Mr Lit tle, Hui Hui : We mustn't overlook the fact that in the 
North JRland, land is mnTP. highly productive per acre than ours and 
there are more one-man farms. What I dislike about these schemes 
is they seem to be designed purely to overcome the disadvantage of 
peasant-style farming. 

Mr Pilbrow: Practically every fa1·mer in the South Island would 
increase production if he had another man, but if we don't build the 
houses on our fanns we would be up against the problem of the dis
tance which would have to be travelled from the housing settlement. 
But the difficulty about building houses on farms is that it causes 
over- capitalisation, sends up the rates and mvolves the owner m 
difficulties with the valuer if he wants to sell. The housing schemes 
mentioned seem to be designed purely for dairy farms. 
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Professor J\1cCaskill: The schemes in the North Island are noL 
just dafry farm schemes. Some service sheep and sheep-and-arable 
properties as well. One scheme with 60 farmers participating em
ploys two men to do nothing but sheep w<>rk. They are fuUy occupied 
with shearing, crutching and various other types of work with sheep. 
I do not think the answer is the building of all the houses on farms, 
because of the problem Mr Pilbrow mentioned. I believe that if we 
got down to the district level and analysed the problem from the local 
point of view we would find plenty of places where we, could have a 
housing scheme without too much travelling. In mixed farming areas 
we could employ both specialised workers and those who could do a 
variety of jobs. I would stress the fact that these North Islanders 
don't go in for these schemes just to help the taxpayer; they are 
doing it to help themselves. I would stress the importance of having 
workers in such schemes who can take charge and allow the owners to 
go away for a holiday. In the Waikato many farmers for the first 
time are now able to have a summer holiday at the beach with theit' 
families. Don't think that these schemes work to a rigid pattern. 
The most successful ones are where the fa1·mers get down to it and 
carefully analyse their local needs. 

Mr Grigg, Longbeach: The greatest urgency is for houses in the 
back-country. It is a tragedy to see a young man competent and 
happy at shepherding being forced to move to the town when he 
mal'l'ies to bl'ing up his children away from the country. I know it is 
expensive to build in the back counti·y, but surely if the Government 
were interested it should be possible to work out a simple scheme. 

Mr Bevi11 : Unfortunately from the political point of view we 
can't count many heads in the back country. But it is more than a 
labour problem. If we come to the stage whe1·e we abandon the back 
countxy in less than 25 years the plains will be very great losers. 
Let us provide housing in the back country and achieve stability of 
!about· and we will get rewards in the preservation of the land out of 
all proportion to any money we spend. 

Mr Williams, BalsweU: I was particularly st1·uck by the sugges
tion of an insurance scheme to finance the education of the child1·en 
of farm workers in the back country so that Lhey may be sent to a 
good boarding school when they get to the post-primary stage. They 
would go back home for thefr holidays, thus keeping in touch with the 
country. Such a scheme should ensure the supply of future shepherds 
and musterers to say nothing of their wives. 

Mr Blunt, Kaikoura: What is the greatest distance a worke l' has 
to ti·avel to get enough farmers participating in the scheme? 

Professor McCaskill: In a sheep-farming district eight miles, 
but in the dairying districts, usually within three or four miles. 

Mr Rowlands : I hope we won't lose sight of the main problem ol 
the future, that is the settlement of young farmers on the land. We 
have two ma:in sources of inc1·eased production, one is the increasing 
of our farm efficiency, the other is the making of new farms and 
Mr McPherson has shown us today one way in which that can be 
done on the light land of Canterbury. As far as State houses are 
concerned we need more efficiency and co-operation on the part of the 
Housing Department and the State Advances Corporation. 

Mr Hardy, Winton: The State Advances Corporation are very 
slow to give decisions on rural housing. We applied for housing two 
years ago, but have got nowhere yet. This is the thing which causes 
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interest to wane. I feel that we would do better doing it through the 
counties. 

Professor McCaskill: I am not here to defend or attack any 
Government department. All I have tried to do is to give you some 
facts. To show that the State Advances Corporation has really been 
active the figures up to the end of March 1953 are as follows :-

89 houses under the guarantee by farmers. 
78 houses guaranteed by Rabbit Boards, and 

207 houses under the guarantee by Dairy Companies. 

Mr Turton: With the bigger areas to cover the South Island 
counties have had a real problem with their roads and they have 
tended to by-pass housing. If we want the counties to take any 
action in implementing the Rural Housing Act I think the pressure 
will have to come from Federated Farmers. 

Mr Topp: The Waipara scheme plans to overcome the problem of 
having our worker on award wages working beside hi~hly-paid sea
sonal workers during shearing by allowing him six to eight weeks off 
at shearing to earn all he can for himself. There are 20 farmers in 
the Waipara scheme and already those outside it are clamouring for 
another house and another worker. 

Concluding the discussion Mr Bevin said that the country had 
reached the end of one phase of development and would now have to 
plan for another. People were always talking about the land devel
opment in the North Is land, but here in Canterbury we had 1,500,000 
acres of light land which had scarcely been scratched, but housing 
and labour were essential to its proper development. 

The Conference then agreed that some assistance should be given 
to the farming community, particular ly to the back-country farmers, 
to erect good accommodation for farm workers, whether it be in the 
form of some remission in taxes for money spent on accommodatio'n, 
or in a special depreciation allowance. 

APPENDIX i 

THE FARM LABOUR SCHEME 

AGREEME TASTO TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT OF 
FARM WORKER 

It is hereby agreed that the following terms of employmen t 
shall operate :-

1. The worker will work on such farms and for such periods 
as directed by the Committee. 

2. The worker is guaranteed employment for a minimum of 
42 hours per week including work in wet weather. 

3. The worker will diligently carry out the du ties assigned to 
him. 

4. The worker will provide his own conveyance but will not 
be required to provide his own tools or materials. 

5. The worker will record on the form provided the number of 
hours (up to 42) worked for each member each week and at the 
end of each week or such other period as the Committee may require 
will send the form, duly signed by himself and by the farmer to 
the secretary of the Committee. 
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6. The worker will be paid by the Committee at the rate of 
5/- per hour for 42 hours per week worked except that on the 
eight statutory holidays the worker will be paid by the Committee 
at the rate of £1 per day. 

7. During the currency of this agreeme'nt the worker will 
occupy the dwelling house provided for him by the Committee and 
will permit the Committee to deduct from the monies due to him 
as wages by the Committee the amount of rental payable from time 
to time in respect of his occupation of such dwelling house. Within 
fourteen days of the termination of his employment by the Com
mittee, the worker will vacate such house of which he is not deemed 
to be a te'nant within the meaning of any statutory enactment but 
will during his occupancy of such house keep the same in order to 
the satisfaction of the Committee. 

8. The worker will be paid by the Committee for two weeks' 
annual holiday, the time at which such holidays are to be taken to 
be agreed upon between the worker and the Committee. 

9. The worker will be insured by the Committee under the 
Workers' Compensation Act, 1922 and amendments. 

10. In the event of the worker being unable to work for a time 
owing to illness the Committee will pay the rent of the house for a 
period up to a maximum of four weeks. If by arrangement with the 
Committee the worker takes special leave, the'n he will be responsible 
for the rent of the house for that period of leave. 

11. By arrangement between the Committee, the worker and 
the member concerned, the worker will take charge of the farm if 
the member is ill or on holiday. In such event the worker will carry 
out essential duties on Saturdays and Sundays such as milking, 
inspection of sheep and the feeding of animals. For such weekend 
duties the member shall pay the worker direct the sum of ten 
shillings per day plus 5/ 6 an hour for each hour worked. 

12. The worker shall not work for farmers who are not mem
bers of the scheme except by permission of the Committee and on 
such terms as shall be decided by the Committee. 

13. In the event of a dispute between the worker and a member 
who is employing him, the matter shall be referred to Committee 
whose decision shall be final. 

Signed by the worker: ............... ·-·········----················ .. ···-·· .. ····-·- ..................... .. 

Signed for t he --- Farm Labour Scheme: 

In the presence of : 
{ ::::::::::::::::=::::=: : ::=::::: : ::: :::::::::::: : :::::~::: ::::~::::::::::::::::: 

APPENDIX ii 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SCHEME AND ITS MEMBERS 

An agreement made between the --- Farm Labour Scheme 
and of those financial members of the Scheme whose names and 
addresses are listed on the attached schedule. It is hereby agreed 
between the parties hereto:-

1. That each of the members will guarantee employme'nt for 
the worker for the number of weeks set op~osite the name of that 
member in the schedule, the period allocated to be decided by ballot. 
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2. That upon the signature of this agreement each member so 
signing shall pay tO' the Committee the sum of £2 (Two pounds) as 
annual membership fee and shall cpntinue to pay that sum an'nually 
as long as he remains a member. 

3. That each member hereby agrees to lhe terms of employ
ment arranged between the Scheme and the worker. 

4. That each member shall, from :Monday to Friday inclusive, 
provide a minimum of 42 hours work per week fo1· the worker and 
within a fortnight of the worker's commencing work shall make 
payment to the Committee by cheque at the rate of 516 per hour 
for the number of hours w,orked up to 42. Provided that in the case 
of the following statutory holidays-New Year's Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Queen's Birthday, Labour Day, Christ
mas Day and Boxing Day, the member providing employment at the 
time shall not be liable for payment of those holidays. 

5. That the member employing the worker shall ensure ihat ihe 
worker is fully employed during wet weather. 

6. That hours worked at shearing, crutching and harvesting 
shall be paid for at ruling rates, any difference between these ruling 
rates and 5/6 per hour to be paid direct by lhe farmer to the worker. 

7. That hours worked in excess of 42 hours per week shall be 
by arrangement betwee'n the member and the w,orker, and payment 
shall be made by the farmer direct to the worker at a rale of not 
Jess than 6/6 per hour. 

8. That the Committee will pay wages due to the worker up lo 
a maximum of 42 hours per week at the rate of 5/- per hour less a 
sum equal to the weekly rent of the hpuse provided. 

9. That the Committee will insure against claims under the 
Workers' Compensation Act, 1922, and its amendments and pay all 
premiums payable in respect of such insura:nce. Provided however 
t.hat, if any member by arrangement with the Committee emp1oy a 
worker on any class of work which shall result in a higher premium 
being payable in respect pf such insurance, such member shall pay to 
the Committee forthwith and on demand the amou'nt of such addi
tional premium, and provided further that nothing herein contained 
shall relieve any member from his responsibility to insure under the 
Workers' Compensatidn Act, 1922, sh.ould he employ the worker on 
any prohibited work. 

10. That all moneys payable by any member to the Scheme 
shalli when paid, be credited in the books of the Scheme to the 
m.emoer paying the same. Any wages and other payments due to 
the worker in respect of his guaranteed employment of 42 hours 
per week shall be paid by the Scheme out of such moneys. Also, 
payments of re'nt to the State Advances Corporation, premiums for 
insurance, payments for statutory holidays, h,onorarium (if any) for 
secretary, and general expenses of running the Scheme shall be paid 
by the Scheme out of such moneys. 

Signed by the member: ······- .. 

Signed for the --- Farm Labour Scheme by its Secretary : 

Date: ..................... _ ..•.......... 
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FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE LOW 
NATIONAL LAMBING PERCENTAGES 

THE FACTUAL POSITION REGARDING LAMBING 
PERCENTAGES-PAST AND PRESENT 

P. G. Stevens, Lincoln College 

11 we are to talk about lambing percentages we ought to be 
quite sure what we mean by the term. I was thinking over this when 
a sheep farmer from Otago called to see me. Fortunately he wanted 
to talk about lambing percentages. He had raised his ilock lambing 
percentage from 75 to 95 and was keen to improve it still further. 
After some discussion the figures in Table I were set down. 

Time 

Tupping 
Crutching 
Beginning of lambing 
Finish of lambing 
(Dry ewe!!) 
Ewes with lambs 
Lambs tailed 
Ewe mortality 
Dry ewes 

TABLE I 

Ewes in 
Flock 

2,000 
1,980 
1,950 
1,8'15 

SQ 
1,795 
1,852 

Total ewes which failed to breed 

6% 
4% 

10% 

Lambing 
Percentages 

92 
93 
95 
99 

103 

This Table is of particular interest to us as it illustrates a variety 
of ways of arriving at lambing percentage. We would all agree that 
a Jambing percentage shows the relationship between a group of 
ewes and the lambs they produce. But the same flock of ewes in 
Table I gives results varying from 92% to 103%, depending on when 
the ewe count is taken. My visitor took his at the beginning of lamb
ing, but he added as an afterthought: "Of course we ought to take 
the ewe-flock count at tupping." 

If lambing percentages are to be useful for any purpose at all 
there must be some agreement as to the source of the figures on 
which they are based. Even when the figures are comparable, cau
tion is necessary in interpreting the final figure because a lambing 
percentage is a measure of a lot of unrelated features. 

It is the end result of prolificacy in the ewes, fertility in the rams 
and the general management of the flock. Although management is 
placed last, it is of prinie importance as it includes feed supplies 
during autumn, winter and spring, and general weather conditions, 
particularly during the peak of lambing in spring. High lambing
percentages result from a favourable combination of all factors, but 
low percentages may result from any one of them being unfavourable. 

You will want to discuss some of these aspects more fully and 
as it is my duty to place before you the factual position regarding 
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lambing percentages rather than to discuss possible causes of varia
tion, I will pass on to the New Zealand lambing percentage. 

The New• Zealand lambing percentage is obtained by calculation 
from the total number of breeding ewes enumerated in the autumn 
census and the number of lambs tailed, which is published in the 
spring census. "These figures are published in the "Report on the 
Agricultural and Pastoral Statistics of New Zealand," which is com
piled by the Census and Statistics Department. 

The report is based on "seasons"-for example, 1950-51, 1951-52-
and not on the calendar year. In the livestock section are two columns 
of figures, one giving the number of breeding ewes and the other the 
number of lambs tailed. The breeding-ewe figures are collected in a 
census at the end of April (since 1951, the end of June), while the 
lambs tailed are not received until the following spring. Thus the 
lambs tailed which appear in the column alongside the breeding ewes 
do not belong to these ewes but t o the ewes which appeared in the 
report for the previous year. I warn you of this in case you wish to 
check my figures for New Zealand or for your own country. 

There is one further point; during the spring an estimated lamb
ing percentage is released by the Department of Agriculture. This 
figure is based on returns from officers of the department who use 
sample farms and their knowledge of local conditions. It is usually 
an excellent estimate, but for some reason it is not replaced by the 
actual figure when this becomes available, and thus the estimated 
rather than the actual lambing percentage is carried along from year 
to year. 

01o 
Fiq.l N.Z. LAMBING PERCENTAGE 

·-· 1~/'· 
---- Averoqes Syeor Period 

95 

90 

85 

.-·--· <:::~:: __ .. ;>~J-~, . 
_!.. \ 1·- \- . ·"l\-. ---·-- ----- \_ . . I . 

. / 
ed,9~2~, ..... __..-,9•2-5..._..._.._.~,~93~0,..._._._"'--:-:,9~35:--'--'-,..._-'"-:~~.~o..._..._.__..~~~4~s..__.._.._.-;;,,so 

Year 
TABLE II 

The New Zealand Lambing Percentage 

1921-25 1926-30 1931-35 1936-40 1941-45 1946-50 
84.5 86.5 85.0 90.3 92.5 89.3 
86.8 88.9 88.0 89.7 91.0 (est.) 95.6 
85.2 89.2 88.8 86.2 88.0(est.) 94.(} 
87.7 8g_7 89.3 86.3 94.7 98.5 
83.4 82.7 89.1 93.4 94.7 97.0 

Five 
year 85.5 87.4 88.0 89.2 92.9 94.9 

average 
!J!J 



If you refer to Table II and Figure I you will see what has been 
happening to the lambing percentage in New Zealand during the past 
thi1ty years. 

The annual figures show an impressive range of variation from 
the lowest lambing in 1930 (82.7% ) to the highest in 19'49 (98.5%), 
a difference of over 15 per cent. If the lambing percentage in 1930 
had been as good as that in 1949 there would have been over 2,000,000 
more lambs tailed. Even years which are closer together than those 
quoted and in which the composition of the breeding-ewe flock could 
have changed but little, show big differences (1939-1940 7%, 1946-47 
6%). These differences can amount to over 1,000,000 lambs. 

Table II gives a summary of the New Zealand weather condi
tions during autumn and spring for selected years. 

Lambing 
Year Percentage 

1930 82.7 

1938 86.2 

1939 86.3 

1940 93.4 

1943 88.0 
(est.) 

1944 94.7 

rn46 89.3 

1947 95.6 

TABLE Ill 

Dry 

Wet-lush feed 

Dry-feed short 

Wet-March good 

Generally dry. 
Feed N.I. short 
S.I. satisfactory 

Mild-unsettled 
feed good. 

Satisfactory 
weather and feed 

N.I. feed good 
S.I. short 

Cold and stormy 

(July dull, wet, cold 
(August changeable 
(September improved 

(July cold, hail, snow 
(August cold, wet 
(September dry, sunny 

(July dry and frosty 
(August fine 
(September mild 

(July cold, sunny 
(August cold, rain 
(September very unsettled 

(July dull, mild 
(August dull, mild 
(September light rain, mild 

(July mild 
(August frequent rain 
(September high rainfall 
(lamb losses heavy, Canter
(bury and Otago. 

(July fine and dry 
(August mild 
(September sunny and mild 

Of the seasons quoted some show good autumn-feed (with as
sumed good flushing) while in others feed was in short supply. In 
the early spri'ng a similar situation exists-some years mild and fine, 
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others bleak and stormy. It is of interest to observe that the best 
years (1940, 1944, 194'1) are a combfoation of good aulumn-feed and 
mild spring-weather. While the lowest years agree with cold and 
stormy spring-weather t hey do not necessarily agree in having the 
same sort of autumn. It would appear that our lambing percentages 
a re very much at the mercy of the spring weather but at the same 
time the autumn is a not-unimportant contributor to the general 
situation. 

The next point of importance in the national lambing percentage 
ii; the steady improvement. The five-ye81' averages, which help to 
smooth the annual variations, show a rise from 85.5 per cent. to 94.9 
per cent. This is an improvement of 9.4 per cenl. during the six 
five-year periods under review. I am at a loss to account for this, 
although it has been suggested to me that you are better shepherds 
than your fathers or that you are merely getting the benefit of the 
plantation shelter they planted for you. 

A point of interest can be added here from figures gathered a t 
the College over a numbel' of years. The figures are from the three 
stud ftocks (Romney, Corriedale, Border Leicester) and show the 
number of ewes rearing twins compared with lhe total number of 
ewes rearing lambs. This is not a lambing percentage although the 
relationship is expressed as a percentage. Results for each year from 
1986 to 1952 are shown in Table IV and Figure II. 

TABLE IV 

Ewes Rearing Twins as a Percentage of Total Ewe!'! Rearing Lambs 

Per Per Per Per 
Year cent Year cent Year cent Year cent 

1936 39 1940 39 1944 34 1948 46 
1937 41 1941 31 19'45 40 1949 43 
1938 37 1942 33 1946 51 1950 48 
1939 31 1943 48 1947 54 1951 50 
Average 

four 37 37.7 44.7 46.7 
years 

EWES REARING TWIN LAMBS 
60 

,,!! . 
1936 3? 34 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 IO St si 

Year 

Again, a summary of weather conditions during these yea1·s may 
be of interest and those in Table V are taken from the College 
meteorological records. 
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29,063 
14,165 
5,920 

30,767 
110,524 
18,437 
46,469 

120,706 
67,564 
45,601 
92,945 

202,589 
126,350 
163,842 
27,156 
6,936 

298,835 
128,579 

1,536,448 

80-90 

Hokianga .. 
Whangarei .. 
Hobson .. .. 
Rodney .. 
Maniototo 
Waitemata 
Taumaranui .. 
Thames .. . . 
Matakaoa .. 
Waiapu . . .. 
Waikohu .. .. 
Cook .. .. 
\Vairoa .. 
Hawkes Bay .. 
Waipukurau .. 
Weber .. 
Kai tie kc .. 
Castlcpoin;· .. 
Mauriceville .. 
Awaterc .. 
Collingwo~d 
Murchison .. 
lnanguhua .. 
Amuri .. .. 
Ashley .. .. 
Tawera .. .. 
Selwyn .. 
Waihemo .. 
Waikouai 1i .. 
Maniototo .. 
Vince11t 

TABLE VI 

County Lambing Percentages 

90- 100 100- JJO 110 plus 

40,974 Bay of Islands 60,278 Manukau .. i0,961 Franklin . . 140,084 
90,335 Matamata .. 80,253 Wai pa .. . . 184,277 Waikato . . 171,554 
78,849 Ra~lan .. 449,148 Kawhi.a .. 73,213 Otorohanga .. 154,411 
90,601 Wa1tomo 381,165 Whakatan~· .. 51,065 Hauraki Pl. . . 19,077 

226,278 Tauranga .. 206,417 Danncvirkc 292,606 Ohinemw·i . . 21,867 
72,283 Waipawa .. 451,405 Woodville .. 48,221 Piako . . .. 136,508 

114,862 Patan.'{ata .. 504,202 Inglewood .. 53,022 Matamata .. 300,345 
13, 153 Ohura .. 11 7,513 Stratford .. 11 3,281 Taranaki .. 29,295 
63,450 Whangamomona 56, 178 Eltham .. .. 55,255 Egmont .. 21,938 

236,283 Clifton .. 92,653 H awera .. 78 349 Waimate w . .. 4,996 
350,050 Wai1narin~· 176,546 Pa tea .. m :o21 Oroua .. .. 213.629 
420,263 Wanganui .. 269,255 Waitot.ar3. .. 137,093 ~{anawatu .. 147;794 
410,271 RangitikC'i 9i4,058 Kiwi tea .. 248.269 Kairanga .. 111,545 
929,391 Akit10 .. .. 1:0 1,318 Pohingani~· .. 132,897 Horowhcnua .. 122,074 
143,012 Ekctahuna .. 136,837 Pahiatua 

St!;: 
161 ,474 Rangiora .. 47,262 

54,820 Mnstcrtou .. 292,858 \Vairarapa 168,858 Hals well .. 14,899 
65.293 Feathe1 ton .. 321,425 Westland .. . . 32,055 Springs .. 30,130 
85,735 Bulb· .. . . 1,348 Kawai .. . . 76,598 Ellesmere .. 75,179 
46,693 Grey .. . . 24,580 Eyre .. . . 56,405 

167,77G Cheviot .. .. 150,183 \-Vaimairi .. 2,794 
13 126 Waipara .. .. 298,088 Mt. Hcrb~rt .. :;8,359 
27'.673 Oxford .. .. 67,907 Akaroa .. .. 82,606 
13, £79 Malvern .. 132,998 \Vairewa .. 67,849 

217,387 Paparua .. . . 35, 125 Levels .. . . 186,612 
64,280 Ashb urton .. 780,784 Peninsula .. 15,362 
50,565 Geraldin« .. 261,603 Southland 1,980,797 

140,266 Wai mate .. . . 487,624 Wall ace .. 639,282 
100,560 Waitak.i .. . . 449,279 
71,997 Taicri .. 171,256 

226,278 Bruce. .. . . 252,279 
~38,526 Clutha .. .. 471,664 

Tuapeka .. .. 353,291 

4,637,931 8,648,518 5,302,587 1,762, 587 



TABLE V. 

Year Autumn (Feb.-Mar.-Apr.) 

1936 Very wet-lush feed. 
1937 Average. 
19"38 Wet and du.IL 
1989 Dry-feed short. 
1940 Dry-feed scarce. 
1941 Wet-good feed. 

1942 Dryish-green feed short. 
1943 Dry-feed less than 1942. 
1944 W ct-best feed for years. 
1945 Wet-March sunny. 

1946 Dry-slow growth. 
1947 Average. 
1948 Dry-little growth. 

1949 Dry-feed supply poor. 
1950 Sufficient rain, good gro\Yth. 

t951 Very wet-abnonnal g1·owth. 

Spring (July-Aug.-Sept.) 

Mild- 4 light storms. 
Good-2 storms. 
Excellent-1 3-day storm. 
Cold and1 wet-6 storms. 
Fair, wet Sept.--5 storms. 
Wet and stormy, 2 days' hail 

and snow. 
Excellent-2 brief storms. 
Hard winter-showery Sept. 
Good winter-average spring. 
Wet eal'ly, good late Augusl-

September. 
Ideal spring. 
Good-one storm late Sept. 
1 5-day storm early, otherwise 

weather good. 
Excellent weather. 
Dry except 1 bad storm mid

August. 
Dry-no storm. 

I 
The best yea1·s had a good spring-with that observation I 

will content myself although you may wish to make others. How
ever, like the New Zealand lambing percentage, the percentage of 
twins reared in the College flocks is rising. 

It is possible to look at the Jambing percentaEfe in a little more 
detail by seeing what happens in the various counties. These figures 
are placed before you with some reservation. The breeding eve 
.figures show the breeding ewes in each county at the end of April 
(now June) while the tailing figures show the number of lambs 
tailed the following spring. You are all aware that in some areas 
there al'e considerable ewe movements between counties after the 
end of April and thls introduces a possible error in the calculation 
of lambing percentage for counties . However, in Table VI and 
Figure IV the counties are grouped according to their calculated per
formance. rn addition, the total number in each county is given. 

This is an arbitrary grouping of counties but it is of interest 
to observe that approximately one-third of the total ewe flock is 
in areas which return a tailing figure of better than 100 per cent. 

These higher lambing percentages are in areas where sheep 
farming is intensive and where mature ewes are in the majority in 
the breeding flocks. The importance of intensive farming as a factor 
in securing higher percentages is generally recognised but the advant
age gained by using mature ewes is worth further considera tion. 
In a paper published recently (Non-nutritional Factors Affecting 
Fertility in Sheep. Hart and Stevens, 1950) it was pointed out th.at 
the age of the ewes has an important bearing on prolificacy and 
therefore can affect lambing percentages. In the paper quoted the 
material used was from the :five stud flocks kept by the College. 

Recently, Mr E. C. Topp, who prepared a paper for this con
f erence two years ago on "Breeding for Proliftcacy", provided me 
with figures from his flock which were not then available. These 
figures deal with part of the flock in which there were two groups 
of ewes-Group A, which were born singles (92 ewes) and Group 
B, which were born twins (153 ewes). Both groups were run to-
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gether as one flock during their five-year breeding life-time on the 
fann at Waipara. 

The performance of each group is shown in Table VII and 
Figure III. 

TABLE VII 
LIFETIME BREEDING PERFORMANCE OF EWES 

A-Born singles. B-Born twins (.Sires of ewes unknown) 
Group A-Ewes Born Singles 

Ewes Bearing Total Lambs 
Age of E':Ves No. Ewes Singles Twins Lambs per Ewe 

One shear 92 69 23 115 1.25 
Two shear 92 64 28 120 1.3 
Three shear 92 50 42 134 1.45 
Four shear 92 41 51 143 1.55 
Five Shear 92 42 50 142 1.54 

Group B-Ewes Born Twins 

Ewes Bearing Total Lambs 
Age of Ewes No. E\ves Singles Twins Lambs per Ewe 

One shear 153 105 48 201 1.3 
Two shear 153 92 61 214 1.4 
Three shear ] 53 46 107 26() 1.7 
Four shear 153 40 113 266 1.73 
Five shear 153 48 105 258 1.68 

Lifetime Breeding Performance 
----

Grnup A Group B Group A Group B 
Ewes with: Total Total 7n % 

---- ----
Five sets twins 0 7 0 4.6 
Four sets twins 8 27 8.7 17.6 
Three sets twins 26 68 28.2 44.4 
Two sets twins 34 39 37.0 25.5 
One set twins 16 H 17.4 5.9 
No sets twins 8 3 8.7 2.0 

92 153 100.0 100.0 

The figures quoted are a measure of prolificacy and are not to 
be confused with a lambing percentage. They contribute to t he 
lambing percentage but so do a number of other unrelated features. 
The use I want to make out of these figures at present is to show 
the effect of age on prolificacy. 

If the hill-country sheep man takes three lambs from his ewes 
under conditions similar to those on the Waipara farm of Mr Topp, 
his anticipated prolificacy would be 1.3 for the singles and 1.47• for 
twin ewes. But the fat-lamb raiser who has the ewes for two or three 
years of their mature life can anticipate a proliftcacy rate of 1.5 fo1· 
the single ewes or 1.7 for the twins even if the conditions are no 
better than those under which the ewes spent their first three breed
ing seasolls. This age difference in prolifiacy is of considerable prac
tical importance and any work which aims at prolonging the breeding 
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life of the ewe must be rated as of considerable national impo1tance. 
Where twins are available it is obYious that they too can contribute 
to high prolificacy. 

We can summarise the position regarding lambing percentages 
as follows:-

!. If lambing percentages are to serve any useful purpose there 
must be agreement as to the source of the figures used in calculating 
the percentage. 

2. E\>en when lambing percentages are calculated on a c<>111mon 
basis, <;are is required in their interpretation. 'fhey are the end result 
of such um-elated features as prolificacy in the ewes, fertility in the 
rams. general flock management and the vagaties of climate. 

3. In the New Zealand lambing percentage there are consider
able fluctuations from year to year. These can amount 1.0 differences 
of more than 1,000,000 lambs tailed. 

4. During the past 30 year:; the national lambing percentage has 
increased steadily from 85.f) per cent. (for the first five-year period) 
to !14.9 per cent. (for the last five-year period). 

5. There appeai:s to be a good relationship between the weather 
during spring and the lambing percentage, together wiLh auLumn 
conditions as a contributing factor. 

6. County lambing percentages (which in many cases must be 
accepted with some reserve) show that areas in which sheep farming 
is intensive and the fiocks predominantly mature ewes, return better 
than 100 uer cent. There is no evidence as to the relative contri
bution to the Jambing percentage made by (a) the system of farming, 
(b) the mature ewes. 

In conclusion I think i t is 1mportant1 to emphasise that ·with our 
ewe flock now numbering over 20,000,000, each one per cent difference 
in the number of lambs tailed means 200,000 lambs. Improved 
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lambing percentages offer a cheap method of increasing production 
and they could help the sheep industry as herd testing has helped the 
dairy industry. 

Mr Hurst, Papakaio: Two years ago we had an excellent paper 
on lambing percentages by Mr Topp of Waipara. We know that 
Mr Topp keeps his twin lambs and that he feeds his sheep largely on 
lucerne. Is flushing with lucerne an important factor in Mr Topp's 
high percentages? 

Mr Stevens: Although flushing does have an appreciable effect, 
some ot}ler things are equally important including weather. This 
may have an enormous effect, not on the number of lambs born but 
on the number which survive. At the College we had a flock of 200 . 
expe1·imental ewes. The first night of lambing we had one of those 
famous wet sou-westers. We lost 25 lambs which shouldn't have died. 
That lowered our percentage in one night by 12~ per cent. Although 
flushing can be effective, management during lambing is even more 
important. 

Mr Napper, Woodlands: Flushing is not the only thing of im
portance. Nutrition of the ewe is vital; particularly through the 
gestation period it is of even greater importance than flushing. The 
use of the turnip in the south is sadly abused and much of our mor
tality is due to a lack of protein in the diet of our animals. I would 
mention that lucerne is important because of its high protein co'ntent. 
We've had cases of farmers who can no longer produce fat lambs 
from old pastures which used to do so. I think there is a falling 
away of quality in the individual plants which change from a high 
protein to a low protein content. Right through this Conference we 
have had evidence of nitrogen deficiency. If we are to increase 
production we should think in terms of nitrogen and how to use it. 
This will give us more protein and therefore better quality in our 
crops and pastures, and better health in our animals. 

Mr Topp, \Vaipara: I am not very concerned about flushing. 
Many farmers knock their ewes back after weaning, then give them 
a damned good feed and say they're flushed. My practice is to keep 
t he ewes in good condition throughout their life and I think that is 
t he main reason for my good percentages. My sheep are fed highly 
on lucerne but as they are on a big range of country they have to 
travel to eat and don't get gross as they would in small paddocks. 

Mr Averill, Lincoln College: Work in England has shown that a 
flushing feed for three weeks gives good results. That is really 
what happens in Canterbury. We bring hill sheep to the plains and 
feed them well for three weeks before tupping. At Lincoln we did 
an experiment with ewes flushed on lucerne silage compared with 
t hose on pasture alone. The ewes on silage shed sufficient eggs to . 
produce 150 lambs; those on pasture only enough to produce 140 
lambs. When we slaughtered the ewes (to feed the students) we 
investigated mortality in the embryos. At the end of 30 days the 
ewes flushed on silage had 120 embryos per 100 ewes still alive. Those 
on pasture had -0nly 97 per 100 ewes still alive. 

Mr Turton, Ashburton Forks: Experiments at Ruakura showed 
that unless ewes were flushed for at least three weeks it was hardly 
worth while. 

Mr Maxwell, Motuuau: Has anybody conducted experiments to 
investigate the effect of soil type on lambing percentages? In our 
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district we can get only 90 pe1· cent on greywacke country but on 
adjoining volcanic and limestone country they easily get 100 per 
cent. We wonder if there isn't a trace-element deficiency which may 
affect the percentages. 

Mr Lit tle, Hui Hui : Docs the ability to produce twins also inco1·
porate the abiUty to provide them with milk? 

Mr Averill: Assuming that you are b1·eeding from twins which 
have been reared successfully, the dams of those twins must have 
been good milkers. The capacity to produce milk is known to be a 
heritable quality. 

l\fr Cowin, Nelson: The high lambing percentages in England 
have been mentioned. I think they are the result largely of the 
breeds used. In Cantetbury the sheep a1·e largely of Merino descent, 
whereas in England the big majority are of Cheviot-Border Leicester 
type. These breeds al'e famous for their high lambing percentages. 

Mr Bevin: So fa1· the question of shepherding has not been men
tioned. I think there may be some correlation between the 1ising per
<'elltages over the years and tlie subdivision of the larger estates 
iuto smaller holdings whe1·e the flocks get more individual attention. 
When we select ewe lambs for our 2-tooth flock we tend to pick the 
bigger ones and those in the best condition. Most of these will bl' 
i::ingles. Does that mean that we are selecting away from twins? 
Has this practice any significance as far as lambing percentages are 
concerned? 

Mr Stevens: I don't think it hos had any great effect in recent 
years. We have been flock building at such a rate that there has 
been practically no selection and most of the twin lambs have been 
retained. By the time we come to b1·eed from them they have usually 
caught up in size so much that you could not pick them from the 
~ingles. 

THE FERTILITY OF EWES AND RAMS WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO ~DISEASES AFFECTING THEIR 

FERTILITY 

R. Crawford, Investigational Officer, Veterinary Club, 
Gisborne 

When one considers the matter of sheep fertility or lambing 
percentages, it is found that there are some main factors not en
tirely divorced from each other which affect the exte'nt of a flock's 
natural increase. From the title given to this talk. it is what many 
would expect from a veterinary surgeon by its reference to disease: 
but disease is onJr a facet for consideration and in many cases it may 
not be the most unporta'nt cause of reduced economic returns to the 
sheep breeder. These factors mentioned can be broadly stated as 
including heredity, management, environment, nutrition and disease. 
Let us take a brief look at each of these 'noting how discussion of one 
l'equires more than a side glance at some of the others. It is im
possible to keep each entirety in its own category; not because the 
f ences are bad and there are bound to be "strangers," but because 
every f~ming enterprise must fit neatly into the jigsaw puzzle which 
is prese'nted to the farmer and which includes matters outside as well 
as within the boundary fences. Remember that the opinions expressed 
are those of one who gained his experience on one particular type of 
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country, i.e. the east coast of the North Island, aud, if grain ca'n be 
winnowed from the chaff of his ignorance, so much the better. 

Heredity was mentioned first because many flockmasters believe 
that pedigree points the finger to success with sheep-be it their 
wool, conformatidn, constitution or fertility. In fertility there are 
wide differences between breeds and of strains within breeds. If 
the breeds most suited to a farm vary in fertility, then the most 
fertile can be chosen. Note that they must be suited to the farm and 
hjgh fertility can be rusregarded if the climate is going to kill 
half the results. This is the limitation that e:nvironment places 
on selection of a breed for fertility. Stud masters know that, within 
breeds, strains and individual sheep inherit a propensity for being 
good breeders. Such knowledge means that selection i'n the studs 
for this will ensure it being transmitted to the commercial flocks. 
Selection of this type will include such things as ability to sire 
large numbers, to get in lamb readily, a pelvis roomy enough for 
easy lambing and avoidi'.ng wool-blindness. There are other things 
to be bred into or out of flocks. Wool-blindness is mentioned 
because ewes with it are bad mothers. The subject of heredity 
is left emphasising the thoughts of choosing breeds for the farm, 
and sires from st.uds where fertility is considered in their breeding 
plans a'nd the results become ob.,.ious bv the satisfactory number 
of lambs these rams leave. 

Now, taking the matter of environment, it will be seen that 
it overlaps with heredity in choice of breed for any particular 
farm. This applies not only to rams but to flying-flock ewes. 
It is worthwhile knowing where fat-lamb mothers come from and how 
they arlapt themselves to differe'nt country and conditions. With 
young rams, they should be bought from a similar environment or, 
if not, they must be bought early and given as long as possible to 
become acclimatised. Some people consider that we might get greater 
benefit, from the point of view of fertility. if more rams were bought 
as lambs. Turning now to environment on any particular property, 
knowledge of sheep husbandry in knowing the best paddocks for 
mating and lambing can affect the lambing percentage. Thus it 
is see'n that the grazier must have clear ideas on general and 
special details ; these are about; the effect of environment on breeds 
and how best to depasture a breed on his land; experience will 
teach him more than books or lectures. 

Ewes and rams will be considered separately as far as manage
ment is concerned. This word "management" will mean husbandry 
or shepherding. A close and critical scrutiny of New Zealand's 
sheep husbandmen and shepherds is greatly needed by our meat and 
wool industries; many of us might expect pats on the back; let us 
hope they would •not be low in the back and delivered with a boot. 
The last sentence smacks of the brighter sayings of the upstart 
politician so let us come to consideration of the ewe and how she 
is to be treated through the year. After weaning as early as possible, 
the ewes can be fed on light rations until between two a'nd three 
weeks before tupping. Then they are given better feed which 
amounts to flushing them. Dr w:auace's work at Ruakura has shown 
the effect of flushing in the increased 'number of twins. After tup
ping, the ewes can be reduced to short commons and returned to. good 
feed about a month before lambing. Shearing or flank crutching 
before lambing can be considered; the latter in some ewes is necessary 
to give the lamb access through wool to the teats. As for shearing, 
again experience is the best adviser. Let the ewes know their ground 
before lambing commences. Good shepherding during lambing is 
important; here hard work, long hours, patience, skill a'nd above all, 
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knowledge of sheep will bring just rewards in the number of healthy 
lambs tailed. If ewe lambs are kept for future breeding, their first 
year's management should ensure that they will become well-fed, 
healthy mothers. Now we are round to weaning again and culling bas 
not been mentioned. Throughout lambing and when the ewes are 
milking all bad milkers should be marked. With "bearing trouble" 
ewes. these are usually culled. When ewes are culled for age, wool 
and type, don't forget to examine their udders. Those with diseased 
udders or teats that point at curious angles should be culled. Good 
shepherds will recognise these by their starving lambs earlier and 
thay may be marked. 

Rams are used for a short portion of the year and should not be 
forgotten for the remainder. They should be kept free of foot-rot 
all year; it's too late in the last month before tupping. Feed them 
well for a mo'nth after the tupping season and then adequately but 
not lavishly till they are fed. better for the last month before going 
to the ewes. By feeling the testicles many people with experience 
can tell when a ram is in his breeding season. The testicles become 
larger and finner. The pink colour of the skin shows that the 
breeding season is starting but rams still breed well after it goes 
away. Veterinary examination before tupping should enable the 
elimination of diseased rams and indicate those which to use first. 
Remember that sheep have a. breeding season and they don't all come 
to it at the same time. When rams are mated they should be i'n 
paddocks so stocked with ewes that they can easily cover the area 
occupied by the proportion of ewes alloted to them. G<>od husbandry 
and kn.owledge oi the country must ensure that ewes do not come on 
heat in isolated places with no rams near. The number of rams per 
hundred ewes should increase after ten days. That is brief advice 
on some topics given without the reason why; for sheep manage
ment may reduce or entirely prevent reduction of fertility caused 
by some of the diseases yet to be mentioned. 

Nutrition was the fourth main consideration listed earlier. It 
has bee'n mentioned already in the flusing of ewes and reducing 
rations for them after weaning and in early pregnancy. 'l'he 
quantity of food available has been the only recommendation. In 
the case of pasture, care must be taken to e'nsure that it is avail
able and that the weather does not limit the time of its availa
bility each day. Quality of food is important. Rams before their 
tupping season need green feed. Trace-element deficiencies, apart 
from their effect on general health, occasionally strike severely 
on the lamb crop. Lambs born dead or dying soo'n after birth with 
goitre are a loss which is an imlication of insufficient iodine 01· 
that their mothers, while in lamb, were fed on crops predisposing 
to goitre in unborn lambs. Further enquiry will have to be made 
i'nto this problem as we do not know enough yet. It is thus 
seen that knowledge of quantity, availability and quality of foO'l 
is reouired to get the best results in fertility. 

The matters affecting fertility, other than disease, have now 
been mentioned, with omissions, and it should be clearly understood 
that, while ma'ny things are not mentioned, there may be inaccuracies 
in opinions expressed. People disagreeing with any statement or 
wanting to know the reasons behind suggestions will ensure a lively 
discussion if they give other opi'nions or ask questions. Some details 
for consideration in getting the best out of healthy sheep have been 
given. Such methods may increase resistance to disease or avoid its 
occurrence. This type of approach is most important, as good breed
ing and feeding practices will make the o'nset of disease more easily 
recognisable. That is, no confusion of the results of bad husbandry 
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with disease is likely in sheep well cared-for. If things go wrong, 
we must find out which disease is the cause. 

Let us now look at the diseases which, directly or indirectly, 
reduce lambi'ng percentages. Ewes with facial eczema get in lamb 
but often die the following spring. Avoidance of this disease is 
therefore important because the effect on ewes not showing obvious 
symptoms during an outbreak become manifest at the next lambing. 
Foot-rot has already been me'ntioned for rams but it predisposes ewes 
to sleepy sickness. Ewes too lame to graze, that are carrying twins, 
are bad risks for ·this disease. Any other u-pset to the pregnant 
ewe's health is important although two only have been mentioned. 
Of the diseases commonly associated with pregnancy, some will be 
mentioned but described only briefly. Sleepy sickness is associated 
with a fall in nutrition in late pregnancy by ewes carrying twins. 
Preve'ntion is suggested if possible; the day may come when the 
number of lambs inside a ewe can be counted accurately three months 
after tupping. That aid, with preferential feeding for those ewes, 
will be the best prevention. A treatment is being recommended about 
which we shall hear more in the 'near future. For those willing to 
try it themselves, here it is; add 4 ounces of glycerine to 4 ounces 
of water and drench the ewe with this twice a day for four or five 
days. This means that a pint of glycerine and a pint of water makes 
five doses. If ewes cannot drink, inject the mixture into the paunch. 
Bearing trouble also affects pregnant ewes. To those with greater 
knowledge this will be left for discussion. Ewes get milk fever 
before and after lambing. Treatment is advertised in the press 
for "lambing sickness" or is available from veteri'nary sources. 
If it does not cure, diagnosis may be wrong and the ewe has sleepy 
sickness or else the treatment is given too late. 

Abortion in ewes has been receiving greater attentidn in New 
Zealand recently. Workers at Wallaceville Animal Research Station 
have found it to be widespread over the country. Four different 
types have been found caused by differe'nt bacteria. The ewe's 
afterbirth is the guide to which laymen or veterinary surgeons can 
turn for easy recognition of some types. Other symptoms are 
presented, all of which should arouse suspicions. The typical signs 
shown, if abortion is i'n a flock, will include some of these:-
1. Poor conception rate. If many ewes are still on heat at the 
end of the tupping season an infection may be present. 
2. Abortions. Lambs "slipped" or born before due date. This 
is frequently not noticed nor is it the only sign to be seen. Stain
ing around the female external sex organs during late crutching often 
indicates recent abortion. 
3. Lambs born dead or dying in the first three< days. A proportion 
of these are dead because the ewe is infected with an abortion
producing germ. It does not produce abortion always but lambs 
at or nearly full term have a poor expectation of life. 
4. Diseased after-birth. These are easily recognised. With little 
experience, a shepherd can recognise them without getting off his 
horse. Later a description .of different types of abnormality will 
be given for different diseases. 
5. A high percentage of dry ewes. This is a suspicious feature 
whenever it is observed. If it is the only clue, it is helpful to 
know whether the ewes :-

(a) did not hold to the ram. 
(b) held and then aborted. 
(c) had dead lambs at or soon after birth. 
(d) lost lambs before marking. 
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Any evidence which will split dry ewes into these groups is of 
,·alue. The day will come when the importance of this will be 
recognised and "dry ewes" will be a term with more meaning. 
Ii. Wide yearly variations in lambing percentages. Providing lJO 

other reason can be given as highly probable, disease mus t be sus
pected, as infectious diseases give us some good years and then 
bad ones. 

Of the signs mentioned, some will seem at the first glance 
to have little connection wilh abortion. Taking the first, where 
poor conception rate ls noted it may be that the rams are infertile 
and cannot get ewes in lamb, but it is as well to remember that 
epididymitis in rams is caused by a germ lhat also causes abortion 
in ewes. 

The ap~arance of diseased afterbirlhs and lamb Livers: 
Abortion type 1 caused by a kind of bacteria recently identified 

by workers at wallaceville, is a variant of Brucella melilensis. 
Brucella meliteu.~w causes abortion in goats in other countries 

but we have here a variant germ and not an identical o'ne. It is 
widespread in both islands of New Zealand. Both rams and ewes 
are infected. Field diagnosis is easy and is based on the examina
tion of lhe testicles of the ram and of the afterbirth, particularly of 
lambs born dead. The examination of the t~sticles is a veterinary 
matter but the disease of the afterbirth is so obvious that the 
stockowner should have no difficulty in recognising it. The affected 
afterbirth is often very much thickened, i.e. 1/ 16in. to 3/ 16in. in 
the case of 'normal, up to 2in. to 3in. in the easel of the diseased 
afterbirth. This thickening is caused by the accumulation of a jelly
like fluid in the wall of tl1e aflerbirtiL In adcLitfon to the thickening, 
death of the tissues changes the colour in parts from the normal 
rather deep red to a yellow white. The dead tissue looks rathe1· 
like chamois leather. 

Trpe 2. Research work is proceeding on this type and its causal 
or~a'rusm. The ram is not known to be affected but the possibility 
exists. The afterbirth shows the buttons (cotyledons), to be en
lar~ed, more firm and paler than normal. The butto·ns have also 
white areas on the surface shaped like millet seeds and varying a 
little in size. The membrane between buttons is slightly lhicke'ned 
near the affected buttons. Not all, in some cases only a few buttons, 
are affected in one afterbirth. 

l['ype 3. Vibrionic abortion. This disease is widespread in the 
North a'nd South Islands. So far as we know, the ram is not in
fected, but more work will have to be done before we can be sure 
of this. Field diagnosis is possible and is based on the examination 
of the livers of the lambs born dead. In our experience only about 
one liver in ten or twenty is infected, so that it is necessary to open 
up a large number of lambs before one can be certain that no 
vibrionic infection exists. There is no mistaking the lesions. The 
dark liver is studded with white dead circular areas varying in size 
from j inch to ~ inch in diameter. The afterbirth is thickened 
and gelatinous with discharge of a fluid pus. 

Type 4. The bacteria causing circling disease have been found 
to cause abortion in only one property so far. No obvious sig'ns 
were observed in the afterbirth. 

The recognisable signs and hints indicating the possibility of 
abortion in a flock have now been given. Once a doubt is in a 
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farmer's mind, professional help must be sought to deny or confirm 
the presence of the disease and to avoid future losses. 

Other diseases occurring at lambing or later are blood-poisoning 
or blackleg and black udder. Veteri'nary advice about the former 
will be of use. In the same period lambs mav get arthritis, pulpy 
kidney or diseases following docking, of which tetanus is one. 
Hygiene, husbandry and veterinary aid again should prevent or 
reduce these losses. 

Diseases of rams can be divided i'nto three main groups : general 
diseases which affect fertility, apparently minor upsets with effects 
on fertility, and cliseases with obvious damage to reproductive organs. 
Of the general diseases, again as for ewes, facial eczema leaves 
the male infertile or poorly fertile for many years afterwards. 
Footrot in acute form reduces the ability to produce sperms and, 
in less active forms, prevents the ram from seeki'ng ewes in his 
ground. Any disease which raises the body temperature tempor
arily, at the least reduces male fertility. Too much wool on the 
purse in hot weather achieves the same effect; it is not a disease 
but, by its retention of heat in that area, acts similarly. The 
apparently-minor upsets include such things as dippi'ng scald and 
frequent use of footrot treatments containing arsenic. The results 
of dipping rams in arsenical baths when they are i'n the flush is well 
known. Use of arsenic round the feet every few days makes its 
mark on the size and tone very clear. The seasonal increase of size 
and firm'.ness of testicles does not occur; in cases seen, wethers 
would have been as much good. It must be added that these arsen
ical "footrot cures" produced their worst results where the rams 
lay in pens, wet from their recently treated feet, for many hours. 

Of diseases \vith obvious damage to reproductive organs, the 
first to consider is injury. Injuries to the sheath are seen occasion
ally which prevent the pElnis being used in service. Many, but 
not all, come at shearing. Early recognition makes surgical cor
rection easier. Injury tends to be cited as the cause of abnormalties 
seen in testicles after slaughter. This appears to be a contention 
laclci'og proof unless it is claimed that the occurrence is rare. 
A few infected wounds and abscesses are seen; but note the wor<I 
"few." Pizzle rot, if neglected, can seriously impair sexual per
formance. Veterinary advice will indicate methods of treatment 
and possibly future prevention. Ma'nge of the scrotum (purse), 
has been shown to occur in flocks over most parts of New Zealand 
recently. Its effect on the testicles after long infestation is marked. 
The ability to produce sperms, whlle the sheep is "mangey," is 
greatly reduced. If early cure is not achieved, the effect may 
be perma'nent. The wool on the purse is matted with a cheesey 
thick fluid in it. It has a ty,Pical smell. When the testicles are 
gently rubbed the ram lifts his head and champs his jaws. Time 
does not permit discussion of the treatment fully but it should be 
done under the advice of professional men. This is said because 
thPrP. shonlrl ha l!ertainty that mange ii:; the NmRe .of thP. tronhle the 
owner •notices and also because the mange mites live in the lower part 
of the legs as well as the scrotum. 

Attention now comes to diseases in the testicles or closely
related sexual glands. They may, for the purposes of this paper, 
include conditions that do not mean "disease" to many. Such 
abnormalities as small and undescended testicles are examples. Test
icles too small to promise economic breeding-efficiency, for the 
time of the year and the age of the sheep, may indicate failure 
to develop or they may have withered because of some previous 
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condition. Wide variations within normality occur and experience 
is required i'n a person designating testicles as "too small." One 
undescended testicle may not reduce fertility but it can be inherited 
and the pros and cons of buying such s1res must be considered 
by the purchaser. Double rigs never breed while both testicles 
are undescended. 

An infectious disease of sheep found in the testicles and ac-
. cessory sex organs affects a considerable proportion of rams. It 

is called epididymitis because the organ most obviously affected 
in the male is the epididymis. It is obvious because the swelling 
and hardness of some part of the epididymis is easily felt. In 
many cases in slaughtere<I or castrated sheep it is also easily 
seen. So far, it has been stated that this is a•n iniectious disease 
of shPep and it affects the genital organs of males. What else 
does it do? Transmitted to the female, it causes the abortion 
Type 1, already described. n is known that transmission can 
ne from ram to ewe and then to a!llother ram. As it is a venereal 
disease, we should know from the fate of a species ~upposed to 
have more brains bow iniectious it c&n be. What is the effect 
on the ram? After catchin~ the disease, the ram is infertile after 
a short period. For a portion of one subsequent breeIDng season 
he may recover some fertility but is •never again a good bet for 
high fertility. Always after infection the ram is a carrier of the 
disease. Once a ram is known to have it, his only future use 
should be as food for dogs. For reasons given, this should be 
obvious. 

It must now be pointed outi that there is yet a good deal to be 
found out about. this trouble. How, it may be asked, do 2-tooth 
virgin rams get it? We know that vets have rejected rams as 
2-tooths for this disease. We also know that a ewe cocn have a 
Jive lamb which grows to maturity but the same ewe can carry the 
germ and transmit it in her milk. That is an explanation which 
requires proof yet; but it is a conclusion that might be jumped to 
without getting sore feet. Much enquiry continues a'nd will continue 
about this disease. We have some idea of its economic importance 
and this warrants investigation into methods of prevention and cure. 
So far, 'no cure is known nor is any adequate preventive measure. 
Its effects on lambing percentages can be reduced by the elimination 
of all affected rams from the flock by veterinary examination before 
tupping. This decreases its reduction of the fertility of the sheep on 
a farm but it does not get rid of the disease. If clean rams joi'n 
the ewes, in another six months some of them can be suffering from 
epididymitis. The reasons fo1· this must come from two possibilities 
which are:-
1. Some of the ewes are carrying the iniectiO'n, or 
2. Rams showing no abnormality of the epididymis that can be 

felt are infected and therefore transmitting the disease. P resent 
knowledge makes the second gues11 a probability: a few of the 
rams were clean to the se'nse of touch but would not be to the 
bacteriologist examining the semen. 
Summing up about epididymitis, what do we find? An infectious 

venereal disease reducing the fertility of rams and ewes which is 
widespread over New Zealand. Work is now being dO'ne to combat its 
effect which is known to be nationally serious. At the present ;i.ny 
farmer can take measures to reduce losses from it. 

In conclusion, some remarks-however obvious-are required. 
l n a relatively-brief talk, a'n attempt has been made to cover too 
many subjects with insufficient detail given about any of them. It 
was written for reading and, if a portion of those listening have 
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subjects about which they require more intense discussion the paper 
will have achieved its object. The fertility of our flocks greatly 
affects our national prosperity and few subjects demand wider ex
change of ideas. Good ideas do not all come from laboratories 
or people holding professional status. In the matter of the woolly 
animals that graze the Dominion, I am quite sure of this. I would 
like to hear the opi'aions or queries of South Island farmers. 

Mr Topp, Waipara: When they did their flushing trials at Rua
kura did they try ewes which had been kept in good condition right 
through? 

Mr Crawford: Mr L. R. Wallace at Ruakura showed that ewes 
which a:r:e flushed tend to have their first heat of the breeding season 
just a little sooner than do ewes which have not b~en flushed. The 
effect was, however, of such small magnitude as to be of little or no 
practical significance. Ewes which had been flushed, proved rather 
more difficult to get· in lamb, returning to the rams more frequently. 
As a result, the mean lambing date was somewhat later for flushed 
ewes, and the lambing rather less concentrated. As a result of this 
situation, it was further shown that a higher proportion of barren 
ewes might be expected under conditions where rams are allowed to 
remain with the ewes for a definitely restricted tupping period. 
Flushing was shown to result in a considerably higher proportion of 
twins being obtained from those ewes which lambed. A period of 
flushing even as short as one week was shown to be beneficial in this 
connection but a flushing period of four-five weeks was necessary in 
order to obtain the best results. Certain limited evidence suggested 
that the beneficial effect of flushing may persist for approximately a 
fortnight after the flushing process is disoontinued. The neo-natal 
mortality rate among lambs from flushed ewes was shown to be 
higher than among those from unflushed ewes. This was the result 
of a higher death rate among lambs born as twins, which were 
obtained in great numbers from ewes which had been flushed. Analy
sis of the data indicated that a pr<iperly conducted flushing pro
gramme may be expected to result in a lambing percentage, 20 per 
cent. higher than that obtained when no flushing is practised. 

Mr Wheeler: Could epidydimitis be transmitted to the dog eating 
diseased organs and thus affect its fertility? 

Mr Crawford: No. My dog always travels in the car with me. 
He has a wide taste in food and bits of rams, diseased or otherwise, 
have been a main article of diet. The last bitch he was mated with 
had eleven pups. There is no danger to dogs as far as our present 
knowledge goes. 

Mr Little: Apart from disease altogether, what is the effect on 
ram fertility of change in feed or environment and the effects of 
transport during the breeding season? 

Mr Crawford: All these have an effect var.ying according to the 
severity of the change. I think it is necessary to buy rams early 
and give them a chance to acclimatise in the district where ·they will 
do their life's work. Rams should not be transported during the 
breeding season. It is well known that one cold, wet, windy day dur
ing tupping will put the rams right off breeding and they may take a 
full week to recover. 

·Mr Bowmar, Gore: . Do you advocate the purchase of rams as 
lambs? 

Mr Crawford: We have no proof, but I think it is a wise plan as 
it gives them full opportunity to acclimatise before being used. I 
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do think the breeders pay too much attention to putting condition on 
rams before the autumn sales. They are so intent on preparation for 
sale that they give too little attention to other factors. This question 
of acclimatisation is a good argument for holding the ram fairs much 
earlier than at presei1t. 

A speaker : Can the disease be detected in lambs? 
lllr Crawford ; At present epididymitis can l>e detected only by 

feeling the testicles. Until we get a blood test we will not be able 
to detect it in ram lambs. Few 2-tooth rams have the disease. The 
l'ale varies from one per cent. in 2-tooth rams to 20 per cent in five
year-old rams. The risk you run in buying a ram lamb is ve17 slight. 

Mr Grant, Waimate: Most rams are now tested for soundness 
before sale. la some cases buyers have claimed later that the 1·am11 
were infected. Would they have picked up the disease on the new 
farm ot· was the disease just latent? 

l\lr Crawford: All a veterinarian is entitled to say is that on the 
day he examined the ram there were no abnormalities. A mm may 
appear sound today and may show gross signs of epididymitis in a 
week. Lt obviously eaa develop very rapidly. It is possible that it 
can remain latent and become obvious to the feeling hand in a few 
days. I think it would ta.lee a minimum of four weeks from the time 
of infection to when it could be detected by feeling. 

l\1r Jebson, Rangiora : Experiments with artificial in!ection of 
rams showed that lesions took from three to twelve weeks to develop. 
As regards 2-tooths, although as already stated the incidence is usu
ally very low, I would like to mention two cases whe1·e it was high. 
J a one case of 66 2-tooth rams, 17 had to be culled because of infec
tion. As hoggets they had been run with a mob of killer ewes on 
chou moellier. They had mated with these ewes (as was proved by 
some of the ewes being ia lamb) and had thus become infected. In 
the other case of 14 rams, six were affected. They also had been 
run with ewe hoggets in the previous autumn. If you are breeding 
2-tooth rams don't give them any opportunity to mate before sale. 

l\Ir Bunt, Wanaka: Will it e,rer be possible to t-ell in advance if 
ewes are going to have twin lambs? 

Mr Crawford: I hope that it won't be too long before we can 
do it. We need money to carry out the expe1·imental work. I t would 
have to be done with a special type of X-ray plant. If it could be 
done for one shilling a ewe it would mean a ip-eal deal to many people 
to be able to sort their flocks into those which had singles, twins, or 
no lambs at all. 

Mr Bowmar: Would you define what you understa'nd by a "dry 
ewe?" 

Mr Crawford : In my investigation I try to find out how many 
ewes were di·y before Jambing (I call them the "dry-dry ewes") and 
how many were dry at tailing but were known previously in lamb 
(I call these the "wet-dry" ewes). 

A speaker: Do you recommend quitting a dry-dry 2-tooth ewe 
or would you give he1· a second chance? 

Mr Crawford: I have no sympathy with the non-producer. There 
is a farmer present who culls all the ewes which don't have a lamb. 
In recent years he has had to cull less and less. It is an excellent 
method of selection. But may I ask you to sell these culls to the 
works, not to some poor sucker who may attempt to breed from them? 

Mr Blunt: Reverting to epididymitis- what methods do you 
recommend that we should adopt to control this disease? 
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Mr Cra wford : I have no very hopeful answer. I compared 
70,000 ewes in two countries for three years and found their lambing 
percentage to be within 0.8 per cent. of the county average. Each 
year for three years we removed all diseased rams. The lambing 
percentage in these ewes was five per cent. above the county average. 
This system raises lambing percentages but does not reduce the per
centage of infected rams. The first year a farmer has hls rams 
tested he shows a greater number of rejects because he gets rid of 
a number that have been walking round as "wool-bearing ornaments" 
for years. In my district the ave1·age number of rams of all ages 
that are rejected is a bout ten per cent. 

--- --.. :-----
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO FAT-LAMB FARMS 

1. A. R. Dawson, Invercargill 

Fat-lamb productiO'n in Southland has increased in a most spec
tacular manner during the past 30 years. Rapid progress has been 
made in the past 10 years during which the value of exports from 
the province has risen by 239 per cent, compared with the average 
New Zealand increase of 154 per cent. The province 'now produces 
8 per cent of New Zealand's production. and twice as much in value. 
a head of population as the average for the Dominion. 

Before discussing i'n detail the results in fat-lamb production
on my own farm and those of two other well-known farms, I will 
describe some of the features under which our farming is carried out. 

The productivity of Southland is more related to its suitable 
climate for farming than to its soil formations. In the coastal belt 
i'n which I live, the average rainfall is in the vicinity of 45 inches. 
Sheep farming is general with fat-lamb production predominating 
on the now fertile plains. The quality of fat lambs p1·oduced 
is unrivalled as is shown by the success of the province in winning 
the N .Z. Meat Board Shield Competition for the South Island on 
all occasions, except one, on which it has been competed for. West
ern Southla'nd districts (my own farm is in this area), won the 
Shield \vith the past season's lambs. 

0

The average carrying-capacity of sown grasslands of Southland 
is approximately equal to that of the Waikato at three sheep to the 
acre. (This comparison has been arrived at by using a conversion 
rate of six sheep being equal to one cow). 

Number of Lambs Killed in Southland 
Year Killed 
1923 432,000 
1933 1,141,000 
1943 1,635,000 
1952 2,069,595 
1953 2,300,000 (estimated) but 

based dn killings to 8/5/53. 
Over a period of 30 years, the increase in fat lambs killed is 

thus almost 2,000,000. The breeding ewes in 1950 totalled 2,622,000. 
The results in fat-lamb production on the three farms which I 

'vill now discuss v.rith you, can be taken as somewhat typical of 
successful methods employed in Southland. They will, ·I think, 
indicate some of the methods by which the number and quality of fal 
lambs in the province have reached the present level. 

Review of Procedure on my Farm: 
M y farm is situated five miles nor th of lnvercargill and consists 
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It was divided int-0 'nine paddocks when 1 bought it in April 1920. 
Three of these were browntop-dogstail pasture, 50 acres in oats, 
60 acres in turnips and the remainde1· of the area was useless swamp 
and run-out bidi-bidi, weeds and some browntop. 

On taking possessiO"n, the initial stocking was 400 ewes and they 
produced 40.0 lambs. By early November they were so short of feed 
that I was forced to send 200 ewes and their lambs out to graze 
until the end of December. The previous owner had neither limed 
the land nor topdressed it and as can be imagined all Iambs had 
to be fatte'ned on supplementary feed. They were not ready for 
the freezing works until the middle of April. 

In contrast, my stock in 1952 were 1500 ewes, lambs tailed 2130, 
and of these 1687 were drafted as milk lambs. Also, there were 60 
head of cattle. 

In the first ten years I ploughed, cropped and sowed out in 
grass, with ! ton of carbonate of lime and 2kwt. of superphosphate 
to the acre a'nd topdressed with the same fertiliser each second year. 

In 1930, the ewe flock had increased to 800 ewes and about 50 
per cent of the lambs were fattened as milk lambs at an average 
weight of about 34 to 35lb. In 1934 one half of the pastures was 
topdressed with 5cwt. of burnt lime, lcwt. 30.% potash salts, and H 
cwt. reverted super to the acre. The following year the other half 
of the pastui·es was similarly treated. 

By 1936 the ewes had increased to 1200, with 1440 Iambs of which 
1050 fattened as milk lam.bs at a'n average weight of 36lb. per head. 
I am of the opinion t.hat the spectacular increse in fatmilk lambs 
was due to the addition of potash salts to the phosphate topdressing. 

The year 1936 was notable in another direction of great impor
tance to farming a:nd fat-lamb production in Southland. It marked 
the commencement of lime-carting by motor lorries on a fairly big 
scale. As a result I stepped up my liming programme and adopted 
the practice of applying U tons to the acre for second-crop turnips, 
and l! tdni: to the acre on sowing out with grass. 

The year 1940 marked a new phase in pasture management and 
treatment. I commenced a policy of buying 60 to 70 head of store 
cattle annually to control surplus pasture growth on which they 
were fatte'ned. Also, cobaltised super was used for topdressing for 
the first time. 

From 1940, to 1947 and 1948, each pasture as it was sown out 
was topdressed annually for six years with 2cwt. of cobal tised super 
and Scwt. carbonate of lime to the acre. After the sixth year the 
pastures were topdressed each second year only. 

A further change in topdressing proce<iure took place in 1947 
and 1948 whe'n potassic cobaltised super was applied. Since 1948 
I have reverted to my usual 2cwt. cobaltised super, topdressing 
half the area in pasture each year. 

I will now detail my fat-lamb returns:-
Ewes Lambs Milk Average L. Fat Average 

Year Tupped Tailed Lambs Weight- off Grass Weight-
lb. lb. 

1920 400 400 nil 
19110 800 450 app1·ox. 34/35 
1949/50 1400 1950 1680 40.15 233 40.13 
1950/51 1450 2000 1764 41.46 157 38.87 
1951/52 1450 1950 1732 41.32 183 
1952/53 1500 2130 1687 37.70 { 237 36.64 

l144 37.92 
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The figures quoted for the 1952/53 season give a grand total of 
2068 lambs killed of which 1687 were killed as milk lambs. The 
average weight of them is rather lower than usual. This is attrib
uted to a period of unusually dry weather which commenced in 
December and cdntinued for some two months with a loss of succu
lence in the pastures. This was in violent contrast to the preceding 
luxw·iant spring growth. 

General Metho'ds of Manag,ement Employed: 
The rams used are Southdowns, the ewes are Rom'ney-Cross. 

The replacement ewes are hill-country full-mouthed ewes bought an
nually. The grazing management is set stocking of ewes with lambs 
from lambing to drafting and weani'ng. During the set-stocking 
period, ewes are limited to five to the acre. When and where surplus 
roughage occurs, it is controlled by a mob of cattle. 

Cattle are bought in annually, 60 to 70 of them, sometimes as 
yearlings in the autum'n and alternatively as 3-year-old bullocks 
fo the spring. 

On my farm, about six acres of hay are saved annually; the hay 
is used chiefly for feeding cattle. 

I usually have 20 acres of fodder crops with swedes as first 
cron on ley ploughing. In the following season the same area is 
sown to yellow turnips with perhaps, part of the area in choumoellier. 
The area is sown to pasture in the third season. The fertiliser 
used consists of 2kwt. reverted super and Hcwt. blood and bone to 
the acre. The P-rass-seed mixture consists of:-

20lb. certified mother seed perennial ryegrass. 
5lb. certified short-rotation ryegrass. 
5lb. certified cocksfoot. 
3lb. certified timothy. 
4lb. certified white clover. 
lib. certified Mont. clover. 
llb. certified dogstail . 

39lb. seeding to the acre. 

This is sown with U tons of lime and 3cwt. cobaltised super 
to the acre. Subsequent topdressing is 2cwt. cobaltised super, and 
8cwt. of carbonate of lime to the acre annually for six years .. 

After weaning, I endeavoured to keep ewes on short rations 
with the object of reducing their conditidn until within two weeks 
of putting the rams out, usually about 5th April. The ewe flocks 
in Southland are usually very fat at weaning time. We usually 
have good, fresh, autumn growth from February to May and this 
provides excellent feed for flushing the ewes. 

My flocks usually do not require supplementary feed u'ntil early 
in July, when they receive a ration of swedes or turnips for four 
to five hours daily, and 20 acres usually carries them until mid
August. The ewes are then spread out on the paddocks at the usual 
rate of five to the acre. 

My ewes are station ewes and I buy in a'n annual draft of about 
600. Th~ reason that I supply them with little or no hay, is that 
they are not accustomed to eating it. To offset this, I provide a good 
run-off to pasture saved specially for the purpose. 
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I may state here that our winter perioo of dormant growth is now 
very much shorter than it was 20 years ago. The regular topdress
ing, adequate liming and the resultant building-up of fertility, has 
had the effect of enabling pasture growth to continue much later into 
the winter than formerly, and to commence much earlier in the 
spring. 

With the object of making the most effective use of the rams, I 
have experime'nted with a number of different systems. About ten 
years ago, I settled down to the following procedure:-

! first put out rams at the rate of one to 70 ewes, then every 
four days add extra rams until there is one ram to every 45 ewes. 

I am of the opinion that one of the important factors contribut
ing to the high fat-lamb perce'ntages obtained in Southland is the 
concentration of producers on the care of their earlier ewe flocks at 
lambing time. Usually four to five rounds of the ewes are made 
daily. This system enables personal attention to be given to each ewe 
requiri'ng it. On my own farm I make at least four trips around 
the ewes each day. 

Each set of twins is marked. I use a pressure oil-can filled with 
paint and we number the sets of twins from 1 to 100, using a 
different-coloured paint for each series. Sets of twins marked during 
the past season numbered 750. The twi'n lambs are separated from 
the singles and are placed in separate paddocks. This system of mark
ing twin lambs is most valuable in cases where lambs become mis
mothered during this first few weeks of life. 

I sear the tails and have used rubber rings satisfactorily on 
the ram lambs for the past six years. This work is usually performed 
when the lambs are about three weeks old. 

l'n common with practically all fat-lamb producers in Southland, 
I practice "set stocking" from lambing until drafting. (Rotational 
grazing has been advocated in some quarters and some farmers have 
tried it, mostly without success). 

On my farm the objective in pasture management is to preve'nt 
an undue amount of roughage, and to keep the growth limited to 
about two or three inches. From October to February I have been 
successful in doing this by the judicious use of cattle. Wherever 
growth shows signs of bei'ng in excess of the requirement of five 
ewes and their lambs to the acre, I put in a mob of cattle to deal 
with it. The cattle are moved from time to time as the situation in 
respective paddocks demands. 

In regard to the use of cattle, I am strongly of the opinion 
that a combination of cattle with ewes is conducive to more healthy 
pasture and soil condition than is the case where no cattle are used. 

Conclusion: 
I have endeavoured to present a description of many important 

features of fat-lamb production in Southland. 
While there are many variations in the methods used by South

land farmers, in the main those which have been described have 
been fairly closely followed by those who have been most successful. 

From my own experiences and observations over a long period, 
I have formed the opinion that the highest standard of success in 
fat-lamb production can'not be obtained, unless the farmer has 
mastered the art of good management of his soil, stock and pastures. 
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Area of Farm: 

APPENDIX I 

FAT-LAMB RESULTS AND METHODS OF MR N. H. JEFFERIES 

SOUTH MORTON MAINS 

634 acres including 14 or 15 of swamp, creeks and trees purchased in 1938. The previous owner carrie<l 
640 ewes and 300 dry sheep when half the farm was in broW'ntop and several paddocks had not been ploughed 
for 35 years. 

Mr Jefferies commenced a policy of liming and topdressing with cobaltised superphosphate. 

CHART OF TREATMENT AND RESULTS 

Acres Tons Tons Ewes Ewes Milk Total 
Year Pasture Crop Lime Super Hoggets Cattle Tupped Lamb's F. Lambs 

1939/ 40 530 90 250 44 150 90 950 980 1260 
1940/41 525 95 300 46 90 1000 1020 1330 
1943/44 528 92 120 18 90 1250 1040 1663 
1948/49 538 82 250 42 600 180 1470 182Q 2120 

marked 
1949/ 50 600 90 1500 1720 2000 
1950/ 51 650 108 1540 1800 2150 
1951/52 660 120 1510 1680 2010 
1952/53 630 150 1520 1731 2090 

TOPDRESSING AND LIMING FOR THE YEARS, 1949 to 1953 INCLUSIVE 

All pastures topdressed with 2cwt. cobaltised super and ~ ton of carbonate of lime to the acre. 
Dry She.ep: Ewe hoggets bought i'n each year from Mokoreta hill country. 
Rams: Southdowns (bred on the farm). 
Stock Tick: Double-strength cobalt in salt. 
Drenching: The only lambs drenched are those which did not fatten as milk lambs. 
Lime applie<l in first 10 years: 1939 to 1949-1795 tons. 

Average 
Weight-

lb. 
40.12 
38 
38.0 
40.0 

39.15 
38.25 
38.0 
39.5 



APPENDL"'{ 11 
TREATMENT AND RESULTS OF 618 ACRE FARM AT 

WOODLANDS 

Acrt!I E\\CS Lambs Milk Average 
Y eru Pasnu·o Crop Swrunp Cattle Tuppcd Tailed Lambs Weight-lb. 

1935 280 40 298 80 640 820 424 35.7 
1945 295 46 241 L45 1000 1250 976 39.53 
1950 298 32 241 218 1280 1530 1416 42.0 
1951 344 42 216 160 1415 1761 1599 41.5 
1952 336 50 216 130 1587 1933 1638 39.64 
1!153 336 50 216 163 1597 2032 1740 38.53 

S Ul\11\lA R.Y 
Fat milk-lambs in 1935 were only 424 at average weight of 

35.7lb. 
Fat milk-lambs in 1935 had increased to 1740 at average weight 

of 38.53lb. 
Cattle carried in 1935 were 80 head. 
Cattle carried in 1953 had increased to 153 head. 
(The cattle have usually been bought in the month of October). 

Rams: Southdown. 
Liming: On taki'ng possession heavy applications were made with 

the object of reaching between pH 6.0 and pH 7.0-the lime was 
concentrated in several paddocks each year. 

Topdressing: During the years of development, chiefly cobaltised 
super w·as applied. About l 0 years ago a policy of topdressing 
one or two paddocks a'nnuaUy vtith potassic super was adopted. 
In more recent years all pastures have been topdressed annually 

with 5cwt. of carbonatei of lime and 2cwt. of cobaltised super to the 
acre, usually applied in the autumn. Howeve1" periodically lcwt. only 
of the cobaltised supet· was applied in lhe autumn :l'nd a further 
lcwt. applied in the spring. 

The paddocks due for potash now receive it in the form of 
copperised potassic super. 

Mr Haughey: What precautions do you take !or the <"onlrol of 
disease 1 

Mr Dawson: We find if we don't increase ou1· ewe!! beyond five 
to the acre and if we control our surplus growth with cattle that we 
don't get the same disease problem as do those who are hea''Y 
~tocking with ewes and not using cattle. 

Mr Averill: What is your percentage of dry ewes and how long 
do you leave youl' rams out? 

l\ir Dawson: My average over the year& ha~ been 2-2~ per cent. 
of dry ewes; that of course includes ewes which have slipped. I leave 
the rams out eight weeks. 

Mr Maxwell, Motunau. How do you a\'Oid high mortality with 
pulpy kidney ? 

Mr Dawso11: Twenty years ago, I had heavy losses and might 
lose from 60 to 70 lambs. During the last ten years my losses have 
not been morn than 20. Our experience in Southland has been that 
when you are building up your fertility you are in danger of losing 
n lot of lambs. The losses decrease once you have built up the fer
tility of the land. 
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2. W. R. Olivex, Horo1·ata 

The property is situated in the Hororata district about 40 miles 
<lue west of Christchurch and is mainly on the clav-doW'n type of soil 
to be found along the foothills extending from the seaward slopes 
of Mt. Grey north of the Ashley River down to the Hunter Hilla of 
South Canterbury. 

I farm a total of 334 acres, of which 238 acres is heavy-clay 
down a'nd the remaining 96 acres sharp-stony country adjoining the 
<lowns. 

The rainfall in my area has ranged from the low level of 31.84in. 
in 1949 to as high as 51.23in in 1951, but the usual range is from 
35in. to 40in. per ironum. 

The clay-down country is typical of the foothill country of Can
terbury having about a foot of good loam over feet of stifl' clay. 

This is really browntop country, partially subdivided with gorse 
fences and would quickly revert to browntop andi gorse if left to its 
own devices. A characteristic of this type of soil is that it tends 
lo lie very wet in the winter months and consequently the time 
available for cultivation is limited. It is not very easy to work and 
unless handled properly and at the right time, can be very difl'icult 
to break down. 

The farming methods used for some 20 years were similar to 
those on any other farm in the area-out of grass to rape or skim 
fallowed to wheat, generally two crops, then perhaps oats or rape 
and sown down with Canterbury ryegrass-no lime or topdressing. 
The pastures usually ran out by the end of the third year. 

Sbcty to eighty acres was sown in wheat each year and yields 
ran~ed from 40 to 35 bushels according to season, but gradually 
-Oeclined. In 1940 in response to the call for more wheat, 80 acres 
were sown and yielded 21 bushels per acre. 

This. was the deciding factor and convinced me that I had only 
two alternatives-to leave the farm and get a job perhaps as a farm 
,adviser or to try some different method of farming. 

I chose the latter and fallowed that wheat stubble till the follow
ing autumn and then broadcast 25lb. perennial rye, 3lb. white clover 
and 2lb. dogstail with 1 ton of lime. By 1946 I had been over the 
whole of the downs block using this method. 

Each year following the sowing down of a pasture it receives 
~ ton of lime and Ucwt. of super per acre in the autumn until a 
total of 3 tons per acre of lime has been put on that paddock, but 
continues to receive an annual topdressing of super. The practice 
of spreading the application of lime over a number of years instead 
'°f making one large application has proved more beneficial. 

These pastures were put down with two objects in view, the 
nrst to take advantage of the lucrative seed market to obtain 
returns to further the build up of the farm, and second, pasture 
for stock. Ryegrass seed is taken in the first harvest and white 
dover seed in the second year and either ryegrass or clover seed 
in the following year according to prospects for seed and needs of 
stock. One paddock was harvested for seed in six consecutive years. 

The pastures themselves, while tending to open up a bit with 
early harvesting, cer tainly improve with age. Yields of seed average 
about 30 bushels pe1· acre machine dressed perennial rye first year, 
and 150 to 180lb. white clover in the second year-in subsequent 
years 10 to 15 bushels perennial rye and 50 to 601b. white clover 
and in a wet season a good yield of dogstail. 
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As pastures improved, stock numbers were increased to cope 
with the feed, although the actual area available for grazing re
mained practically constant as from 1945. 

In 1940 254 ewes were put to the ram. 
In 1945 620 ewes were put to the ram. 
In 1950 845 ewes were put to the ram. 
In 1962 920 ewes were put to the ram. 
The area for small seeds depended on the season but would be 

closed up by middle October. The remainder of the pastures could 
stand being doubled up with stock-the area in seed and hay being 
usually 70 to 80' acres each year. Seed, hay and other crops grown 
reduce grazing area available to stock, as indicated by the following 
figures. 

Grau Ewu 
Total Arc" in A\·ailablc to 
Seed, Hay and for Ram 

Ccreah Gruiug 
Vrar acrei; 

1945 116 acres (86 seed and hay) ( 32 cereals) 202 626 
1946 96 (73 .. " " ) (22 " ) 226 650 
1947 115 

" 
(90 " " .. ) (25 

" ) 205 669 
1948 103 (67 

" " ., ) ~36 ) 217 795 
1949 130 ., (100 .. " ) 36 .. ) 190 823 
1950 99 .. (54 " " .. ) (45 ) 221 849 
1951 107 " 

(81 •• ) (26 ) 213 918 
1952 80 " (69 .. " ) (21 ) 240 920 

Although the sheep numbers have increased considerably the 
area available for grazing bas remained fairly constant. The area 
in seed and hay is not wholly lost for grazing as it is available 
before shutting up in October and after seed or hay taken. 

As a result of this improvement in pastures and annual top
dressing, ewes remain on the grass paddocks till the end of July 
with some grass hay to sup'{llement in rough weather. Lucerne is 
grown on the stony block an~ 1400 to 1600 bales is saved each year 
from 17 acres. Approximately 25 acres of greenfeed is sown each 
autumn and will be dun oats, dun oats and lupins, or Italian rye
grass and lupins. 

Ewes are rationed on greenfeed from 1st August with one bale 
lucerne to every 50 ewes per day. No turnips are grown now but 
prior to 1940 some 15 to 2() acres would be grown each year for the 
2-300 sheep, and were fed with greenfeed and very little hay. Ewes 
lamb about 10th September when grass paddocks on the downs area 
hnve freshenP.rl up. 

The practice has been to spread ewes in small mobs over the 
whole farm rather than have them in large mobs which dfrty the 
grass as paddocks are usually wet in the spring. On several oecasiona 
after a good seed crop bas been taken off in F ebruary, the paddock 
has been shut up and saved through winter to be rationed out to 
lambing ewes in the spring. 

Lambing percentages average 110 per cent on ewes put to ram 
and in the first draft in early February 30 to 50 per cent of the 
total lambs go fat off the mothers. This lambing percentage is not 
outstanding and I can not give any good reason for it. Actual 
tailings of ewes with lambs average about 120 per cent but every 
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year there are too many dry ewes, amounting to about five per cent 
of the ewes put to the ram. 

Rams are now tested for fertility but this ha:s not made much 
differences to the lambing percentage. Ewes usually carry a fair 
amount of condition and it is hard to keep them down to good 
store order. As regards the flushing of ewes, it does not always 
work out in practice; for example, the autumn of 1948 was one of 
the driest for years and yet lambing percentages were considerably 
above average. 

Rams used are Southdown and South-Suffolk cross and some 
young rams are purchased each year. Lamb-weight averages are 
about the 36lb. or better for the season and of course, as the total 
number of lambs sold increases, there is an increase in the total 
production of lamb meat. 

Year 

1949/ 50 
1950/ 51 
1951/5~ 

Number Sold 

*920 
890 
991 

Total Weight-lb. 

32652 
**32062 

36231 

Average Weight -lb. 

36.2 
36.0 
36.6 

* In addition 128 lambs were bought in and fattened, making a 
total of 1030 lambs fattened and a total weight of 37282lb. 
of meat. 

* * Weight estimated. 

The weaned lambs are fatt ened mainly on rape and about 20 
acres is sown each year, the area in rape determining the cropping 
area for the following season. Some lamb fattening is also done 
on lucerne after the last crop of hay in March. 

The problem today is to decide which paddock to plough. Thi's 
year a paddock of 25 acres sown to grass in 1940 was ploughed for 
rape and it seemed a shame to break it up. 

Ewes are Corriedales and are purchased as 4-year ewes from 
North Canterbury and an attempt is made to buy the same sheep 
each year. They last three years and are culled and sold fat in 
Addington in June. On occasions they have brought more as fats 
than what it cost to purchase them three years previously, although 
this has not been the case more recently. 

Wool weights too have increased considerably both in total and 
per head of sheep shorn a's indicated by the following figures. It 
must be remembered that the stock do not have the use of the total 
area of the farm: 

Number T otal Weight Average weight Wool Weight 
Year Shorn Wool (lb.) head (lb. ) per per acre. 

1940/41 366 2,884 7.9 8.6 lb. 
1943/ 44 515 4,630 9.0 13.9 " 
1945/46 612 5,630 9.2 16.0 " 
1949/ 50 848 7,422 8.75 22.0 " 
1950/51 884 8,858 10.0 26.5 " 
1951/52 864 10,038 11.6 30.0 " 

As yet, cattle have not been used extensively although they would 
be very useful at certain times of the year as it is becoming in
creasingly difficult to control pasture growth. The wintering of 
cattle, however, presents difficultie's. No doubt sufficient hay could 
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be grown for them, but they would damage the pastures on the clay 
downs, by pugging in the winter months. Also, in my case, extensive 
fencing modifications would be necessary. 

On the stony portion of the farm, paddocks are sown in a mix
ture of ryegrass, white clover, sub-clover and cocksfoot after the 
second year in greenfeed, the lime and super programme being the 
same as for the downland. 

This block acts as a runoff for stock from the downs during 
wet periods and with the heavy concentration of stock, fertilitv has
been built up considerably. Pastures there now compare more than 

' favourably with tho'se on the heavy land. 
· No drainage has been attempted on the downs, as no naturaf 
water courses exist to drain into, but it is a job that will have 
to be tackled one day. I once heard a well known agriculturaI 
officer in this district say that when the ground was wet it was too 
wet to drain and when it was dry it didn't want draining anyway. 

In the past this downland was regarded a's poor fattening country 
for sheep and Jambs, but in the light of my own experiences I am 
convinced that there are great possibilities for future development-

Chairman: How do you manage to keep on harvesting white 
clover when you have built up your fertility so much and have a fairly 
high rainfall? 

Mr Oliver: I have had no trouble except in a wet season. At 
the same time I wish the stock white clover would flower a bit 
better. 

Mr Leitch: If the cereal in the tables means wheat, that pro
vides the answer as to why you can get a white clover crop. 

Mr Oliver: Yes. We do knock the fertility back by taking wheat, 
whereas we used to get only 20 bushels; in 1948 we took one crop of 6(} 
bushels, but I take only one crop out now. 

Mr Cowin: Has Mr Oliver tried to graze his pastures with cattle 
in the first year? In Nelson we find difficulty in establishing pastures 
if we graze them only with sheep. 

Mr Oliver: I'd hate to put cattle on our pastures in the autumn. 
I'd have no chance of harvesting white clover as I'd pug the country 
too much. I use a big mob of sheep to consolidate the pasture when 
it has been in about a month, taking them off each night. Later on I 
control with the mower. 

A speaker: Have you ever considered using the Romney instead 
of the Gorriedale? 

Mr Oliver: No. Some people don't like Chevrolet ca1·s, some 
people don't like Fords. I don't like Fords. 

Professor Flay: Might I ask what is the future ahead on both 
Mr Dawson's and Mr Oliver's farms? 

Mr Dawson: I would not increase my ewes to more than five to 
the acre. I might be able to carry extra cattle. 

Mr Oliver: I aim at taking 1000 fat lambs and some white, 
· clover. I was born conservative a:nd I think I will remain that way. 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

Chairman : "Before we close this Conierence I would like to 
express my appreciation of your co-operation. We came here with 
many questions and in most cases we go away without the full 
answer. This is as it should be. Too easy questiona would be an 
insult to the intelligence of 200 farmers. If we have learned some
thing and heard different points of view then it has all been well 
worthwhile. l shall ask Professo1· Calder, the Assistant Director of 
the College, to close the Conference." 

Professor Calder summarised the main points that had arisen 
in the delivery of the various papers and the subsequent discussion. 
He drew attenLion to the fact that in spite of the reduced poJ.>ulation 
working on the land, production was neve1theless gradually mcreas
in~. He asked whether we were really concerned about the rate of 
this inc1·ease. He considered that as trustees of the agricultural 
industries we should endeavour to ensure that we are doing all we 
can to increase production and should also strive to see that others 
do all they can. He congratulated the executive on the quality of 
the programme whlch had maintained the standal'd of the previous 
years. 

Mr J . H. Grigg expressed the gratitude of the Conference to the 
Director and staff of Lincoln College for all their help. It would be 
impossible to hold tho Conference without them. He thanked the 
chairman for his guidance of the Conference and particularly for hls 
brilliant opening addJ"ess. 

-----.. -----

ANNUAL MEETING 

The following suggestions were made for next Conference:-

1. That someone should be appointed to sum up the papers and the 
discussions at the end of each session. 

2. That a session should be set aside for the answering of questions, 
especially those which were c1·owded out of the discussions owing 
to lack of time. 

3. That as many members as possible should reside at the College 
and take part in the inCormal evening discussions thus made 
possible. 

4. Possible topics-
( a) Wool and its Production in the South Island. 
(b) F:irrn forestry. 

(c) Trace Elements and Soil Testing. 
(d) Lucerne. 
(e) The Economic Side of Farming. 
(f) Disease in Live-stock. 
(g) Progress Repo1t on Research into and Control of Epididy

mitis. 

Any farme1· is invited to send in further suggestions to the 
Secretary. 
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